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DEDICATION 
 
 

I drop a lot of names in this book—not the names of famous 
people, but the names of those who have put their lives at the disposal 
of the master, Jesus Christ.  

 
You might not recognize most of them, and I know that I missed 

many, but it is important that we remember what they’ve done. Each 
has a unique calling and role in building up the body of Christ. 

 
This book represents the lives of ordinary people picked up a 

cross to follow Jesus. They’ve made disciples, planted churches and 
constituted an invasive movement that now finds itself on every 
continent. They are my heroes!
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Trust in the Lord and do good. Then you will live safely in 
the land and prosper. Take delight in the Lord and he will give 
you your heart’s desires. Everything you do to the Lord. Trust 
him, and he will help you. He will make your innocence as 
clear as the dawn, and the justice of your cause will shine like 
the noonday sun. 

Psalm 37:3–6.



 

WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK 
 

Let Go Of The Ring began life as a simple record of the shared 
lives of people who called themselves “Hope Chapel” in Manhattan & 
Hermosa Beach, California. 

The purpose was to leave behind a history after I, the chief-
storyteller, moved to Hawaii. That purpose expanded when people in 
Hawaii became interested in the book. To my surprise, they saw it as a 
record of their heritage. It functioned as a kind of introduction to our 
vision and values. We began distributing it among people as they 
joined in our mission to touch the world. 

Some years later I discovered the book on a table of 
recommended “church growth” books at a conference where I was 
teaching. Indeed, it presents a model that many pastors have found 
useful, so we began using it to train church planters. 

My current thought and purpose is that people joining with us in 
Hope Chapel Honolulu will understand us better and that they will 
join our mission to bring the world to Jesus Christ. Others will 
undoubtedly find direction and grace through the book but my 
thoughts are still on the congregation that I pastor and those I enjoyed 
serving with in the past. I included the names of lots of people either 
who influenced us or who are the chief actors in this drama. 

If you read this as a leader, the book offers you a simple, and 
hopefully, biblical approach to disciplemaking and church 
multiplication. This is not the story of a denomination or a hierarchy. 
We are a “leaderless network. I have some input through the internet, 
books I write and email, but it is mostly to those we sent to plant 
churches, seldom to those they sent. 
Our work at home has touched the world. Churches now exist on 
every continent but Antarctica, though we had one there for a short 
time. The number of churches planted now exceeds the number of 
people in any of the three churches I’ve pastored. All this grew from a 
dozen people, including one frightened pastor, meeting together on a 
Sunday morning in September 1971…
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
 

LET GO OF THAT RING! 
 
 
 

“You’ll never let go of the ring, Frodo, they never do.” 
My friend Ken Hiroshige was a dentist. He had me where I 

couldn’t escape, pinned down in that big chair, mouth propped open, 
his hands working a very long needle into my jaw. 

“They never let go when they get to your place. It just isn’t done. 
There is too much pride involved. You’d have to really sell out and I 
don’t think you can.” 

In J.R.R. Tolkien’s splendid trilogy, The Lord of the Rings, a 
hobbit named Frodo faces a dilemma. He possesses a ring that can 
give him control over the whole world. It can also corrupt the owner 
and turn him into a despot, or worse. If he destroys the ring, a 
righteous order will restore peace to the world, but Frodo will lose the  
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extraordinary power of the ring. If he retains it, he can rule and take 
his chances with the moral corruption that accompanies that situation. 

You’ll have to read The Lord of the Rings to find out what Frodo 
did; this is a story about what happened to me.  

I had just told my friend Ken that I felt God calling me to leave 
my secure job of 10 years to start a church in another city, involving 
people of a different racial and cultural background from mine. It 
meant leaving the pastorate of a congregation of more than 2,000 
people and a home in a California beach town that fit like my own 
skin. I’d be leaving friends whom I dearly loved. This came while our 
church benefited from improbable attention in the local and national 
media. 

The Associated Press had just put out a story about our church 
that ran on radio stations and in newspapers across the country. The 
TV networks did follow-up interviews. It all began with a long article 
in Esquire magazine, which mushroomed into 15 minutes of fame. It 
was pretty heady stuff to forsake for the relative obscurity of a 
pioneer pastorate, in a distant city where I knew practically no one. 

Ken was right. It would be difficult to leave the security that I 
knew for the insecurity that comes with planting a new church. 
However, he was also very wrong in his assumption that “this just 
isn’t done.” 

 
LOSING TO GAIN 

The Bible brims over with stories of people who let go of the 
“ring” in their lives. 

The ring, as Ken spoke of it, represents power, position, and 
prominence. More importantly, it represents control of our lives. God 
often chooses to disrupt all the things we cling to for security. We 
must learn to let go of those things, lay down our lives, pick up our 
crosses and follow Jesus. Christianity works best in the tension of 
letting go so we can receive—of seeking to lose life so we can find it. 

God called Abraham to leave his father’s house, his idols, and his 
friends. He was to forsake the familiarity of his circumstances, his 
father’s inheritance, and political power. God told him to leave his  
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father’s house and go looking for a land that God would show him 
when he got there. 

The Lord didn’t tell Abraham where he was going or what he 
was going to find. He didn’t describe the geography or introduce him 
to its people ahead of time. He simply said, “Leave this place behind 
and go into a land that I’ll show you.” He never even gave him a map. 

However, he did promise to bless Abraham if he had faith to trust 
him, letting go of all human touches of security in the process. 

After Abraham left his father’s house, God began to define the 
blessing. God promised that he would give him a son. He promised 
that he would, through that son, build a great nation. He pledged that, 
through this new nation, God would bless the entire world. He 
assured Abe that he would go with him; that he would bless anyone 
who blessed Abraham; and anyone who cursed Abraham, God would 
curse. 

God asked Abraham to let go of the ring and walk by faith and 
not by sight. Actually, God calls us all to live by faith. 

As you move through the Scriptures, you come upon Moses 
forsaking the riches of Egypt to serve God. You watch Daniel 
abandon potential success by sticking to kosher food. You watch 
young Jeremiah leave his occupation and Amos sell his fig farm to 
serve the Lord. Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego not only let go of 
the ring of power and position in Babylon, they laid their lives on the 
line when they refused to worship the statue of the king. 

 
FOLLOW ME 

In the New Testament, we encounter Jesus at the desk of a 
wealthy businessman. He looked Matthew straight in the face and 
said, “Follow me.” There was no definition, no direction. He didn’t 
promise to make him an apostle or a best-selling author. He only said, 
“Follow me.” 

Matthew was in immediate jeopardy. Every relationship, 
everything he possessed and his stature in the community were all up 
for grabs. Without anything to cling to but trust, he let go of the ring, 
and he followed Jesus. 
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Letting go is hard. But it’s the only avenue to success with the 
Lord. As I think back on my life, I’ve faced the same dilemma as 
Matthew and Abraham. I’ve been asked to let go of that ring of 
control and security. I remember a time when I was still very young… 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
 
 

A CALL AND A CHOICE 
 
 
 

The crisis came when I was about to enter my senior year of high 
school. However, the dilemma actually began when I was about six-
years-old.  

That event was the first time I can remember any direct 
communication from the Lord, and it wasn’t pleasant. 

I was standing at the top of the staircase in our home. My infant 
brother, in the bedroom across the hall, let out a horrible scream; my 
sister must have pinched him. 

As my Dad mounted the stairs he told my mother, “With those 
lungs that kid ought to be a preacher.” (This event came on the heels 
of my father wanting to move us from Portland to Los Angeles so he 
could attend a Bible school becoming a pastor). I hated the idea. It 
meant leaving school and friends behind. Dad’s next words were, 
“Gosh, I wish one of my boys would wind up being a pastor 
someday.” 

Something inside of me screamed, “It’ll be him, not me! I never 
want to be a preacher!” From that day, I knew (I can’t explain how I 
knew, but I knew) God had spoken to me through my Dad. I rebelled 
inside. As much as a little kid can get angry, I was angry. 

For the next 13 years, I fought with the memory of that day. I 
would never fully engage the Lord because I knew that to let go all  
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the way meant becoming a pastor, and I wanted to be an architect. 
Both elementary and high school were years of rebellion against 
God’s call. 

I attended a great church, prayed and read the Bible, but lived 
like the devil at school five days a week. My church friends went to 
church camp every year, mostly disrupting the place. Once we fed a 
laxative to a kitten and let it loose in a worship service. Another time 
we cut off the electric power while they were washing dishes and 
preparing to start the evening meeting.  

At one particular gathering I filled a ten-inch hypodermic syringe 
with water. During prayer, I shot the water at the ceiling and we had 
rain indoors. However funny it was, I felt sick inside for having done 
it. I eventually told a close friend that I was tired of two-faced 
Christianity. He felt the same way, and we invented a typically 
adolescent plan to end our double-minded lifestyles. 

Our idea was to read 10 chapters of the Bible each day for 30 
days and then to come to a decision. We would either serve God 
consistently or get out of church and actually taste the “delights of the 
world” which, for two 17-year-old boys, mostly meant women. 

I read 300 chapters of the Bible and could not escape the Spirit-
filled life that came with it. I committed myself to do whatever God 
asked. The problem was that I already knew what he wanted. He had 
asked when I was only six. 

I was 17 and faced with a dilemma. If I was really going to 
follow the Lord, I was going to have to do what he said. However, I 
still wanted to be an architect. 

My technology-oriented, high school offered a college-level 
architectural program. I had drawn plans for a couple of small 
buildings which were actually built. I didn’t want to let go of the 
dream. Those things may not seem consequential to you, but at age 
17, they were my whole world. 

 
LETTING GO 

The ring is hard to release. Not only was I faced with the 
dilemma of changing careers, there were other costs as well. My 
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friends mostly opposed the decision. The night before I left Portland 
to go to a Bible college in Los Angeles, a friend took me to a 
restaurant where he spent two hours trying to convince me that I was 
making a mistake that would cost our friendship. 

My employer pulled me aside, telling me that I should pursue a 
business major in a local university and then move on to architecture. 
He was even willing to help finance my education if I would stay in 
Portland. My parents weren’t sure that I was making the right 
decision. I remember leaving my girlfriend, knowing that my decision 
would cost me the hope of ever marrying her. 

Whatever I had that could please me—architecture, money, a 
network in the community—all of that would be laid aside. I had to 
let go of the ring, lay down my life, take up my cross and follow 
Jesus. 

 
A LIFE SENTENCE 

I entered LIFE Bible College in the fall of 1965 (Now known as 
LIFE Pacific College in San Dimas, CA). I enjoyed it for the first few 
weeks. Then I began grabbing for that old ring. 

At first, it was exciting to be in Los Angeles. I loved the fast 
pace, the endless summer and the city itself. This was when the glory 
of Los Angeles was just beginning to fade. We would soon face the 
drug revolution and campus rebellion. However, there was still the 
afterglow of the easy-living ’50s and early ’60s, which became the 
subject matter for all those Beach Boys songs. 

Los Angeles was a good place to live. On top of that, college was 
loads of fun. We would stage fake fights in the dorm to freak-out 
school authorities. One time some students started a phony brawl out 
in the street in front of the school hoping to upset elderly neighbor 
ladies. Another student called the cops on them, and we all had a good 
laugh. There were a lot of other pranks and all the good times that 
makes college a great experience for a young person. 

It was during those days that I met my wife, Ruby. I had little 
money, so we became great friends enjoying walks in the park or 
riding the bus to the beach. 
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After several joyous months, frustration set in. I grew to dislike 
the school. The college was small, its recent graduates hadn’t 
accomplished a great deal, and it had self-inflicted insecurities. The 
school was actually a class act offering solid professors and a 
wonderful biblical foundation. The problem arose from constant 
comparisons to other, more secular, Christian colleges. These 
comparisons resulted in a lot of busywork for our student body. 

What I considered silly routines and meaningless rituals were 
forced on us, while real class work was not as challenging as I had 
expected or experienced in high school. The school certainly did not 
measure up to my immature expectations. I knew the history of LIFE 
Bible College and the exploits of its early graduates. They stood in 
stark contrast to the school as I found it. 

The college even imposed a dress code. We weren’t allowed to 
wear Levis or shorts on campus—even in the dorms. To protest this, 
some of us wore clothes that fit the dress code, but we never changed 
them. One time I went for a whole month wearing the same two shirts 
on alternating days. 
The entire scene depressed me. Teachers would give deadlines for 
assignments, but few students did their homework on time. Diligent 
students were penalized by teachers giving extra time to those who 
whined on the due day. I started writing notes on the top of my papers 
in red ink, grading the teacher on their performance, before handing 
in the homework. One teacher actually firmed up about assignments 
coming in on time. 

I began to wish that I had gone to the University of Oregon. I 
found myself looking for another Bible college and sent away for 
catalogs from every school I could find during that first year. 

I even remember a day when the dorm manager stopped us from 
playing catch with a softball because he said that Sunday was the 
Sabbath. He somehow equated simple recreation to ungodly work. 

The whole school seemed silly to me. But my responses to it 
were childish. During my sophomore year I read through the New 
Testament book of Acts five times a week. It was an act of rebellion 
as I was convinced I would learn more from that than from any 
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professor. However, it did set me on track to wonder why the focus 
seemed to be on starting new churches rather than building big ones. I 
continued to chaff against everything around me. God constantly 
reassured me I was in the right place, but I continued to rebel at my 
circumstances. Since then I’ve found that you grow fastest in 
humbling situations, but at the time I didn’t understand. As a result, I 
sinned through my poor attitude. 

 
IRONING OUT SOME WRINKLES 

Paul writes in Romans 13 that rulers and authorities are 
established by God. He says we are to submit to them. As we do, our 
pride is often injured. We lose control to the Lord and those in 
authority over us. Outwardly, the situation can look hopeless, but God 
seems to use the peripheral elements of a situation to bless us. 

Let me tell you how it worked for me… 
 

Ironing Out Some Wrinkles 
LIFE Bible College was like God’s steam iron removing prideful 

wrinkles from my life. Beyond that, the school blessed me in many 
ways, even though I was often too immature to notice them. I was 
fortunate to be tutored by a fantastic educator, Dr. Dorothy Jean 
Furlong. Any ability I have to teach and maintain rapport with an 
audience is a gift of the Holy Spirit bestowed through my association 
with this tough-minded, yet sensitive and challenging woman. 

I became good friends with a man named Jack Hayford, who 
went on to pastor a congregation called The Church on the Way. Jack 
left a strong imprint on my life. He was director of the youth program 
for the denomination and his office was near our campus. He 
befriended and coached me through many of my struggles with the 
college. 

There was another very important woman who towered in my 
life—Eloise Clarno, the director of Sunday Schools for the 
denomination. I’d known her as a child in Portland and she moved to 
L.A. a year before I did. She listened endlessly to my complaints and 
frustrations, always encouraging me to press on and keep on track. 
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I went to school to get an education, assuming I would get it all 
in the classroom. I didn’t understand that my being in the school 
afforded relationships with people who God used to shape me into a 
pastor. The entire faculty consisted of godly, dedicated people. 
Though the school was going through times of transition, their 
healthy example marked every student, even twits like me! 

 
Catching A Bit Of A Vision 

We were required to attend chapel every Friday, and I hated it. It 
seemed a poor excuse for church, and I was already involved in a 
healthy church. However, one chapel service captured my attention. A 
man named Barney Northcoat told us his story. He had planted a 
church about 20 years earlier. It grew from a handful of people up to a 
congregation of considerable size. His story and spark of adventure 
left a remarkable impression on my life. His words sent a jolt of 
adrenaline through my body like nothing I’d experienced before. 

Something good bit me that day; it seemed that God indicated 
Barney’s experience was to become my own. That delighted me.  

In school I often listened to other students discussing their plans 
to become pastors upon graduation (you have to understand that LIFE 
Bible College was basically a “pastor factory”). Classmates would 
covet one pulpit or another. Some were already beginning to shine the 
old apple as they hoped to work their way into some of the larger 
pulpits of America. I was angry at this selfish talk, and Pastor 
Northcoat presented a godly alternative. 

 
LEARNING BY DOING 

LIFE Bible College required its students to work in a church as a 
volunteer, ministering to people. You could teach Sunday School or 
work with a youth group, even preach in a convalescent hospital. The 
choice was ours, but whatever it was, we had to get some kind of 
practical experience. No matter what I felt about the system, the 
overall effect was beneficial to me. It thrust me into the ministry in 
my late teens. 
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I found myself working in a tiny church in the San Fernando 
Valley in a town called Granada Hills. Many families had recently 
moved away due to an industry-wide aerospace layoff. Art Miller, the 
new pastor, arrived to meet 35 people on his first Sunday. 

Art tried to recruit my gregarious, super-talented roommate to 
work with him. My roommate, Thom Whitaker, turned him down. 
Thom was a whiz kid with much to offer. 

Afterwards, I felt embarrassed and untalented as I asked Art if it 
would be okay if I came to his church. You have to understand that for 
me to attend the church, Art would need to provide transportation. 
He’d drive a 70-mile round trip each Sunday, in addition to his other 
responsibilities. Seventy miles was a good deal considering Thom 
with all his talents, but I was no Thom Whitaker. Art said, “yes,” and I 
ended up recruiting eight other people just to sweeten the deal. Nine 
of us crammed Art’s station wagon each Sunday to help get the 
church off the ground. 

For me, it was almost a church planting exercise and I was 
fortunate to learn the ropes of building something out of near nothing. 
It seemed that we never had enough finances and yet God always met 
the needs of that congregation. 

I learned a fantastic lesson on a day when the men of the church 
were adding on a section to the auditorium. They had torn away much 
of the roof and an outside wall in order to mount a steel I-beam in the 
structure. The hot August afternoon broke up in a freak 
thundershower that threatened the exposed interior of the building. 
Not only would carpet and furniture be ruined, but electrical junctions 
would be exposed to water. 

Instead of rushing to the roof with yards of plastic tarp, those 
men got on their knees and prayed. The storms passed us by. There 
was rain pouring around all sides of the property, but none onto our 
lot. I was overwhelmed by their faith and by the Lord’s response. 

 
A TURNING POINT 
At a youth rally in our church near the end of my freshman year, I met 
a young man named Jerry Cook. He had recently graduated from 
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Fuller Theological Seminary and had served as youth director, under 
my wife’s childhood pastor, Jim Ritch, in the Foursquare church in La 
Puente, California. 

I found an instant rapport with Jerry. He was only 25 and was 
headed to pastor a tiny church located about four miles from my 
parent’s house in a small town called Gresham, Oregon. I 
accompanied him during my freshman summer. I heard him speak in 
late May and got excited about his vision, arriving home in the latter 
part of June. Fortunately, that allowed me to attend his first Sunday as 
pastor. 

The congregation had existed for more than 10 years. When Jerry 
arrived, along with me and a couple of friends, the congregation 
totaled 28 people. Most of the folks had been together for a long time, 
but there had never been any solid leadership. They met in a decrepit 
wooden church building, with a parsonage next door. A fire in the 
parsonage burned off most of the roof and second story. The city 
condemned the house, but left it standing. It simply perched there 
looking ugly and forlorn. The congregation leased the entire property 
for $1 a year. The financial break couldn’t compensate for the gloom. 

Without leadership and laboring in substandard facilities, these 
were demoralized people. 

In effect, Jerry Cook was a church planter who suffered the 
misfortune of inheriting an unresolved history. It would have been 
easier to start with nothing. 
I was fortunate to observe Jerry’s mistakes and his successes in those 
first few months. Throughout the summer, he preached through the 
First Letter of John, concentrating on the love of God. He taught 
about God’s care for us. Jerry’s quiet confidence and unflappable 
smile built confidence and hope in the tiny congregation. 

They soon changed the name to the East Hill Church. As word 
got around that a new pastor was bringing a message of real hope, the 
church began to grow. That church would eventually number more 
than six thousand people under Jerry’s leadership. Jerry went to be 
with the Lord a few months ago, but for the past few years I was  
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fortunate in that he would visit our church in Honolulu when on 
vacation. 

I taught a Sunday school class, comprised of people ages 12-36. 
It wasn’t exactly your typical junior high class.  

We had a great time until we experienced a tragedy late in that 
summer. A young man in the class accidentally blew the back of his 
head off with a shotgun. He was playing around and showing off for 
his friends at the gas station where he worked. He put what he thought 
was an empty shotgun in his mouth and pulled the trigger. The night 
before the accident, someone had loaded the gun. The tragedy was 
horrifying, but Jerry was there to teach us how to handle shocking 
circumstances. 

The denomination soon loaned money to purchase a building 
being sold by another church group. They believed in Jerry and 
invested money to prove it. About 10 weeks into that summer, the 
church moved to the new facility. 
One day while weeding the church yard, God spoke to me. He 
reinforced what he shown me through Barney Northcoat and revealed 
that I had been allowed to work with Art Miller and Jerry Cook 
because I was going to be a church planter. It was frightening, but 
thrilling as well. That event was a major turning point in my life. 
 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

Back at school, someone eventually called my bluff regarding 
my stinky attitude toward the college.  

I was getting a good education both in and out of the classroom, 
but I was still quite obnoxious. I was feeling secure enough to get 
pretty loud about my opinions. I began to sound off about school 
policies and plans. 

During my junior year, Jack Hayford joined the faculty both as 
an instructor and dean of students. He worked hard to improve the 
faculty and had plans to build a prayer chapel for the students. 

My friends and I felt that we needed a student center a lot more 
than we needed a new prayer chapel, as we already had a small prayer 
room on campus. The priority for a student center was very real since 
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LIFE Bible College was then located in Echo Park, at that time, a 
dangerous Los Angeles neighborhood. Off-campus activity was 
perilous, and the three-acre campus didn’t offer much space for 
student activity. We began to lobby for a student center to be built in 
some vacant classroom space. 

I found myself bouncing off of other people’s feelings. Frankly, I 
was causing a lot of trouble. 

One Saturday Jack phoned to call me into his office. He told me I 
was a rabble-rouser and pressed me to get involved in the normal 
channels of student government. We had a four-hour talk that 
afternoon, and he made a lot of sense. However, at some point I 
decided I wouldn’t get involved. I would back off and leave everyone 
alone; let them do their thing and keep my mouth shut. 

A few weeks went by and student elections began. I received a 
phone call from Jack, asking me why I hadn’t the courage to run for 
student office. The school had recently changed its government and 
had upgraded the positions of the student body officers. Fresh input 
was now possible. 

I shrugged my shoulders and said I wasn’t interested. He 
reminded me that I always had plenty to say. He suggested I ought to 
put my money where my mouth was. I still remember walking to the 
campus on a Saturday morning to fill out the petition to run for 
student body president. 

The election resulted in a tie. I had run against two of my best 
friends and faced an old roommate in the runoff. Somehow, I won. 

I was surprised. It was the first time that I had ever really 
involved myself in school activities other than sports. I’d always hung 
tightly to that ring of protection and control. You can’t stay in control 
if you take chances with things like elections. 
As student body officers, we gave our best. Four of us—Allona 
Ellithorpe (Eastland), Dale Downs, Donna Tallent, and myself put in 
three hours a day on top of our studies and jobs. Because of the new 
Student Body Constitution, we literally invented our roles in student 
government. 
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The experience became one of those sideline educations God had 
for me. I was still in an institution that I hadn’t fully grown to 
appreciate and yet God blessed me with another surprise education. 
My role as student body president stretched me and taught me to lead 
large numbers of people. I learned lessons that cannot be taught in a 
classroom. As I look back, I only regret that I wasn’t open to make 
better use of all four years at that school. I was simply too prideful, 
and too worried about staying in the driver’s seat, to make the best of 
it. 
 
A LITTLE TOO SMART! 

By the time I was ready to graduate, I was feeling pretty secure, 
almost overconfident. My experience in student government was 
good. We had rallied the students to attend social events and ball 
games from a point of non-involvement to a participation level of 
nearly 80 percent. The student treasury tripled in one year and we 
created a “student body building fund” that generated enough money 
to construct both the student center and chapel in a couple of unused 
classrooms. Things generally flourished, and they went to my head. 

I changed jobs several times during my college years, moving 
from a part-time job when I had a heavy schedule, in the fall, to a full-
time job in the spring when the study-load lightened. This way, I 
could make some money and keep myself afloat financially. 

In my last quarter I had a pretty cushy part-time job at the Los 
Angeles Times. I walked into the personnel office and asked the 
director for a job. When he asked what I could do, I looked him 
straight in the eye (trembling inside), and said I could do any part-
time job better than anybody in the place. 

I wrote out an application including a reference from the 
Brunswick Bowling Corporation, where I had earned journeyman 
carpenter’s wages for two summers. This man was impressed that 
anybody would pay me that much money at my tender age. After 
explaining my school schedule, I refused any positions interfering 
with classes or my role as student body president. I think he mistook  
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arrogance for self-confidence because he worked hard and found a 
situation that met my needs. 

The job was really something. Mostly we did customer relations 
work, but my position included a unique twist. Every day for an hour-
and-a-half, I wore a dress shirt and tie while delivering newspapers on 
a little chrome cart. It was an “executive newspaper route;” I carried 
the late edition to Otis Chandler, editor-in-chief of the newspaper. All 
that went on in the building was impressive—the way they operated, 
the pride that everyone took in their jobs. But more than that I was 
impressed with myself. 

I thought I was hot stuff, rubbing shoulders with those people. 
That part of the job generated pride and caused me to try to slip out of 
the timing the Lord had for my life. I was going to run out and plant 
churches… right after graduation. Although the church in Granada 
Hills had offered me a very good job with adequate pay upon 
graduation, I decided to back out and go set the world afire for Jesus 
at age 22. I grabbed the ring back with both hands. 

College graduation and a little job experience in the secular 
world led me to believe that I was ready for anything. In reality, my 
education was far from complete. The Lord had more training in 
store, including a dose of humility. Besides, he needed time to create 
the right environment in the place where he would call my wife and I 
to serve. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 
 
 

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 
 
 
 

It is easy to get ahead of God. You start with a sense of calling, 
add some legitimate success, toss in a dose of arrogance and you can 
grow pretty self-important. At least, that’s what I did. 

Pride leads to destruction, even if it’s wrapped in spirituality and 
a sense of mission. But God is gracious and often blocks the pathway 
to folly. His plans work because they include unseen elements that we 
could never understand or anticipate. Our plans are, at best, limited to 
human understanding. At worst, they are crafted in overconfidence 
and depend on human ability. Such were my ideas the day God 
stopped me in a most unusual way… 

 
OOPS!  

I walked into Pastor Miller’s office to turn down the job offer. I 
would be the first person from that church to start a new one.  

He was in the midst of a phone conversation, but invited me to sit 
in a big red leather chair until he finished. No sooner had I sat down 
than a horrible clammy sweat and nausea began to encompass my 
body from my feet upward.  

I silently prayed, “Lord, what is going on?” He whispered back, 
“You are making a mistake.” 
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On the spot, I decided to stay in Granada Hills to serve the pastor 
and the congregation. The sickness immediately subsided. When 
Pastor Miller got off the phone and asked what I came for, I smiled 
and replied that I wanted to reaffirm my commitment to the job. 

 
APPRENTICESHIP 

Those next three years were some of the best of my life. As an 
apprentice to Pastor Art, I matured and learned practical elements of 
the ministry. Yet, I nearly missed this wonderful opportunity for 
growth through my pride and impatience. 

I had felt ready to take on the world. God stopped me by using 
momentary sickness to get my attention. I was still too much in 
control. My desire to start a church was healthy, even God-given. But, 
my timing was lousy and selfish. The church had already invested 
heavily in me. But, I was ready to run away without giving them time 
to reap the harvest of their patience.  

The job provided tools that I would need later. The Granada Hills 
years were fun. God instilled much through Art Miller. I made several 
costly mistakes, often angering people, but Art backed me and piloted 
me through often-treacherous waters. 

The church was healthy and growing. I learned from the 
congregation’s errors as well as its successes. I also became 
convinced that classroom education can never substitute for on-the-
job training under a skilled mentor.  

Art coached me, the kids I served shaped my thinking. Actually 
doing ministry under the shelter of an established church built 
practicality into my thinking. The whole process was a divinely 
orchestrated birthing process for an infant pastor. 

 
HINTS OF WHAT WOULD COME 

It was also during those years that I began my relationship with 
what would come to be called “The Jesus Movement.”  

Our young people were very missional minded in that small 
youth group. 
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We embarked on missions trips to northern Mexico several times 
each year, even helping to plant and financially support a 
congregation of people who lived on a Mexicali garbage dump.  

Pastor Miller had me attending Pierce College in the San 
Fernando Valley until the day I saw the same counter-culture Jesus 
bumper sticker on three different cars in the parking lot. I dropped out 
of school that day intending to get involved in the swelling movement 
of youth toward the gospel. This was born of the hippies turning away 
from the establishment and youth rejecting traditional churches but 
embracing Jesus,” the original hippie.” 

Our kids soon got involved in street-witnessing, handing out 
bibles and gospel tracts—until we discovered the Hollywood Free 
Paper. This brain-child of a sometimes television actor Duane 
Pederson ultimately reached a circulation of two million copies every-
other-Thursday. It was the tie that bound the Jesus People together 
across the United States and in several other nations. We washed cars, 
pulled weeds and did other odd jobs to raise money to buy the 
“Freep.” Then the kids would hit the streets and classrooms handing 
out the paper. Many came to Christ as a result.  

During this time I got to know Pederson and a young man named 
Dale Yancy who was the cartoonist for the paper. Dale would 
eventually move to New England where he hosted a nationwide Jesus 
Music radio broadcast. After that he joined the staff of what would 
become Hope Chapel in Manhattan Beach. Later as a church planter, 
he touched off several chains of new churches.  

What I didn’t understand was how the Jesus Movement would 
influence my life for years to come. 

 
Leaders For Life 

Two boys in the Granada Hills youth group stood out from the 
rest. Dan Boyd was a tall, lanky 12-year-old with braces when we 
met. By the time I was hired, he was 15 and a real clown. Jeff Miller 
was the pastor’s son—we had known each other since he was about 
eight. They were all good kids, but Dan and Jeff shone whenever 
concern for the Lord would show. Both Dan and Jeff became leaders 
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in the youth group and today, both are successful leaders in the 
Foursquare Movement. Dan is the pastor of Hope Chapel in Santa 
Rosa, California from where he has launched numerous churches  
including a growing movement in Fiji. Jeff spent much time as an 
executive in one of the denomination’s regional offices.  

 
Lessons In Disciplemaking 

When my 15-year-old brother-in-law, Tim Correa, moved in with 
Ruby and me, it was Dan who first befriended him. And it was Jeff 
who found an after-school job for him. When Tim accepted the Lord, 
Dan taught him to live like a Christian. 

As I watched the interaction between Dan and Tim I became 
aware of relational disciplemaking. Dan simply spent a lot of time 
with Tim until his faith rubbed off and Tim decided to follow Christ. 
He discipled Tim into a relationship with Jesus Christ. Watching them 
caused me to realize that I had actually been doing much the same 
thing with these boys coming to my house on a daily basis and eating 
our cupboards bare. Dan taught me what it meant to make disciples 
relationally rather than out of a book. 

Under Dan and Jeff’s leadership, many young people came to 
Christ and a very effective witness went out to the largest high school 
in the country. They organized a six AM prayer meeting every 
Tuesday morning with about 30 high schoolers in attendance. They 
ran a Bible study at noon on campus, singing Jesus songs right next to 
the radical “Students for a Democratic Society.” A couple of the SDS 
leaders decided to follow Christ as a result. 

After three years, this was so enjoyable that I didn’t want to 
leave. I brushed aside any thoughts of planting a church. I read about 
a 76-year-old man in New York state who was a youth director in s 
very large church, leading a group of several hundred kids. I decided 
that was for me. I was going to do what he did. 

I had another day in the pastor’s office. I walked in, and I made a 
big announcement: that I was going to commit the rest of my life to 
that job. I was going to stay there and minister until I retired. Even as  
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I said the words, I had a sinking feeling that God had other plans. The 
process of leaving Granada Hills had actually begun several years 
before. 

 
COVETING A BEACH TOWN 

Early in my college days I took Dan, Jeff and a couple of other 
boys on a snorkeling expedition to Lunada Bay in Palos Verdes. As 
we drove down Manhattan Beach Boulevard toward Pacific Coast 
Highway in my Volkswagen convertible I mused, “I’d love to live at 
the beach. I wonder if our denomination has a church in this town. If 
it does, I want to pastor it.” This was a covetous thought. I was lusting 
for someone else’s job. 

About half a block later, near the fire station on Manhattan Beach 
Boulevard, sat the tiny Foursquare church. As I glanced at it, my first 
feeling was guilt, “Oh, I shouldn’t have been praying that way!” 

After that day, whenever I remembered that church, I would pray 
that God would bless the community through the pastor. I prayed 
often, not really knowing why I was doing it other than the guilt over 
my covetous thoughts. 

What I didn’t know was that a man named Carl Maclean had 
pastored that church faithfully for seven or eight years. He and his 
son, Jim, built that small church facility almost by themselves. Right 
around the time of my coveting session, he died of a heart attack. 
More than likely, the construction process killed him.  

Several years later, while living in Granada Hills, I received a 
phone call from a friend of mine named Roy Hicks, Jr. He had been 
invited to pastor a church in Eugene, Oregon. He said, “I want you to 
come partner with me. The church owns a duplex apartment. You can 
live in half of it. They pay $90 a week. I’ll give you $40 of it to 
become assistant pastor.” 

I wanted that job! 
I deeply loved and respected Roy, much like an older brother. I 

told him I would pray about it, hung up and got on my knees. I hardly 
started to pray when I heard what seemed like an audible voice. It was 
as if someone was standing to my right, just behind me. The voice 
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said, “What if Manhattan Beach opens up and you’re in Oregon?” I 
got back on the phone telling Roy, “I’m not coming, I don’t think the 
Lord wants me there.” 

He laughed, “You sure prayed fast. It hasn’t even been five 
minutes since I called you.” 

I wasn’t about to tell him I thought I heard God talk to me. I 
figured he’d think I was crazy. A few months later I shared the story 
with a friend of mine, Jim Hayford, Jack’s brother. Jim was receptive 
and told me that he had experienced a similar sense of calling to a 
particular city. Eventually he would become pastor in that place. 

 
JUST GO! 
A year or so later, Jim invited me to lunch. At that time he was the 
district youth director for our denomination in Southern California. 
The day before we met, the district supervisor offered Jim the church 
in Manhattan Beach. The congregation had called it quits so the plan 
was for Jim to turn the empty building into a Christian coffee house. 
He refused. At lunch, he reminded me, “Hey, do you still want to go 
there? I remember what you told me a couple of years ago.  

I replied sarcastically, “Yeah, I’ll go there tomorrow!” My wife 
had quit her job after giving birth to our son, which cost us 70 percent 
of our family income. We struggled simply to get by. Moving to the 
beach would mean no salary at all—just living by faith. That didn’t 
appeal to a certified “clinger to the ring” like me. 

We sat in the restaurant making jokes about starting a church at 
the beach. “You could tow banners behind submarines with Scripture 
verses to witness to the skin divers, or you could hire an airplane to 
tow a ‘Jesus Loves You’ banner.” We were having a smart-aleck’s 
good time when I heard the voice again. No one else in the crowded 
restaurant turned around, so I knew it wasn’t audible, but it seemed 
that way again. 

Someone right behind me seemed to say, “Go!” The voice was 
stern and implied, “I don’t like your jokes!” 

I looked at Jim and said, “You know, maybe we should take this 
more seriously.” I didn’t tell him about hearing a voice. We decided I 
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should go home and tell my wife Ruby about the opportunity. If she 
was in favor, we would move; if not, we’d stay put. 

I was sure that she would turn down the opportunity. Our son, 
Carl was now six-months-old, we’d rented a house for the first time in 
five years of marriage, and I was discussing a job with no guarantee 
of income. 

But she went for it. When I got home, she was busy ironing 
clothes. While the baby in the high chair was busy smearing ground 
carrots across his face, she put down her iron and said, “Let’s do it!” 

The next day we approached the district supervisor, Dr. Nathaniel 
Van Cleave. He had previously been my pastor and professor so he 
took a personal interest in our well-being. He tried to talk us out of 
going, saying, “I want to send you some place where there is an 
existing congregation. I don’t want to send you into hardship.” I 
finally had to tell him about the Lord talking to me. His response was, 
“Oh, so it’s that way. Then go, by all means, go!” He recognized the 
voice of God while it still frightened me. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 
 
 

GOING, GOING, GONE! 
 
 
 

The move to Manhattan Beach severely loosened my grip on that 
old ring. The project was bigger than anything in my past, leaving 
little room for control, but that didn’t keep me from trying.  

The consequences of failure would now affect my wife and 
infant son as well as myself. I had long before surrendered my life to 
the Lord. What I couldn’t surrender were the details. I would follow 
willingly, if I could spell out the circumstances. Control takes many 
forms. In this case it appeared as fear.  

When we cling to control, we covet God’s position in our lives. 
This is the root of sin. Lucifer got thrown out of heaven when he tried 
to take God’s position. Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit because 
it promised the power of choice and would make them like God. They 
lost the joys of the Garden of Eden. When we grasp for control and 
usurp God’s role in our lives, we slip out of his canopy of blessings. 
God doesn’t want us to live as robots. He does desire alert, but 
trusting, people who will obey in the face of risk. The eleventh 
chapter of Hebrews details the lives of faithful risk takers, those men 
and women who consistently surrendered their plans to the Lord. 

God expects the same of us. And our move to the beach 
demanded similar faith and surrender.  
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TAKING THE PLUNGE 
We had the use of the Manhattan Beach building plus $150 per 

month to help with overhead. Ruby and I could take up to 40 percent 
of the offering per week as salary. However, where there were no 
people, there would be no offerings. The church building, by that 
time, had been closed for more than four months. We planted a new 
church in an empty, but debt-free, building. 

Ruby, our baby son and myself, along with my brother-in-law, 
Tim Correa, and his friend Paul Rose, moved to an apartment in a 
tired section of Redondo Beach in August 1971. The rent was $225 a 
month. Our life savings were $2,100. We began church services in 
mid-September that year. 

 
SOMETHING NEW...  

During my years at Granada Hills, a man named Leland Davis 
was acclaimed as a prophet by everyone who knew him. I wasn’t so 
sure. A traveling preacher, he made the rounds to our church about 
once a year. He would interrupt his preaching to prophesy to 
individuals in the church about life-changing details. 

I was troubled by it all. I feared that he was a hoax, but couldn’t 
say so because his sister, Ella, was a dear friend. Then he prophesied 
to my friend Ray Boyd, Dan’s Father, concerning God blessing him in 
many business ventures. As a result, Ray changed his life plans. Every 
bit of the prophecy came true. Suddenly, Leland Davis had my 
attention. 

At a later date, he spoke to me in front of the entire congregation. 
I was first embarrassed, then frightened as he explained how I would 
fall out of favor with the church, but eventually be restored to a place 
of respect and fruitful ministry. I’ll spare you the details, but that 
prophesy was fulfilled with painful reality, followed by wonderful 
blessing. 

Two weeks before our departure to the beach, Leland returned to 
Granada Hills. He brought another message from the Lord: “The Lord 
wants you to know that he is going to do a new work through you and 
through a church that doesn’t yet exist. You are to trust him and move 
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with the Spirit. It will be different from anything you have seen. It is 
going to be a brand-new thing, you just relax and trust him to do it.” 

Two months later, in Hope Chapel Manhattan Beach, with no 
possible knowledge of Leland or his words, a woman told us almost 
the same thing. She addressed her words to the tiny congregation, but 
I felt God was telling me to trust him and not lean on my own 
devices. 

More than a year later, on the first anniversary of the new church, 
we hosted a guest speaker named Ray Mossholder. After the service, 
several of us were hanging out in the back of the auditorium when 
Ray suddenly said, “Let’s pray.” He soon interrupted the prayer with a 
“word from the Lord.” It was as if he quoted Leland Davis and that 
woman—with one crucial difference. He said, “You can’t even pray 
for this, the Lord is going to do something brand new and you can’t 
visualize it enough to pray for it.” Again, God was telling us, “Don’t 
try so hard to control things.” 

 
LET GO AND LET GOD! 

Someone recently displayed the words “Let Go and Let God!” on 
a bumper sticker. It is a clever, if oversimplified, way to summarize 
much of this book. Ours is to be a walk by faith, not by sight. God is 
as interested in the process toward reaching the goal as he is in its 
accomplishment. He wants us to let go, but that is seldom enough. He 
presses us to maturity as well.  

Growth usually involves pain. It often works like this: We let go. 
Then we encounter difficulties and freak out. We turn to God, tremble 
awhile, and eventually he rescues us through a miracle.  

Paul tells us to rejoice about this process. He writes, 
  
We can rejoice, too, when we run into problems and trials, for we 

know that they are good for us--they help us learn to endure. (Romans 
5:3) 

 
He further states that endurance generates strength of character, 

which raises expectations of victory. Victory is assured because of the 
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love of God, which will never disappoint us (Romans 5:4-5). 
However you state it, there is a price to pay and a race to run. But, 
because of him, we win in the end. 

Consider a 25-year-old preacher with no guaranteed income, in a 
car that was more than past its serviceable life, driving his wife and 
infant son around in the heat of August, looking for shelter in the 
midst of a housing shortage. Add a three-piece suit and a whitewall 
haircut in a day when his generation was into long hair and ragged 
clothes. Place the guy in a church building designed for 72 persons 
with a parking lot built for seven cars. Add vision for 2,000+ people 
and stand him, suit and all, behind a monstrous pulpit trying to preach 
to 20 people, including several bikers, a tiny baby and a topless 
dancer… 

You have a picture of a guy with plenty of trouble to rejoice over. 
You also have a description of me on my third Sunday as pastor of 
Hope Chapel. 

 
UP AND (BARELY) RUNNING 

The first Sunday was relatively easy. Only 12 people in church, 
all friends. We simply sat the people on the front two pews on one 
side of the aisle and held a Bible study. 

A Granada Hills friend, named Ron Parks, drove up from the 
Marine base at Camp Pendleton. He brought his mother to play the 
piano, his sister Susie and her boyfriend Mickey Hall (many years 
later, Mickey and Suzie would partner with James Edwards to help 
launch Hope Chapel in Big Bear, California). A young girl from 
Granada Hills, Diane Bennett, showed up as did Wally and Joyce 
Larson, who would drive 180 miles a Sunday for three months (two 
round trips every week) to help us get started. My own household 
accounted for the rest; including Ruby, my young brother-in-law Tim 
Correa, his buddy Paul Rose and my six-month-old son, Carl.  

By the third week, I was desperate. The nature of our 
congregation had changed radically in one day. Susie Parks brought a 
friend, Toni Corbett, on the second Sunday. A couple of us went to her 
house and led her to the Lord two days later. Toni proved to be an 
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evangelist, bringing her mother, two sisters, their boyfriends and 
about 10 other people. Some of them were pretty rough around the 
edges while Ruby and I were pretty conservative. 

We didn’t know how to serve them. That third week I went home 
and cried, “Lord, what am I doing here? I’m not cut out to pastor 
these people. I’m out of control.”  

One of Toni’s friends, Mike Howard, triggered my crisis when he 
tried to open a sticking door. I went to help him. Picture this in your 
mind: me with my three-piece suit and short hair trying to help this 
biker clad in a black leather jacket, heavy boots with steel bottoms 
and flaming red hair past his shoulders. 

The door wouldn’t open no matter how hard we shoved. Mike 
got angry, stepped back, and kicked the door open, while yelling at it. 
The door broke. I went home scared, really scared! 

I thought I didn’t fit those people and could never adequately 
pastor Mike and his friends. I wanted to run away from the whole 
project. 

 
BACKBONE OF THE CHURCH 

The real problem was my stereotyped view of the ministry. It 
reflected most pastors of the era. When I finally relaxed, those “rough 
looking, long-hairs” turned out to be the backbone of the church. 

Incidentally, Mike eventually graduated from a Bible College and 
worked on our pastoral staff. His friend, Randy Weir, engaged himself 
in ministry by picking up hitchhikers on Pacific Coast Highway so he 
could tell them about Jesus. Randy went on to help plant three 
churches, including one he pastored, Hope Chapel Ventura. Nearly 
three decades later, his son served with my son in a youth ministry in 
Huntington Beach. Another of those early converts, John Hille, 
married a wonderful woman named Charlotte Bohot. They eventually 
planted a house-church in Houston, Texas. “Let go and let God” is not 
easy, but it sure works.        

In spite of all the dramatic stories of the early years, I dare not 
forget one wonderful, if quiet, person. Her name was Mary 
Deriberprey. This soft-spoken Puerto Rican lady was already retired 
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when we started the church. Yet she remained active in its ministry 
until she passed away at eighty-plus years of age in 1997. She was, in 
fact, our first member. The final weeks before the building was 
padlocked, the entire membership consisted of Mary along with the 
former pastor and his wife. 

The building remained closed for several months and she 
“discovered us” a couple of months after it re-opened as Hope 
Chapel. Mary became one of the pillars of our church. Her age and 
stability demonstrated that Christianity worked in the long term. In 
those days, she didn’t yet speak a lot of English, but was fluent in 
“love,” the language of God’s kingdom. She brought hope to our 
young adults.  

It was Mary, by her actions, who taught me that Hope Chapel 
really only exists for “young” people. This includes the physically 
young along with those gray-haired young folks who remain flexible 
because they exude the love of Jesus. Mary set an example to the 
young because of her longevity in Christ. She was also a perfect 
example, to older people, of someone fulfilling her assignment to 
train the young in wisdom, family and submission to God in every 
area of life (Titus 2:4-5). 

After we moved to Hawaii, her letters were a monthly source of 
strength and encouragement to me. Her small monthly financial gifts 
to the church in Hawaii taught us to respect every dollar of God’s 
money and the sacrifice it represents. I also know her prayers stood 
strong in the face of satanic opposition to our new church. Mary is a 
real treasure and one of the first people I’ll look for when I get to 
heaven. 

 
OUR ANCHOR OF HOPE 

The name “Hope Chapel” didn’t come easily. My wife and I 
tossed names around for weeks. We bored our friends with a continual 
flow of church names. It finally came to three choices. All of them 
rejects! 

Had we thought to check the phone book, we could have saved 
ourselves a lot of wasted energy. As it was, late one night we drove 
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around South Bay only to discover our top three church names firmly 
attached to existing church buildings. Very depressing! 

Our opening date pressed hard upon us. The first service in the 
“Church-of-No-Name-in-the-Little-Green-Building-on-Manhattan-
Beach-Boulevard” didn’t seem real exciting. It was time to lay aside 
the brainstorms in favor of prayer. 

Not to say that we didn’t pray before. But now we let go of the 
situation and simply committed it to the Lord. He came through in 
one stroke. 

It happened while I was visiting high school students from the 
church in Granada Hills, registering them for summer camp. I felt the 
Spirit tugging in a new direction. Exiting a home in Reseda, my next 
stop was in the Santa Clarita Valley, 20 miles to the north. As I drove 
to the freeway, my brain kept getting signals to drive to the Valley 
Book and Bible Store in Van Nuys. The store was several miles south. 

The impressions grew stronger as I continued the drive into the 
Santa Clarita Valley. Upon arriving, I gave in to the Spirit and U-
turned to Van Nuys. (No, I didn’t quickly finish my business in the 
Santa Clarita Valley. If you let go of the ring, you’ve got to let go 
completely). 

By the time I got to the store, I was fairly convinced that the 
Lord sent me so he could give me a name for our church. 

I felt a little foolish, but I was determined to find whatever God 
had for us. I would walk in the front door, trek straight through the 
aisles to the back of the store. If something caught my eye, I would 
investigate. If not, I would head back to the Santa Clarita Valley, 
assuming that I had not heard from the Spirit. 

The first thing I noticed was a plaque with a crude anchor 
accompanied by the word “hope.” The same symbol appeared on 
bookends, jewelry, etc. My cynical heart told me that fish and crosses 
had reached market saturation, so maybe anchors were good for a few 
more bucks. 

As I walked through the store, nothing seemed noteworthy. I did, 
however, notice a new book by an author named Francis Schaeffer. As 
I reached for it, I saw another book entitled, Symbols Of The Earliest 
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Christians. I thought, “Maybe God sent me here to get a church name 
from this book.” Sure enough, there was that anchor with a detailed 
explanation of its significance. 

During the second century of Roman persecution, no one wore 
crosses on their lapels or Christian bumper stickers on their chariots. 
Faith in Jesus Christ could only be secretly revealed to a trusted friend 
or neighbor. 

One method of revelation was for a person to nonchalantly draw 
a symbol that looked like a backward version or our capital letter, “J.” 
If his acquaintance were uninitiated, the drawing would appear as 
mere doodling. However, if the other person were a believer, they 
would align another, normal J symbol to the first so that drawing 
became an anchor. The anchor was symbolic of Christ, who is the 
anchor of our souls. 

The whole concept gains significance in Hebrews 6:19 (KJV): 
“This hope we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and 
steadfast... .” 

The symbolism gets better. Early Mediterranean sailors had a 
trick for overcoming windless days on the ocean. They would load the 
ship’s anchor into a smaller boat and row a few kilometers in the 
direction of travel. When the line was fully extended, they dropped 
anchor. Then, their peers on the ship would winch in the anchor rope, 
pulling the vessel forward. It was laborious, but it worked. The 
smaller boat was called a forerunner, but it was the anchor that 
offered assurance of forward motion—Jesus is our hope; he is our 
anchor. 

We picked up the anchor symbol as our logo and called the 
congregation “Hope Chapel.”  

Though it was a Biblical name, we took flack for it. It seems 
other pastors dealt in “faith,” which they saw as more valid than hope. 
In ignorance, they threw away an important scriptural concept. 

The Lord, though, understands hope and hopeless people. He 
gave us a name that offers help and a new way of life. Hope is as 
necessary for the president of a thriving company as it is to the 
homeless person in the street. Everyone looks for an anchor. 
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OLD FEARS SURFACE 
As Hope Chapel Manhattan Beach got going, I re-encountered an 

old hang-up. It was fear concerning my leadership potential. I had 
enjoyed some exciting times in the ministry in Granada Hills. On a 
couple of occasions, we had twice as many people in youth activities 
as we had in the whole congregation. But, for some reason, the youth 
group only ever measured about 30 kids in consistent attendance. This 
was one-tenth of the draw to our major events. As a result, I had 
worries that I was only capable of pastoring about 30 people. That 
anxiety eroded many nights of sleep. 

When we started the church, we had fewer than 30 people for 
several weeks. There would be 22 people or 24, or 28, then 21 people 
again—but never more than 30. I was frustrated and prayed for a 
breakthrough. Fear was a blessing, because it drove me to seek the 
Lord. During that time, I gained a deeper understanding of God and of 
my role as a pastor.  

The funny thing is that our church never had a Sunday with 30+ 
people in attendance. We jumped from the mid-twenties to the mid-
forties and kept growing after that. I learned that most of our anxiety 
is a product of Satanic meddling. God really does want to bless 
whatever he initiates. 

 
MENTORS AT A DISTANCE 

God indeed did a new work in our church, but it came in some 
unexpected ways. His help came through the encouragement and 
example of two very dissimilar people, Robert Schuller and Chuck 
Smith. 

Ruby and I heard Schuller teach a seminar at the Crystal 
Cathedral in Garden Grove. We were impressed with his faith. I had 
already read his book Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking. In the 
book, he told of his fears and frustration in early pastoral ministry. He 
also outlined his intent to seek the Lord, and grow in faith, which he 
called “possibility thinking.” Over and over in that seminar I heard 
the statement, “With men this is impossible; but with God all things 
are possible” (Matthew 19:26 KJV). He also said, “If there is 
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something you think God has called you to do and there is any way 
you can envision accomplishing it, then it probably wasn’t God 
speaking. Because God will only call you to do things that are bigger 
than you are.” 

He spoke directly to my frustration. I thought that I couldn’t 
pastor more than about 30 people. Yet, I felt that God showed me that 
the church would grow to more than 2,000 people (the actual number 
he put into my head was 2,200 which is where the first two churches I 
pastored topped out under my leadership). I even believed that God 
had directed us to a building that would house a congregation of that 
size. Both the congregation size and the building cost were 
impossibilities of the first rank. Schuller’s words rang out as a bid to 
greater faith. 

Dr. Schuller told how he found himself stuck off the side of a 
highway as he was driving from Michigan to California to start the 
Crystal Cathedral. He had $500 in his pocket and an electric organ on 
a little trailer. He was halfway across the country when a rear tire on 
his car went flat. He pulled off the side of the road only to discover 
that his tire jack was broken. There was no way to change the tire.  

Faced with this problem, he began to pray, asking God what to 
do. The Lord directed him to dig a hole underneath the tire with the 
tire iron. He dug deep enough to get the old tire off and put the new 
one on. It was a great illustration of God showing us a way to get past 
any obstacle standing in the way of ministry.  

The primary message of the conference was to “find a need and 
fill it.” This meant looking for hurting people and praying for grace 
and wisdom to minister to them. When you address suffering, you’re 
often forced to find solutions that don’t yet exist. However, the Lord 
is creative and gives innovative wisdom. He also deals in miraculous 
answers to prayer. Schuller taught me to walk the unpaved road. 

 
Find a Need and Fill It 
A bit of homework was necessary prior to the seminar. Participants 
were to list the 10 greatest unmet needs in their communities. 
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Ruby and I found several obvious problems in our town. One was the 
emerging American narcotics revolution. 

Everyone under 30 seemed to be experimenting with drugs. 
Churches were upset, but not reaching out. Most Christian leaders 
condemned drug users without offering any spiritual solution to their 
predicament.  

In those days if you didn’t dress like everyone else, you weren’t 
welcome in church. People using drugs weren’t putting on white 
shirts and ties to come to church. We were different. We cared, but 
had few resources. If we jumped into this area of service, God would 
have to provide financing for us. 

Another need in our community was for a church that would 
minister to single adults. If you weren’t in high school or college, but 
remained unmarried, the church didn’t know what to do with you. It 
was worse if you were a divorced woman. Some churches thought of 
these ladies as “husband-stealers.” If you were a single parent, for 
whatever-the-reason, you could forget the church.  

If no other church wanted to deal with singles, we chose to get 
involved. We decided to cut as narrow a slice of the sociological pie 
as we could and do the best job possible with these people. Finding a 
need, we set out to fill it. We ran ads in the paper and distributed 
literature targeted at young single adults, particularly those associated 
with the drug culture. 

You can imagine what happened. Several churches in the South 
Bay reacted against us. We were “just a hippie church,” and I was a 
“young punk who wasn’t interested in meeting the needs of whole 
families.” 

I was involved with families; I wanted to help create them. I 
regularly prayed that God would turn our church into a “mating 
ground” for young Christian adults. Too often, I had watched young 
Christians become discouraged looking for a mate. They’d finally 
wander into a bar looking for love. Then their life would go down the 
drain. One or two kids, a divorce and a load of debt later, they would 
wander back into the church looking for help. We wanted to break the 
cycle. 
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Ruby and I prayed that God would send single adults into our 
fellowship. We hoped that he would introduce them to each other and 
that we could perform many Christian marriages. Hope Chapel 
Manhattan Beach (now Hermosa Beach) grew on the answers to those 
prayers and builds strong families as a result. The same prayers held 
for Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay (re-named Anchor Church) and now 
Hope Chapel Honolulu. We intend to pass the gospel on to the next 
generation. We realize that the formulation of new families demands 
that we remain attractive to single adults. 

 
A Very Warm Smile 

Just before starting the church, Ruby and I attended a one-night 
pastor’s gathering. We heard a speaker who overwhelmed us with his 
story. I could easily identify with this man and a lifelong respect for 
him was born in my heart that evening.  

He, too, ministered to young single adults. A lot of them were 
hippies flocking into Orange County in those days. The church he 
pastored would grow into one of the centers of the still-fledgling 
Jesus Movement. No counterculture icon, here was a middle-aged 
man with a bald-head fringed with graying hair. He wore a tan 
business suit supported by a black turtleneck sweater. Before 
speaking, he paused and smiled for what seemed like minutes. That 
smile was about half a mile wide. I’d never encountered such warmth 
in my entire life. 

Of course, this was Chuck Smith, pastor of Calvary Chapel in 
Costa Mesa, California. He told how God had earlier released him 
from pastoral ministry after a bout of contention with my own 
denomination over gimmicks to bring people into church.  

The denomination held a contest between churches, rewarding 
those that grew the most over six weeks. Many marketing dollars later 
it turned out that Chuck’s church won the contest by doing… nothing! 
He resigned in disgust. He had no taste for either tradition or 
gimmickry in the church. Later the Lord brought him back to the 
pulpit by way of a large and burgeoning home Bible study. 
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Afterwards he accepted the call to pastor a small congregation in the 
Newport Beach area. 

The counterculture intrigued him and he wanted to meet a “real 
hippie.” Chuck told how his son invited a youthful longhair home to 
meet his dad, the middle-aged pastor. This young man lived on Pacific 
Coast Highway, hitchhiking back and forth between Canada and 
Mexico. His goal was to declare the gospel to whoever gave him a 
ride.  

Greatly impressed, Chuck hired Lonnie Frisbee as youth pastor 
on the night they met. The church supplied their new staff member 
with a two-bedroom house. Within a couple of weeks there were 40+ 
people living in, and around, that tiny house and yard. Through 
Lonnie, God mushroomed Calvary Chapel into national significance. 
A youth movement was born that would result in several hundred 
thousand people finding Jesus Christ in a few years. The total result 
stretches into the millions as Calvary changed the face and posture of 
the church in America and throughout much of the world. 

All this was in parallel with the work of the Spirit across 
America. The “Jesus Movement” seemed to break out simultaneously 
in Seattle, San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district, Hollywood, 
Michigan, Illinois and even in Manhattan Beach, California. 

 
Untraditional Ministry 

That night, I knew God had sent Ruby and I to receive basic 
direction from this man. He taught us to cope with growth by 
changing the church paradigm. I was used to the traditional church, 
with a cradle-to-grave Sunday school, followed by a worship service. 
Add a Sunday night “evangelistic service” and a midweek prayer 
meeting and you have a template for American church from the 1940s 
to the 1970s. That program demands ample facilities and a large team. 
We had neither. Our church was designed to house just 72 people. We 
hadn’t opened the doors, but were anticipating that God would 
eventually send 2,000+ people our way. 

Chuck said that their congregation had done away with adult 
Sunday school. He just taught the Bible to adults in church while the 
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kids enjoyed Children’s Church. They held five services every 
Sunday morning. The whole ministry aimed at Bible education that 
would equip members to minister to others. Sunday nights he taught 
for a full hour—ten chapters of the Bible each week. Wednesday night 
prayer services gave way to hundreds of midweek home Bible 
studies.  

Our takeaway was to get away from a pastor-centric situation and 
into a mode where every member was a minister.  

Chuck’s model would allow us to move into multiple services. 
We could stretch the logistical capabilities of our small building, 
meeting the need for space. It also laid the foundation for discipling 
members into church planters—but that would come later. 

Chuck pressed the issue of actually teaching Scripture rather than 
entertaining or simply soothing God’s people. His approach restored 
the role of prophet and teacher to the church. 

He even addressed church growth from a different angle. He 
challenged us through two of Jesus’ charges to Peter: (A) Jesus told 
Peter that he, not Peter, would be responsible for building his church 
(Matthew 16:18). (B) He informed Peter that his role was that of a 
shepherd, feeding his sheep (John 21:15-17). In other words, a pastor 
should equip the saints and leave church growth up to the Lord. Jesus 
would bring growth through new birth as Christians grew to maturity 
and brought their friends into the process. 

I’d spent much of my young life trying to figure out how to build 
a church. I attended annual seminars looking for the new plan. It took 
years for me to discover the reason for the grand new plans, each 
year, was that the old ones never worked. I was ready to buy into what 
this man was dealing. 

Chuck was quoting Jesus, and Jesus wasn’t telling Peter (or me) 
to build a church. He said that he would build his church. That turned 
me on. Chuck also reminded us that Jesus said it was Pete’s job to 
feed the sheep. Most pastors I knew put “sheep feeding” very low on 
their priority list. One man I knew even left sermon prep till early 
Sunday mornings before church. This is a formula for spiritual 
disaster as recorded by the Old Testament chronicler of Israel. He 
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wrote about how lousy things got in Judah without a teaching prophet 
(2 Chronicles 15:3-6). 

Too often a church lacks a teaching prophet and the people are 
like starving sheep. Chuck said his mandate as a pastor was to tend 
the lambs and feed the sheep. That meant to serve God’s Word in 
generous helpings. He would leave it up to Jesus whether the 
congregation grew numerically, or not. 

At that time, Calvary Chapel was the fastest growing, and soon 
to be the largest, church in North America. 

Chuck didn’t have any secrets, other than doing what the Lord 
had said, and anyone could obey the Lord if he chose. Through Chuck 
Smith, I discovered my primary assignment: “Teach the Bible, very 
well!” 

Robert Schuller taught us to, “Find a need,” and pointed us 
toward single adults. Chuck Smith said, “Feed the flock.” He role-
modeled Bible teaching in a verse-by-verse manner, defining words 
and teaching historical context, but in a way that made it fun to learn. 
Through these two men, God gave us a workable game plan. We 
couldn’t help but succeed. 

 
WE PROMISE TO LOVE YOU… AS IS! 

The church began growing. My teaching slowly improved. 
Young and old attended our services and love mostly abounded in our 
midst. But, life was not free from discouragement.  

I remember one middle-aged couple who came during the first 
four months in Manhattan Beach. They took us to dinner a couple of 
times, even bringing flowers to my wife. We embraced them as 
friends and mentors. Then, one day the wife called to tearfully inform 
me that they wouldn’t be back. She said my teaching was shallow and 
didn’t meet her needs. Black despair filled my heart and mind as I 
hung up the phone. Our attendance may have grown past 30, but she 
left me hurting because my teaching wasn’t up to par. 

While I prayed and agonized, the woman called back and hoisted 
me off the miserable hook. This time she was angry (maybe even 
drunk). “Well, I just had to tell you one more thing about your church, 
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and maybe this is the real reason we’re not going there. Would those 
people dress that way, if Jesus came to that church?” Click! 

I realized that no one could meet this woman’s needs. She 
focused on outward appearances, not new hearts. Jesus did come to 
our church in the hearts of the people—and he was saving “long-
hairs” who came to the us barefoot and dirty. He was radically 
changing hopeless, wrecked lives through the teaching of the 
Scriptures. That poor woman remained ensnared in religious tradition 
and a particular style of dress. She couldn’t see the miracles because 
she wouldn’t look past the clothes into the eyes.  

Later, I came under pressure to be a little more “middle-of-the-
road” and especially to lay off the singles focus. The old ring made an 
occasional surprise appearance when the pressure came from a couple 
of our biggest contributors. However, that woman liberated me. In the 
beginning, I pastored whoever came. As a result of her phone call(s), I 
chose to focus more directly on people who hurt. As Jesus said, “It is 
the sick who need a physician” (Mark 2:17). 

That lady tilted us toward a stance that birthed our guiding 
slogan, “We promise to love you… as is!” 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
 
 
 

REACHING OUT 
 
 
 

Any new church must find an identity in its leadership and in its 
own style of outreach. In many ways, the latter will affect the former. 
Early success in evangelism and outreach colors the leadership and 
their view of the world. This was certainly true in our case. 

 
THE CROSS AND THE SWITCHBLADE 

In our first year, we gave away 20,000 copies of David 
Wilkerson’s book The Cross and the Switchblade in an attempt to let 
people know that God cared about them. This was a direct response to 
Schuller’s homework assignment—drug abuse was one of the top ten 
felt-needs in our community. 

Wilkerson was an Assemblies of God pastor working in a 
Pennsylvania mountain town. God summoned him to New York City 
to communicate the gospel to five young men on trial for beating a 
quadriplegic to death in his wheelchair.  

Unable to make contact with the men, Wilkerson charged into the 
courtroom. Hurled out by the bailiff, he landed on the front page of 
the New York Times. The shot had him hoisting a Bible with hair 
askew as security guards tossed him out. He never did connect with 
the original young men, but kids in the ghettos saw him as a 
champion. Then a prominent gang leader decided to follow Christ 
shortly after Wilkerson stood up to his threats to kill him. Their 
relationship birthed a ministry called Teen Challenge. This group was 
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tremendously successful at helping people off drugs and out of gangs, 
through the power of the Holy Spirit.  

We didn’t have a gang problem, but drugs were everywhere. The 
book would be a perfect giveaway in our community. We contacted a 
Christian philanthropist named W. Clement Stone, who had given 
Wilkerson money to start Teen Challenge. Stone was also a friend of 
Robert Schuller. 

We found that we could purchase The Cross and the Switchblade 
books for 25 cents each (paperback books sold for about two dollars 
at the time), so we wrote Mr. Stone asking for $5,000 to buy 20,000 
copies. There were only 20 of us in the church when we wrote the 
letter. That meant spreading 1,000 books each. Mr. Stone gave us the 
money. We bought the books and attached a little red sticker that read, 
“Need help? Call Hope Chapel,” offering our home telephone number 
as a 24-hour hotline. 

By the time the books arrived, we were six months into the 
church. There were now 100 of us. This meant we only had to give 
away 200 books apiece. Still 20,000 copies of a small paperback book 
fill a shipping container almost to capacity. Eight people worked a 
whole day just attaching labels. 

The books were free, but we did have to buy the labels for $72. 
Our finances were so tight that I wrote a bad check on a Friday 
afternoon to pay for the stickers. All day Saturday, I prayed that 
Sunday’s offering would cover it. It did, but only because the offering 
was inordinately large that day. 

In three weeks, the books were gone. Those 21 days were some 
of the most exciting in the history of our church. Churches often come 
asking their neighbors for help. Our church went offering help to the 
community. When we handed someone a paperback book, he thought 
we’d given him a couple of dollars. It was fun. Individuals who 
wouldn’t talk about the Lord took time to read the book. We gave 
them to people everywhere.  

A group of us smothered a mile of beach on a Saturday 
afternoon, giving books to everyone we met. Some stood outside a  
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couple of junior high schools giving the books to students on their 
way home. 

Incidentally, one day when I was telling this story 12 years later, 
a young woman walked up to me. She was new to our church, but 
said, “You know, I remember you giving me that book in my junior 
high in Manhattan Beach. I visited the church a few times back then, 
but nothing clicked. I’ve just now become a Christian. I want you to 
know that I’m joining your church because of those books.” 

We went to hospitals because we knew that patients had extra 
reading time. Of course, we also gave them to our friends and family. 

A young longhair named John Hille walked into the Hawthorne 
City Jail with a box of books asking, “Who’s in charge of drugs 
here?” The sergeant bolted out of his chair like he thought the box 
was full of marijuana. When John explained that he wanted to deal 
books telling how God could change drug abusers. The guy replied, 
“I’ve got the keys to the jail. Let’s go.” they gave away a case of 
books in 15 minutes.  

The plan worked. People came to the Lord. We counseled 
hundreds of people over the phone and several times the Lord 
delivered people from hard drugs in an instant, though they’d been 
unsuccessful in long-term drug programs. The neat thing was that we 
cast ourselves in a servant’s role that generated a positive relationship 
with the larger community. It also firmly ensconced us as a center of 
the Jesus Movement in Southern California. 

One funny little sideline came in the form of people using the 
hotline number to play pranks on me. Countless Saturday nights saw 
someone calling our house (hotline number) to be silly while party-
sounds echoed in the background. Pranks come with life, but I sure 
lost a lot of sleep. Actually, the hassles weren’t that bad, especially 
when some of the pranksters accepted the Lord and joined our 
growing church. 
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WAVES OF FAITH 
Finances were extremely tight during the first six months. My 

salary one awful week came to $15. By comparison, the minimum 
wage was more than $100 a week. 

Finances turned even tighter when we discovered that we were 
about to become parents of a beautiful baby girl. God had used the 
birth of our son, Carl, to put us in a tight spot, and he used the arrival 
of Kelly to keep us there. Financial limitations drove us to greater 
faith and more inventive outreach. 

We had little to spend on advertising, so we created an 
inexpensive flyer called “Waves of Faith.” It was a bright green, 
legal-sized page printed on both sides with testimonies of people from 
Hope Chapel. Best of all, it cost only about $24 per thousand pieces. I 
would put on my running shoes and dash through neighborhoods, 
leaving literature on every door. I could hit 125 houses an hour for 
about a four-hour stretch. I lost a little weight, but hand delivery was 
cheaper than postage. 

For every thousand pieces of literature, a person or family joined 
our church. Many years later, I have relationships with most of the 
people who came through that effort. Among them—David Benefiel, 
Barry Felis, Randy Boldt, Steven Steffe, Greg Frazier, Dale Yancy, 
and Bobby Chance, all went on to plant churches or launch other 
ministries. Dale personally planted three congregations and can lay 
claim to a bunch of daughter and granddaughter churches. 

Because I moved quickly, I seldom spoke with the residents. 
However, one day as I was fastening a brochure to her door, the lady 
of a house opened it. I handed her the flyer, and she said, “Oh, my 
daughter might be interested in this.” Her daughter, Sue, was dating 
the leader of a Christian rock band called “Children of the Light.” I’d 
been hoping to hire the group to play at our church, but didn’t know 
how to contact them. As a result of my encounter with her mother, 
Sue informed me that she and her boyfriend, Randy Boldt, along with 
his bandmates was already attending our church. The guys had been 
wondering why we hadn’t asked them to play. 
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OF COACHES AND PLAYERS 
Two thousand houses a week was a nice literature goal, but it 

couldn’t last forever. I couldn’t remain responsible for bringing new 
people through the front door. A pastor needs help in order to fulfill 
his calling. The Bible teaches pastors and other leaders to build up or 
equip everyone else to do the work of the ministry (Ephesians 4:11-
13). The pastor who does all the work may have lots of control, but 
the church remains stunted, even if it gets large it won’t fully mature. 
The church works like a football team. The players, not coaches, win 
games. The coaches exist to train and equip the players. This became 
our strategy for expanded ministry.  

Pop-gospel singer Andrae Crouch gave us an opportunity to test 
this new scheme. Andrae and I attended college together, but I barely 
knew him as he only stayed for two years before his ministry 
flourished and he left. Several years later, a mutual friend invited me 
to one of Andrae’s huge concerts in Orange County. I sat there feeling 
sorry for myself. I was pastor of such a small church (only a few 
months old) and we could never afford to host someone like Andrae. I 
complained to the Lord throughout the evening. However, later that 
night, my friend called. He had scheduled a dinner meeting with 
Andrae to discuss a big South Bay outreach. He asked, “Is it all right 
to bring Andrae to sing in church after the dinner?” I was blown away 
by the generosity of Andrae Crouch. A man who normally performed 
for thousands was willing to give a night to one small congregation. 
Andre was a leading light in the Jesus Movement and reflected its 
street-level generosity.  

We only told the people in our church. This was a special 
opportunity for our people to invite friends. There were about 40 
people in the church, and we said they could invite only their friends. 
We had equipped our members. Now we handed them the ball. One 
hundred twenty-five people showed up. The building was crowded to 
overflowing. People sat outside, enjoying the music and message 
through the windows. God taught us to use an event, our literature and 
anything else to support our members in their outreach ministry. This 
approach caused many of those young Christians to embrace 
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responsibility and leadership. Leaders equipping members is the 
major force behind our ultimate success at planting churches.  

The Bible calls for five kinds of leaders; apostles who plant 
churches, prophets who speak change into a culture, pastors who look 
after the needs of people, teachers who disseminate scripture and 
evangelists who are unusually gifted at bringing others to faith. These 
people are deemed “gifts” to the church. It is their task to equip others 
for ministry and maturity. A church that allows these gifts to function 
can’t help but effect change in the surrounding community. 

 
AVON CALLING 

During those early months, my wife sold Avon cosmetic products 
to keep us in groceries. She managed to acquire the route that 
included the immediate neighborhood of our church building. Her 
route included about 200 homes and apartments. Every time we 
created a new Waves of Faith flyer, we attached it to those specific 
screen doors. People got aware of the church through the literature. 
They grew as interested in my wife and her testimony as in the 
products she sold. Several of those folks found their way into our 
fellowship. 

We quit using literature to bring people to the Lord. Rather, we 
began to see it as a plow breaking the soil so our members could sow 
seeds of the gospel, face to face. 

 
LOVE FEASTS 

The idea of reinforcing the members in ministry produced a new 
tradition in Hope Chapel. Our first Thanksgiving, we noticed that 
many of our people lived far from their families. Several had left 
home in the north or east to live the “good life” in California. Others 
lived on the road and in strange locations before they chose to follow 
Christ. During the early 1970s, a lot of people intentionally lived in 
parks or under the Manhattan Beach Pier. It was a hippie thing to live 
on the road. Many of these folks came to the Lord through our 
members. Unwilling to leave them alone or in the cold for  
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Thanksgiving, we turned the auditorium and the overflow room into a 
dining hall. 

One pew sat up against a folding wall, about 10 feet behind the 
next one leaving an aisle space in between. We set a ping-pong table 
in the aisle. Some sat on the pew and others sat in chairs on three 
sides of the table. Card tables went into the overflow room, and our 
small office provided a serving area. We held our “After 
Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner” on Sunday night. This gave us the 
benefit of the leftovers from the actual holiday. It also allowed a 
special time for our church to become an extended family. 

Those who had much were able to share with those who 
possessed little. Later we discovered this was the exact motivation of 
the “Lord’s Supper” practiced in the early church (1 Corinthians 
11:20-21). We called our dinners “Love Feasts” after the feasts of 
charity mentioned later in the New Testament (Jude 1:12). In time, we 
stretched beyond Thanksgiving to schedule them several times a year.  

Years later, we still construct buildings with small kitchens so we 
cannot host banquets. If our church is to eat together, it has to be pot 
luck! 

 
THE SONSHINE INN 

Another lesson in equipping members to do God’s work was the 
“Sonshine Inn.” A few young people asked if they could start a 
Christian coffee house in a part of the space we used for that first 
Thanksgiving dinner.  

Those were the days of long hair and revolutions. Jesus People 
coffee houses were a cross between a nonalcoholic nightclub and the 
espresso houses where poets would spout their stuff in the days of the 
“beatniks.”  

Christians used such coffee houses to great advantage. They 
would open an old house where 40 or 50 young people could sit on 
the floor and listen to music. These places fostered much evangelism. 
Although deemed coffee houses, those pre-Starbucks days saw very 
little coffee served. This crowd was into soft drinks. 
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We couldn’t afford to rent a house so we screened off the 
overflow room at the rear of our auditorium. Our young leaders 
covered the walls with Jesus posters and glued carpet scraps together 
as a patchwork floor cover. They assembled a rock band of four or 
five regulars with musical instruments and called their creation “The 
Sonshine Inn.” 

We hoped it might involve 10 or 15 young people every Saturday 
night. But they sometimes drew a bigger crowd on Saturdays than we 
did for Sunday morning church. 

Through this vehicle, God taught us several things about 
ministry. First, we discovered that good things would happen if we 
simply got out of the way. This meant trusting potential leaders who 
were very young in the Lord. When we retain close control, we 
hamper the Holy Spirit in the lives of others. We had let half a dozen 
newly minted Christians run with the ball and substantial ministry 
resulted. The results were truly wonderful. 

Second, the Sonshine Inn was a focal point for evangelism by 
young Christ-followers. A person might share Christ well, but not 
have the courage to invite his friend to pray and ask the Lord into his 
life. The coffee house supplemented his actions becoming a harvest 
center. It was important that unbelieving persons come by invitation 
rather than by advertisement, as the Sonshine Inn was designed to 
complement evangelism, not perform it.  
Third, some people were regulars on Saturday, but never showed up 
on Sunday due to job schedules or surf. This taught us to provide 
multiple services to better serve our people. In reality, if I could go 
back in time we would have turned the Sonshine Inn into a separate 
church. The leaders, Mike and Frannie Baldwin were certainly 
capable of pastoring and were, indeed, pastoring those who attended. 
We missed an opportunity out of simple ignorance. 

A final lesson was that people, not properties, are the church. 
Every Sunday we lived with an auditorium that looked like a church 
in the front and a garage in the rear. Some people got a little uptight 
about the messiness of it. Their comments forced us to set priorities, 
and people won over facilities. 
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FOAM RIDER” 
Every society has its folk heroes. Hope Chapel is no different. I 

like to tell the story of Rick Fulenwider, or “Foam Rider” to his 
surfing friends. This man epitomized the first four years of Hope 
Chapel. He had a huge and wonderful impact on our church and on 
my own life. 

It all started with Mike Howard (the biker who kicked the door 
open on our third Sunday). Mike began asking for prayer every time 
we saw him, “Pray that I find my friend Rick. I think he’s in jail, and I 
want to tell him about the Lord.” 

Pretty soon it became, “Praise the Lord, I found Rick! He got out 
of jail for dealing. Pray that I can share the gospel with him.” Then, 
“Pray for Rick. He nearly beat me up for nagging at him about the 
Lord.” 

One Wednesday night a couple of us were standing outside the 
building, teasing a guy named John about his haircut—he had 
whacked off his shoulder length-hair and shaved his beard. That was 
shocking as most of our men were deep into hair and beards. 

In the midst of this, two Harleys came roaring up. Mike was on 
one of them. The other guy we didn’t know. He had hair down his 
back and a “Fu Manchu” mustache. He wore motorcycle boots and a 
denim jacket spotted with bleach. He drove a “chopped” orange bike 
with flames painted all over the fenders and gas tank. 

They parked the rides and sauntered inside. As they passed us, 
Mike said, “Hi, guys, this is Rick.” 

To get into the building they had to pass Will Heinle. Will was an 
aircraft engineer who served bi-vocationally as our associate pastor. 
He was 58-years-old, bald on top with a growing fringe of white hair 
and wore a Polyester sports coat along with a dress shirt and tie. 
Hardly a close fit for two bikers. 

Will had a signature habit of introduction. He would say, “Hiya 
man,” while grabbing your hand as if to shake it. Then he would 
embrace you in a bear hug. He followed that with, “Jesus loves you 
and so do I.” Love oozed from the man. He caught Rick at the door 
on the way in. 
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The meeting was small—six or eight people. We shared 
testimonies when Rick spoke up: “I want to say something! Right 
here, right now I accepted Jesus Christ into my heart like Mike’s been 
telling me. I’ve been mad at Mike for bugging me about the Lord and 
I came here tonight to beat up the pastor so Mike would get off my 
back, but... ” he now pointed at Will, “that old man over there (sob, 
sob), he (sob, sob) hugged me... .” God’s love didn’t seem to know 
any “generation gap.” 

Rick Fulenwider helped move my family into our new apartment 
the following weekend. The neighbors later told us they were 
frightened that he was moving in, rather than my family. They could 
only see his hair and clothing. However, God was at work, in the 
recesses of Rick’s heart. 

The man was still rough. One day we went to the beach in 
Venice, California. Rick was a biker, but also a contest surfer with 
trophies to prove it. He was well known and much feared. Groups of 
people would stop talking when Rick approached. They showed him a 
nervous kind of respect. 

One tough-looking man told us he was going to steal some trunks 
out of a gym-bag lying by the strand wall. Rick said, “God doesn’t 
want you to do that.” 

The guy shot back, “God doesn’t want me to steal? What about 
the guy whose head you busted when he caught you stealing his 
surfboard?” 

Rick: “I said God doesn’t want you to steal those trunks.” 
The guy: “So what? Did you get religion or something?” 

Rick (jaw tightening): “No, I’m a Christian and God doesn’t 
want you to take those trunks.” 

The guy: “Oh, you’re a Jesus freak!” 
Rick was hot by now, his tones grew lower as he repeated, “No, 

I’m a Christian... ” The guy backed down. 
Rick remained tough, but he was softening. One day he came to 

church crying with remorse. He had punched some guy while they 
were surfing and then tried to apologize and share the gospel with  
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him. The other surfer accepted the apology, but passed on the 
preaching. His rejection wounded Rick. 

He used to “prophesy” in church. Just before I’d preach, he’d 
stand up with an imposing voice and tell everyone, “That skinny guy 
in the suit is our preacher and God talks through him, so you better 
listen!” You can imagine how his behavior created a “seeker 
sensitive” environment in our congregation. 

Over time, God smoothed the rough edges of a man who loved 
him with his whole heart. One day, Rick wept as he told me how he 
wanted to marry a godly woman. We began to agree in prayer that 
God would provide him with a Christian wife. 

Another time he testified how five men intentionally knocked 
him and a friend off his bike, with their car, at a red light. He pulled 
the lock chain off the motorcycle and went after them. “I was going to 
part the leader’s hair down the middle until the Holy Spirit stopped 
me... .” Rick told the man to wait while he returned to put the chain 
back on the bike. He then walked up and told this big shot that Jesus 
loved him. All five “hard guys” ran to their car and sped away. 

Rick had poor teeth. He saved money for several months to 
replace them. The dentist pulled all his teeth, and we all got to tease 
him about going toothless. Then, no Rick. 

He dropped out of sight for nearly a month. A friend told me he 
was sick from not eating because he had no teeth. We knew he had the 
money for the dentures and was long overdue for his appointment 
with the dentist. 

It turned out that he gave away the money. He knew a Christian 
woman who was hurting worse than he. She was about to lose her 
home so he gave her his denture funds. Talk about “find a need and 
fill it!” The church council quickly provided funds to pay for Rick’s 
new teeth. We felt that it was one of the best investments we ever 
made. 

The Lord answered Rick’s prayer about a godly wife, too. I’ll 
never forget the night Tay Rainey stormed in. “Who is this Rick kid? 
He says he’s going to marry my Nancy!” He no sooner calmed down 
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than I had an upset Rick on my hands. Tay had offended him over the 
announcement. They soon went to talk it out in the parking lot. 

Half an hour later, Tay came back in grinning from ear to ear. 
“That young man is wonderful. He wants to marry Nancy, but only if 
I say so. He trusts God to speak through me.” 

When I asked what he told Rick, Tay got all weepy and 
whispered, “Of course it’s all right if they marry.” 

The point is that God changed Rick drastically. He came to us as 
a violent man. Then he became a tenderhearted Christian. Today he 
and Nancy have a great marriage along with children and 
grandchildren. They own a home and twice have helped others plant 
new churches. 

 
PASS ON THE GOOD NEWS! 

Got time for one last “Rick story?” My friend Mike Faye was 
dating a girl named Cheryl Smalley. I hardly knew either of them at 
the time, but had prayed with Cheryl when she turned to the Lord.  

Mike wasn’t yet a Christian, and he was a little skeptical of all of 
us. He was especially nervous when invited to an event called a 
“Hope Chapel Love Feast!” He barely got in the door when a certain 
biker wrapped him in an enormous bear hug. Rick informed this 
businessman and engineer that Jesus really loved him. Two days later, 
through tears, Mike asked the Lord into his heart. He said it was 
Rick’s show of love that opened him up. 

Jesus loved Will Heinle. Will passed it on to Rick, and Rick 
handed it off to Mike. That’s evangelism in shoe leather. 

But it doesn’t end there. Soon after conversion, Rick began 
asking us to pray for Robert Barriger. Seems he had sold drugs to 
Robert in his past life. We prayed and Rick re-connected with Robert.  

He discipled him after bringing him to Christ and to our church. 
Robert went on to plant 10,000 member Camino de Vida in Lima, 
Peru. Under his leadership the church has multiplied by planting more 
than 350 churches throughout Latin America.  
Rick is more than a folk-hero to our churches. He remains a real hero 
to me. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 
 
 
 

LOVE AND UNITY 
 
 
 

Any new church faces several problems. One of which is a 
tendency for transplanted members to superimpose their previous 
church background and tradition on the rest of the congregation. 

Most of our early members were “off-the-street” converts, brand 
new to the church scene. However, several people had a history in 
other churches. They brought their spiritual culture and tradition 
along with them. We immediately faced disunity in a very small 
church. Cliques and spiritual heritage groups emerged. Each had its 
own set of “power plays” designed to corral us into someone else’s 
ministry style. 

These were nice people. They operated with good intent. Most of 
these agenda-bearers had a healthy spiritual background that they 
wanted to duplicate at Hope. However, they were wrong to force us 
into someone else’s mold. 

We had a group from Calvary Chapel. Another cluster came to us 
from The Church on the Way. I was very open to the ways their godly 
pastors, Chuck Smith and Jack Hayford, functioned. They were my 
mentors. But, I couldn’t substitute either man for the Holy Spirit. 

The scene rounded out with a solid group of Christian bikers. 
They grew up under the influence of a ministry called The 
Navigators. As a child I was deeply influenced by the Navigators and 
had good feelings toward their approach to ministry. Finally, there 
were the rest of the people, the ones who had only known me as their 
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pastor. They had learned to trust the Lord and do as best they could 
without a lot of formal teaching, but they weren’t yet very strong in 
their faith. 

These people pulled me in three directions beside the ministry 
style God was building into my own life. 

 
LOVE MUST REIGN 

The solution to our problem came from the pages of Paul’s first 
letter to the Corinthian churches. In Corinth, one group said, “We are 
of Paul.” Another declared, “We are of Apollos.” Still another claimed 
Cephas. The rest claimed they were of Jesus (1 Corinthians 1:10-29). 

It is of utmost importance that the whole church centers on Jesus 
rather than any man or ministry. The Christian church was not 
intended as a political platform or a place to vie for control. God’s 
power displays itself best in our weakness. We would never solve our 
differences by argument or citing the methods of some favored leader. 
It was urgent that we stop struggling and seek direction from the Holy 
Spirit. Hope Chapel had a word from the Lord. He said he was 
planning something new, that we didn’t yet see. We would never 
unearth his new strategy in our state of disunity. If I gave in to any 
group and its identity, I would violate my mandate as pastor. 

We studied Corinthians and grasped the importance of unity. We 
realized that it was okay for each group to hold to the style that made 
them comfortable and to love their previous pastor. The important 
lesson was to accept each other. Rather than force any approach, we 
held out for the love of the brethren. Everyone broke down and 
offered the love that marks true Christians. 

Their love immediately freed me to embrace the various leaders 
of the existent groups. I could allow them to pastor the people already 
in their charge. Virgil Hemrick oversaw the biker types. Richard 
Agozzino was definitely the leader of the Calvary folks, and so on. 
They were actually helping pastor the church.  

My role was to pastor these leaders. I began to relate to them as 
fellow-pastors and did whatever I could to further equip them. In one 
day I could easily telephone everybody, so communication was 
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simple. We embraced our differences and celebrated the variety 
among ourselves. At the same time, we demanded love and respect 
for varying opinions. God taught us a lesson about discipleship and 
multiplication of leaders through that incident. That lesson would 
serve us well in the future. 

I learned to trust God enough to trust the leaders he assembled 
around me. Surrendering control of the church to the Lord of the 
church was crucial to our success. We could work together because 
we were all willing to submit to the new direction God had for this 
church. We were learning to walk by faith. 

Hope Chapel became an invading army. All platoons united 
under a common purpose and identity, yet each was unique in 
approach. In a matter of weeks, though our Sunday attendance was 
still smaller, we were touching more than 200 people on a weekly 
average. Our Bible studies spread all over the South Bay region.  

We were in factories, hospitals, offices and schools. Some groups 
centered on prayer, others on didactic Bible study, while others 
majored in gifts of the Spirit. We came together on Sundays to 
celebrate mutual victories. I taught eight studies each week. Those 
groups met in homes and hospital cafeterias, as well as on the lawn at 
UCLA campus. Once, I was even harassed while crossing a union 
picket line to lead a Bible study in a Vietnam-era missile factory. 
God thoroughly blessed these little bands of Christians at a time when 
most churches viewed off-campus Bible studies as “a tool of the 
devil.” Our many Bible studies accomplished three things: (A) They 
caused spiritual growth in individuals. (B) They provided logistics to 
grow the number of people we could shepherd. (C) Finally, they gave 
the leaders a forum to develop pastoral abilities. Young leaders could 
test their skills and gifts without great risk. Several of those early 
leaders now pastor thriving churches. They learned the ministry by 
doing the ministry, much like the disciples of Jesus. 
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THAT “NEW THING” 
We never forgot those early prophecies the Lord sent to us. He 

had promised he was going to do something that we couldn’t 
anticipate. 

We would sometimes question what in the world could the Lord 
do that we hadn’t already seen. After all, Solomon said there is 
nothing new under the sun. Solomon was right. God wasn’t 
attempting anything new at all. His plan was simply so old that 
everyone had forgotten it. 

God called our church to “plant” new churches. This was the new 
thing on our horizon. It had been a long time since any congregation 
in our circles had sent pastors out to start new churches. It was even 
longer since they had worked with pastors trained in a local church by 
a disciplemaker. Our denomination forgot the biblical pattern for at 
least two generations. 

 
A Great Adventure 

The New Testament is an adventure story: A great King is 
rejected and murdered by his people. Three days after the murder, he 
secretively appears to his closest friends and colleagues. Forty days 
later, he sends them as envoys to the whole world. They are to spread 
news of his resurrection and message of eternal life. Christ-followers 
fanned out across the known world in one generation. Their 
accomplishment is one of the greatest success stories of all time. 

Their strategy bears analysis. A dozen men with a world to 
conquer. All but one was executed for their effort. The lone exception 
was imprisoned for life; yet, they succeeded. 
The original 12 were slow to act but their followers took up the torch. 
It was only after these un-named, ordinary people circled the 
Mediterranean that a church officially sent missionaries (Acts 13: 1-
3). All in all, those early believers were so successful that an enemy 
described them as those men who had turned the world upside down 
(Acts 17:6). 
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Trusting Naturally-Gifted Leaders 
How did they achieve so much? The key was trust, both in God 

and men. 
Wherever they went, they preached to whoever would listen. 

Jesus had taught them to brush off those who rejected their message 
(Matthew 10:12-14). Among those who believed, they quickly found 
naturally gifted leaders, appointing them to watch over the rest (Acts 
14:23). 

The apostles mostly spent little time in a single location. That 
meant men without formal education caught enough of Jesus to 
shepherd a church in a few weeks or months. This seems a rash 
approach in a world filled with seminaries, libraries and 
denominational structures. But it worked!  

Today, churches possess multimillion dollar investments. 
Denominations control billions in real estate. The well-defined 
Christian establishment enjoys incredible training tools and business 
strategies. However, we still long for the success of those early 
believers. We may have put too much trust in the institution and not 
enough in the Holy Spirit. 

 
A Forgotten Past 

I grew up familiar with this simple approach to mission. It lay at 
the center of my own denominational heritage, if not its pratice.  

I grew up hearing the stories of the good old days in my larger 
church family. In the 1920s and ’30s a church called Angelus Temple 
flourished in the Echo Park area of Los Angeles. This single 
congregation sent hundreds of men and women all over the world. 
Their task: Preach the gospel and plant new churches. Their in-house 
Bible institute offered only a three-month study program. Later it 
became a formal Bible college. But, even then, the school was heavy 
on ministry skills with little academic emphasis. The results were 
churches sprouting around the world through these lightly trained 
graduates. 

As time progressed, institutionalism crept into the movement 
along with the rest of the evangelical church. Everyone fell into a 
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holding pattern. The denomination expected to plant new churches 
through its district offices. Meanwhile, the local church (which should 
have been discipling and sending church-multipliers) complained that 
not enough was happening. 

The group had misplaced the simple strategy of the New 
Testament. Do you remember how the Holy Spirit interrupted a local 
church prayer meeting to say, “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for 
the work to which I have called them?” (Acts 13:1-3). By the late 
1940s, church denominations, including ours, had usurped the Spirit’s 
role as the calling agent. Schools had co-opted the local church as a 
training vehicle. Church-multiplication ground to a halt. This was the 
world we encountered when we planted our first daughter church. 
Sadly, not much has changed since then but that’s fodder for another 
book. I wrote an antidote in Your Church Can Multiply. 
 
A Productive Accident 

We discovered the Lord’s “new (old) work” almost by accident. 
He was right when he said, “Don’t pray for it because you can’t 

even anticipate it.” Nothing in my background prepared me to think 
of ordinary people in our congregation as the means to launching new 
churches. We understood leadership development through 
discipleship but couldn’t conceive of pastors trained in the local 
church. In fact, when we birthed the first daughter church, we got into 
trouble. Other pastors complained that we were somehow in rebellion 
to our denomination. They stirred up conflict even though we had the 
support of our national leaders.  

 
BRANCH OF HOPE 

Richard Agozzino would change our understanding of New 
Testament tactics. That would later lead to a broad strategy. Rich is 
one of the most courageous men I’ve ever known. As a young man he 
rode freight trains across the Midwest. He worked for a while as a 
merchant seaman. He even dabbled in drugs. Later, on a tip, he 
invested his savings in gold stocks. That netted him enough money to 
buy a house. 
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He personified the term “radical” by living his convictions to 
their fullest. This guy attacked life with all he had. Then he met Jesus. 
He quickly shifted into high gear as a Christian. The man advertised 
his faith with a huge sign covering the back window of his 
Volkswagen van. It read, “I’m a fool for Christ, whose fool are you?” 
He had no problem with the biblical admonition to “love the Lord 
with all your heart, soul, mind and strength” (Mark 12:30). Rich was 
so turned on to the Lord that he was in church or teaching Bible 
studies nearly every night of the week.  

Richard stormed into my life and our congregation. His prime 
Bible study group was looking for a church home. They had outgrown 
several houses and moved into a nearby church building. However, 
the other church wasn’t too interested in having them around. Some 
of the group scouted our church and felt that it would be a good place 
for them. Richard and I met one Wednesday afternoon so he could 
interview me. He put me on the hot seat with about a hundred 
questions regarding my past, and what we believed. When I passed 
muster, he decided to lodge his group of followers in our 
congregation. 

We soon became close friends. Rich was talking of moving to 
New Zealand as a missionary. He taught Bible studies four nights a 
week, in addition to a full-time job as a finish carpenter, and his role 
as husband and parent. The straw that broke the carpenter’s back was 
a fifth weekly Bible study. 

 
Seeds Of A New Thing 

Several young families struggled to attend our Sunday evening 
church service. It was difficult to get small children to bed after a long 
drive home from church. Their idea was to bring church to them. Rich 
Agozzino began leading Sunday evening services in a home in 
Torrance while the rest of us met in Manhattan Beach. The 
preparation and teaching load soon overwhelmed him. But, 
sometimes God has to put a person in a tight spot to get his attention.  

Preparation for New Zealand was still underway when the two of 
us heard a man named Don MacGregor talk about church 
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multiplication. Don had served as one of two American missionaries 
to the Philippines from our denomination. Under his leadership, a 
movement involving house churches and lay pastors spawned more 
than 55,000 converts a year. These people lived the Book of Acts. 

They met Don one Sunday, and it took about 15 minutes for 
Agozzino’s people to decide his immediate future. New Zealand was 
out! South Torrance was in! That was in early October, 1973. “Branch 
of Hope” (with Pastor Richard Agozzino) held its first Sunday 
morning service the first week of December. 

Twenty-five members of our 125-person church left to begin the 
new congregation. We learned something about letting go of the ring 
that day. We “let go” of 25 brothers and sisters. God sent 50 to replace 
them on the very day they left. The new church hosted more than 50 
people the same day. We got the message—God is pleased with 
church planting. 

Rich eventually quit his job and our congregation gave what they 
could to help the new church financially. He eventually supplemented 
his income with some of the equity in his house. The church met in a 
home for several months, then moved to a park. A few weeks under a 
picnic shelter brought considerable growth. Forced out of the park, 
they rented a defunct nightclub. When the City of Torrance put them 
out of the club, they returned to the park. This time, they had 
permission to meet in the recreation center.  

Growth added pressure for more space. Rich would lead me on 
outings, looking for possible meeting places. We visited bank 
buildings, supermarkets, schools and whatever. They settled into a 
Seventh Day Adventist Church building for three years. Later they 
rented school buildings and were eventually leased a large church 
building from another denomination. 

 
CHURCH PLANTING LESSONS 

That first church plant grew more than 400 people. They built 
and operated a boy’s ranch and planted a couple of other 
congregations. God birthed his “new thing” through Richard 
Agozzino. He taught us to plant churches and we’ve done it 
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repeatedly ever since. In fact, it was the Branch of Hope that first 
moved beyond simply reproducing the church to actually multiplying 
it. By this, I mean they planted churches that planted churches. As 
they did, we had moved beyond planting to multiplication. A small 
garden was on its way to becoming a farm.  

Oddly, I never saw the significance of multi-generational 
multiplication at the time. Simple logic tells us that you wouldn’t be 
reading this book if someone hadn’t multiplied churches more than 
one level away from the folks in 1st century Jerusalem but I never got 
it at the time. I’d eventually learn to intentionally plant multiplying 
churches in Hawaii, but at that time our own church thrilled at 
launching “first-generation” congregations.  

One item of importance, as I update this book, is the fact that the 
Branch of Hope is going strong four decades later. What God builds 
lasts! Richard Agozzino helped fulfill the prophecy of a new thing by 
planting that first church. His actions birthed a movement. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 
 
 
 

FULL AND OVERFLOWING 
 
 
 

Branch of Hope wasn’t the only church struggling through 
building problems.  

In 1971 Ruby and I planted the original Hope Chapel in a doll 
house. We inherited a perfect miniature church building, almost a toy. 
The classrooms would fit a teacher and two children. The building 
held three classrooms plus a tiny office and nursery. Each was a mere 
eight-foot by ten-foot. The auditorium maxed out at 72 seats. Pink 
paint blanketed every wall with the exception of the lavender nursery. 
Before we hosted people, we saw the building as a growth-restricting 
obstacle. 

We improvised. I taught the Bible in Sunday morning church. 
Everyone from junior high on up attended. Our Children’s Church 
handled sixth graders and younger. We tore out walls, creating usable 
classroom space. By thinking differently, our tiny facility eventually 
housed a crowd three times larger than before. Because we had so few 
children’s classes, we freed ourselves from an oppressive teacher-
recruitment burden. A shift in philosophy can avoid personnel 
problems along with saving money. 

The building soon bristled with people. Since we couldn’t stretch 
the building, we stretched our thinking. We packed 200 people into 
that little auditorium by knocking out the office and baptistery. Each 
week, we invited everyone in blue jeans to sit on the platform and on 
the floor all down the aisles. Special events demanded extra seating. 
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Windows popped open to accommodate people sitting outside in the 
covered walkway or on the lawn. 

Parking was tougher. Our lot accommodated just seven cars. We 
did everything that we could to maximize its use. Valet parking 
stretched it to cover 25 to 30 cars if some hid on the grass behind the 
building. Eventually, we bussed people back and forth from a nearby 
parking lot. 

Multiple services came next. Attendance doubled within weeks. 
The subsequent plan involved children’s spaces. A nearby home 
purchase provided a downstairs garage for Sunday School and an 
upstairs apartment as a source of income. A large lawn shed morphed 
into an instant classroom for fourth graders. 

Some generous people down the street rented us their nursery 
school for about two years. Their manager, though, resented the 
arrangement. She would call us every Monday morning to kick us 
out. She always claimed that we had left the place in a mess (we knew 
we hadn’t). One of our men would go down the hill, calm her and 
reinstate us. The owners remained on our side, the manager always 
against us. Every week, we renegotiated ourselves back into that 
childcare center. 

We did everything we could imagine to exploit our small church 
building. Eventually, attendance topped out at 300 people Sunday 
mornings. Our facilities began strangling vision and leadership. 
Today, a church in that position would rent a public school or 
community center and be done with their problems. In the early ’70s, 
most communities and school districts were averse to renting to 
churches. Sadly, that is beginning to happen once again across the 
United States. 

 
ROOM TO GROW 

We struggled with local authorities. Over and over, we attempted 
to rent a community center two blocks from our church campus. The 
answer was repeatedly, “No.” 

Meanwhile, another community center in the same town housed 
a thriving church. The city fathers didn’t seem opposed to churches. 
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The problem lay in the parks department. Their leader told us we 
couldn’t use the center due to budgetary confusion. They said our 
money would go to the city treasury rather than their offices, 
meanwhile they would have to spend their own money to provide a 
custodian, etc.  

Still, it didn’t seem right that they rented to that other church. 
This continued for over four years. Eventually, one of their 

former employees told us that the budget story was merely a ruse to 
get us off their backs. Her suggestion—we should write the mayor 
asking if someone was taking money under the table from the church 
in the other center. We did, with copies to the city manager and parks 
director. Three days later, we had the lease agreement. We never 
really knew why we had been held off for so long. The onsite people 
seemed glad when we finally moved in. 

We rented that location for about a year and a half, holding one 
service on Sunday morning and one on Sunday evening. An earlier 
service met up the hill in the little church building. The congregation 
grew to about 450 people. We filled all the chairs in the rec-center and 
even seated people on tumbling mats stacked against the walls. Those 
mats provided real cushy “balcony” seating. Soon people were 
outside looking through doors and windows. Frustration reigned 
eternal. 

 
THE PROMISED LAND? 

Five days after we moved to Manhattan Beach, I was startled by 
someone crawling through a church window. It turned out to be an old 
friend, Spencer Morris. Spencer and I were buddies during our high 
school days in Portland. We hung out with the same girls, and had 
some great times together, though we were decidedly different people. 

Spencer was an independent person. He never graduated from 
high school because he skipped so many days of his senior year. He 
missed more than half a school year to do such exciting things as 
fishing. He was the first person who I ever rode with at more than a 
100 miles an hour. Spencer always provided barrels of excitement.  
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I moved away to college, and a year later Spence showed up. He 
had passed the high school equivalency test and enrolled in college. 
But he was the same old Spencer. He wasn’t all that interested in what 
the teachers had to offer. However, he was interested in serving the 
Lord. 

I was cleaning the floor when Spence came crawling through the 
window. I nearly suffered a stroke. He was between jobs and looking 
for some excitement. He heard about our new church and decided to 
help. Actually, God sent him to show us the promised land. 

Spencer moved into our house, and I hired him to clean the 
church, lead songs and preach whenever I was out of town. This was 
during the infancy of our church when the congregation numbered 
fewer than 20 persons. My wife and I could foresee a church 
numbering a couple of thousand people. Our building was too small 
to house the vision. Knowing this, Spencer found a place for us. He 
showed up one evening declaring, “I found the building, I know the 
place that God wants us to use for church.” 

He drove me up a hill to a huge and horribly vandalized piece of 
property. It was built as a bowling alley in 1960 at a cost of $2 
million. Eleven years later it lay waste. When the bowling business 
went bankrupt, the bank sold the pinsetters and all other furnishings. 
It was one cavernous, empty space one-third larger than a football 
field. Built on pillars, you could park 120 cars under it. 

We were certain we had found the “promised land.” In fact, we 
were so certain that we publicly told people that God reserved this 
place for our church. Three separate people reinforced our 
conclusions. Each had prayed when they noticed the structure going 
up a decade before. Their prayers were for God to turn the building 
into a church. At the time, each thought that perhaps it was being built 
for a church. When they discovered it wasn’t, they prayed that God 
would lodge a church in it. This helped us believe we were walking 
the right road. 
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SEEKING AN EYESORE 
After researching the property for several months, we wrote the 

owners and invited them to donate it as a tax write-off. As you might 
guess...  they never answered our letter. 

As the months dragged on, the building became a sore spot for a 
couple of people in our church. They felt we shouldn’t grow, but 
remain small because churches belonged in homes or small, 
buildings. They didn’t relate to large, abandoned bowling alleys. The 
leaders, however, continued to feel that God had led us to this place. 

We constantly faced the need for space and looked into a number 
of other properties along the way. We would get all excited, trusting 
the Lord for the bowling alley, then hope would die. The owners 
would reject us, we’d then grow depressed and look for other 
property. We repeated that cycle 19 times. Each time we returned to 
that defunct building believing it was God’s promise to us. 

We angered four or five smaller churches that owned large 
campuses when we asked if they would consider a swap. Industrial 
space and vacant supermarkets tempted us, but remained out of reach. 
We once lost a race with the federal government for a large 
warehouse. Both a vacant high school and a junior high became 
targets at separate times. You name it. We knew the size of the 
property and how much it cost. We knew everything you could about 
every chunk of land in that area of Los Angeles County. Finally, the 
search boiled down to either the bowling alley or Los Angeles 
Airport, nothing else worked. I guess you already know that no one 
was scrambling to sell us the airport. 

Three of us even got busted by the police while praying over that 
building. One night after a men’s fellowship, Dick Whittet, Jim 
Suarez and I drove to the property to ask the Lord for it. There we 
were at 11:30 PM laying hands on a brick wall, praying that it would 
be ours. The police showed up. It seemed they were suspicious of 
such goings on after dark. 

With knees knocking and voices trembling, we explained what 
we were doing. They checked our IDs and our story about Hope 
Chapel. One officer’s response was, “Hope Chapel, huh? That’s a 
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good church. You get this building. We want you to have it. We’re 
tired of chasing kids through here in the middle of the night.” Later, I 
read in a local newspaper that there had been a couple of rapes in the 
building, and that a policeman had been murdered in what is now 
called the Ocean View Room. The building was a blight on the 
community. 

 
BOWLING ALLEY AND A COCONUT TREE 

One spring Ruby and I attended a pastors’ conference in 
Colorado, still praying our hearts out that God would give us the 
building. There were 1,100 people in this auditorium when the 
speaker asked us to turn to somebody we knew and pray with them. 
As I turned, Jack Hayford grabbed both my wife and me. He then 
spoke a word of prophesy to us. I don’t remember his exact words. 
But let me paraphrase, “The Lord has established you as a tall 
coconut tree, standing high on a hill overlooking the ocean. Don’t 
think it strange that the Lord compares you to a coconut tree. It’s a 
natural thing for a coconut tree to give off coconuts which grow into 
daughter trees that birth others also.” We didn’t understand the 
significance of that prophecy at the time, but it now seems the Lord 
was talking to us about multiplying churches in the illustration of the 
coconut. The emphasis was on reproduction, but I missed it. 

I believed that Jack had spoken a word from the Lord to us. But, 
I could only focus on the part about this particular coconut tree 
planted on a hill overlooking the ocean. That bowling alley was on a 
hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean in Hermosa Beach. It’s roof was 
the highest physical point in the entire area. 

 
A DISMAL AUCTION 

Upon returning from the convention, I read the Los Angeles 
Times. In fact, I read the previous 13 copies of the Los Angeles Times 
that piled up while we were gone. Since I’d paid for them, I was 
going to read them. Meanwhile, Ruby browsed the ads, clipping 
coupons. She came upon an advertisement describing several 
buildings at auction. Among them was our favorite bowling alley! 
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You have to understand how we felt. Just two days earlier Pastor 
Hayford had prophesied about us being planted on a hill overlooking 
the ocean. Then my wife discovered the building on a hill overlooking 
the ocean was up for auction. We were certain that God would give us 
the building at auction. The timing of the prophecy and of the 
newspaper discovery was no coincidence. The building was ours. 

That Sunday I preached on Israel entering the promised land. The 
church held a special prayer meeting. We felt that the days of 
wandering in the wilderness were at an end. The doors were finally 
opening, and we were moving to our promised land. 

We’d also met a man named Norman Hahn who had excellent 
credentials in real estate. He received an award from Governor 
Reagan for selling more real estate than any other person, in 
California, during 1973. His resume held the sale of an entire town, 
including an airport. He was also a strong Christian. Our leadership 
team was young and we understood little about business, but felt we 
could safely trust this man. He gave us good advice and spent many 
hours on our project as a ministry to us. 

There were 450 of us gathering on Sundays. But we had no 
money in the bank. Our offerings were strong but we spent every 
dime or gave it to people in need. We’d give away 30 percent of our 
income. Lack of reserves now birthed panic. Now that it was a 
possibility, we feared committing ourselves to any building with 
resources so tight. Our denominational supervisor, Paul Jones, and 
Mr. Hahn helped us rearrange our financial priorities around the needs 
of Hope Chapel. We gave away too much money. Doing so, we failed 
to ensure the future of the congregation. Those men helped us see that 
if we couldn’t house the church, there would be no funds to give to 
the needy. 

Our team calculated cutbacks and projected the ability to make 
payments. The building had cost nearly $2 million to build years 
earlier. It had been for sale for more than $400,000 (Roughly 4 
million dollars in 2016). However, Norm felt that we could buy the 
place for a quarter of a million at auction. We had no way to touch 
that kind of money by ourselves. The denomination came to our 
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rescue. Dipping into their funds, they loaned us 15 percent of the 
$250,000 which was $37,500. This would tie up the property while 
they arranged a loan to cover the balance. Today the property is worth 
many millions. Looking back, this all seems like pennies, but it was 
serious cash in 1975. 

Despair loomed tall and ugly at the auction. Excitement and 
panic tangled like TV wrestlers as the auctioneer set up his little table 
in front of the building. The parking lot swelled with bidders, 
onlookers, and about a hundred Hope Chapel folks on a prayer 
mission. At exactly 10 AM the auctioneer brought down his gavel and 
opened the bidding. 

The first and last offer was for $275,000—twenty-five thousand 
dollars more than our prearranged limit. A local entrepreneur would 
build racquetball courts instead of a church. 

We were losers, locked out of our promised land. I cried in the 
alley behind the supermarket. I remember exactly where I sat on the 
steps of the nearby supermarket loading dock. With swollen eyes, I 
watched a tall man in a blue suit walk past the security fence. He 
pushed back broken glass doors, and hiked the steps to survey his 
purchase. I shriveled into black despair! 

 
FEELING THE FOOL 

I was a fool. I went to the congregation explaining that I had led 
them down a primrose path to nowhere. I was a prophet who didn’t 
know what he was talking about. We’d wound up holding nothing but 
empty words. 

I was so devastated that I avoided that building if I could help 
myself. I didn’t want to look at it. My wife and I would go far out of 
our way to keep from driving past the place. If I found myself an 
unwilling passenger as a friend drove past my folly, I would turn my 
head away. Feelings of emptiness and self-doubt crippled my 
emotions. Our kids loved McDonald’s, about a block away—I’d sit 
with my back to the structure as the roof was visible from the 
restaurant. 
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Embarrassed, I dove into Scripture. I related to David running 
from Saul. First, David believed God was going to make him king in 
Jerusalem. Then King Saul tried to murder him so David ran for his 
life. On the run, he described himself as a hunted flea certain of his 
own impending destruction (1 Samuel 26:20). 

This would be a good time to confess that during those dark days 
I was simply feeling sorry for myself. Angry, I felt that God had 
trusted me with a message, which I faithfully passed on to others. 
Now I held an empty bag. I raged against the possibility that I could 
be wrong. God had taken control of this circumstance away from me 
and it was painful, nearly disastrous. I felt like quitting my job. I 
sometimes wished I could die. All this pouting merely pointed out 
what a good grasp I had on that ring we’ve discussed throughout this 
book. The Bible record is consistent. God presses almost everyone he 
blesses to surrender before he does his part. We cannot be gods unto 
ourselves and expect him to work in our situation. 

My real problem was personal selfishness. Our people needed 
that bowling alley for a house of worship. My position was a little 
different. I lusted for it to validate my perceptions. I wanted to say, “I 
told you so. I was right all along.” I don’t think God was too thrilled 
by my attitude. 

 
PRAY “UNTIL” 

As I look back, the strangest part of the whole experience is that 
the building kept crowding into my thoughts. I managed to find that 
decrepit bowling alley everywhere in Scripture.  

I knew that many Bible heroes suffered loss of face before 
inheriting God’s success. God first made promises to Abraham when 
he was 75-years-old. He waited nearly a quarter of a century to 
receive a promised son. At age 99, he laughed in God’s face and tried 
to teach him the facts of life. He knew the impossibility of his aged 
wife giving birth and tried to prove it. Joseph not only waited for 
God’s promise, he spent time in jail as an accused rapist. Jeremiah’s 
peers hated him as a traitor and false prophet. I didn’t have things so 
bad, but the stories of these men and others like them were hard to 
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handle. They persistently prompted me to believe what I wanted to 
forget. The entire experience was negative and I needed it behind me. 
However, those Old Testament patriarchs and prophets wouldn’t quit. 
They seemed to scream out, “Trust God a little longer!” Anne Lamott, 
one of my favorite authors wrote that “Hope is a revolutionary 
patience.” I hated the idea. 

We weren’t able to give up praying for that building! My friend 
Roy Hicks once taught that we should learn to pray “until.” In other 
words, we should pray until God comes through. We should never 
give up on him. “Until” can feel like a very long road. 

During the months after the auction, I began feeling painfully 
called to trust God for that building. Emotionally exhausted, I fought 
the call. At least the future would be predictable if we gave up hope. 
Yet, the Holy Spirit prevailed and many of us continued to ask for that 
building.  

 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Santa Barbara is wonderful in the fall. After the summer haze, 
the town shimmers in the cool, autumn sun. Our Church Board went 
there to pray for direction. Each fall the pivotal leaders in our church 
would take time for a prayer retreat returning home with plans for the 
future. Someone spoiled the meeting when they spoke the obscene 
words bowling alley. 

A month earlier, we’d laughed over the news that the city 
wouldn’t allow the racquetball courts due to a structural problem in 
the building. We rejoiced that day, but the tears flowed when we tried 
to buy it from the new owner. He wouldn’t work with us. The 
grapevine said that he would leave the building alone and untouched. 
It stood as a vandalized monument to the bureaucracy that overturned 
his sports complex. Whatever his reasons, he didn’t respond to us. 
Norm Hahn would show up with an offer. The owner would promise 
to consider it and answer back in a couple of days. His comeback was 
to raise the price or not call back at all. 
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When someone in our prayer meeting said “bowling alley,” the 
rest seemed ready to pack up and head home. It didn’t turn out that 
way… 

We talked and prayed intensely about the thorn in the side of our 
congregation. That evening during worship, God gave us the plan we 
sought. The Bible says that if we acknowledge him in all our ways, he 
will direct our paths (Proverbs 3:5-6). As we sought him through song 
and prayer, God came roaring through. 

God spoke to my heart, suggesting that we take a different slant 
on negotiation. We would approach the owner asking him if he would 
sell us the property as before. However, this time we would ask him 
to name the final sales price. The deal would stand or fall on his 
words. 

Let me tell you how it worked. I visited my parents, while on 
vacation earlier that year. While I was there, my dad bought a set of 
used snow tires for his pickup truck. After looking over the tires he 
discovered that they were almost new. Dad asked the man, “What’s 
the lowest price you’re willing to take? You name the price, and I’ll 
and pay it. I’ll trust you!” 

The whole deal depended upon a rapport my father built with this 
man in a few moments time. He felt he could believe in him so he 
said he’d meet the cost before he knew what it was. The man sold him 
the tires at a very favorable price. Please notice that the guy really had 
my father over the barrel. If he had been unscrupulous, my dad would 
have been in an embarrassing situation. 

During our prayer time in Santa Barbara, God seemed to tell us 
to approach our “promised land” bowling alley in exactly the same 
manner as my father had the tires. 

Our church council wrote a similar offer and I signed it. The 
letter began: “Dear Sir: This is the most unusual letter you’ll ever 
read... .” We went on to promise, a man we’d never met, that we 
would buy his property at whatever price he named. He would name 
the price and then say these words, “This is the lowest amount I’m 
willing to take for the property.” 
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Because our denomination covered us with veto power, we 
couldn’t get into too much trouble with the offer. He couldn’t hold us 
to a ridiculous price. However, if the price was in the ballpark, we 
were committed to the project. 

We were so intent on vulnerability and trust that we sent along 
financial statements covering our entire history. We wanted the owner 
to know exactly where we stood. 

 
A NEW FRIEND 

A couple of weeks later, he phoned. He was angry having 
misread our motives. He thought that we were up to some trick, trying 
to cheat him out of the building. When we began to understand each 
other, he got excited and decided to try and gather a tax advantage by 
donating it to our church. 

In two days, he came back with an offer for us to buy the 
property at only $175,000, if we could move within 30 days. He 
would take a great loss on the property and it would certainly benefit 
us. 

We couldn’t move that fast. So, he conjured up another plan. This 
one would fly. Things had so turned around since that prayer meeting 
that the reluctant owner now became a good friend. 

He worked out a lease with an option to purchase. This came at a 
time when real estate prices were rocketing higher. It was a sellers’ 
market and a lease option was seldom available for buildings of any 
type. He could have held the property and made money any time he 
decided to sell. 

He generously allowed us to lease for up to two years, with an 
option to purchase for only $350,000. He lowered his most recent 
asking price by $150,000. We could afford the payments at that price. 
Within months of that prayer meeting we began to remodel our new 
home. 

The church leaders jumped in by faith. We signed the lease with 
only $4,000 in the bank and cash flow just strong enough to make the 
lease. In our naiveté, we estimated that it would cost $30,000 to 
remodel the building. It wound up costing 10 times that much. 
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Remember that I am writing 40 years after the events. Inflation 
has turned that $350,000 price into nearly three-and-a-half million 
dollars. 

The Lord worked gracious wonders, the least of which was to 
supply the money. The crew worked miracles. We hired five church 
members as full-time remodelers. If volunteers came, one or two of 
them would break off to supervise. This plan allowed intelligent use 
of untrained volunteer workers. A full one-third of our congregation 
showed up to work on Saturdays. As a result, labor costs came in at 
20 percent of the undertaking rather than the normal 50 percent on 
any similar project. 

Huge offerings appeared each week, but they never contained 
large checks. It was just that most people gave more than they ever 
did before. Our offerings contained surplus funds until the day we 
moved in. We canceled the lease, and bought the property six months 
after building the first wall. 

 
FEELING TOO IMPORTANT 

Our first Sunday at the new location attracted lots of attention. 
The story naturally made the local South Bay Daily Breeze. Then the 
Los Angeles Times did a full-page article, finally NBC television 
covered “The Church in a Bowling Alley” with a three-and-one-half 
minute nationwide feature. Friends and family phoned and wrote from 
all over the country. They had seen us on TV and we soon felt more 
important than we were.  

We swelled with pride over ‘our’ success, but the Lord was 
prepared for us. The offerings dropped right back to normal. This was 
bad news. For, although we had a “Certificate of Occupancy,” we 
hadn’t yet completed construction. 

There was one upside to our financial woes. God used them to 
humble us. For many weeks, we held church in depressing 
circumstances. There was no carpet on the floor, no paint on the walls 
and no money to buy either. It was worse than you might imagine. 
Lack of carpet produced a horrible slapping echo. Worship and 
teaching suffered badly. The problems deflate the pride induced by 
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our three-and-a-half minutes of fame. We got off our high horse, 
learning to trust and pray again. Of course, the Lord supplied our 
needs. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
 
 
 
 

MINICHURCH 
 
 
 

“They entered the “promised land” and lived happily ever after.” 
That statement wasn’t true in ancient Israel, and it surely didn’t 
describe us.  

We thrashed around after the move. First, we faced the financial 
crisis finding ourselves up to our Bibles in red ink. Second, we lost 
focus. We tilted off mission in our response to people, suddenly 
attracted to what had become a beautiful facility. In each case, the 
Lord sent a solution that gave us more strength than we had before we 
encountered the problem. 

 
A FINANCIAL MESS 

Both problems grew from inexperience. The financial mess was 
born of a leadership team long on faith, but weak in resource 
management. We didn’t track our spending adequately during 
construction and now we were in trouble. Big trouble! When we 
discovered the problem, we needed the price of a small house just to 
pay local hardware and building suppliers. We cut salaries and ran 
around turning off lights whenever possible. 

The Lord came through, financially, from three directions: (A) A 
young captain of a merchant ship gave us an ocean-view lot he had 
purchased for his dream home. The equity met half our need. (B) The 
denomination gave us a small cash gift and a loan, completing the 
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bailout. (C) The third blessing was a man named Don Stewart. Don 
spent his early career in aerospace engineering and management. He 
helped us as a board member but then resigned from secular work to 
join our pastoral team. He ironed out our money woes, then taught us 
to manage both people and cash. Don became an anchor of stability. 
God used him to ensure the success of many schemes that might have 
failed without his godly insights and wise restraint. 

 
RESPECTERS OF PERSONS 

Financial needs are one thing, pride problems are another.  
In our early days, people scoffed at “that bunch of hippies.” Now 

we were in the limelight and socially acceptable. As more middle-
class people joined with us, our attitudes deteriorated. One Sunday I 
noticed several upscale cars parked among the crusty Volkswagens. 
Someone was even driving a Rolls-Royce to church. Admittedly, we 
could minister to a broader range of people. They liked us the way we 
were, but we didn’t get it. We thought we had to change outwardly in 
order to appeal to people of means. I remember discussing image and 
impression with one of our staff guys. We decided to take a little more 
“uptown” approach to ministry. Our church needed class. We were 
both way off base. 

Remember Jesus? He said that he would build his church and 
that pastors should feed the sheep. Well, our staff took over his role 
and schemed to build their church. Before that day, image and 
appearance meant very little to any of us. It too quickly became very 
important. 

We exploded with growth for a few weeks after the move. Then 
pride took over, and we began losing people. Our leaders usurped the 
Lord’s place, grabbed onto that “ring of control.” We wouldn’t let go. 
After about six weeks, we “grew” from 800 people to 600 and 
holding. 

No one stopped to consider that the new people had come 
because the Lord sent them. We never considered that they wanted 
what we had to offer by being ourselves. They would have kept  
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coming if we held steady with our ministry pattern. Instead, we 
generated elaborate, new programs to hold people and bind them to 
the congregation. 

The Kentucky Fried Chicken people proudly declare, “We do 
chicken right!” They imply that they are the best at chicken because 
they don’t dilute their efforts with every other fast food. We used to 
“do equipping right,” but we abandoned that for anything we could 
conceive that might cause growth. When we lost our focus, we did 
nothing right. 

There is a clear pattern in the New Testament for church growth. 
The elders reinforce themselves by “devoting themselves to prayer 
and the Word (Acts 6:4).” Then they become gifts to the church, 
positioned to “equip God’s people to do his work” (Ephesians 4:11-
13). 

This equipping happens as the church meets for teaching, 
fellowship, breaking of bread (communion) and prayer. Strengthened 
in the Spirit, the individual Christ-followers penetrate, preserve, and 
influence their culture. As the Christians live an overcoming life 
among their friends, the Lord adds new people to the congregation on 
a daily basis (Acts 2:47). We ignored that plan. Sure, we could 
describe it in glowing terms, but we didn’t practice what we preached. 

Because of our history, scholars researched our “rapid growth.” 
Author and seminary professor, Peter Wagner began bringing his 
students to our church. I often spoke at church growth institutes and 
seminars. The problem with all this was that our story was just fading 
history. We had stopped growing in numbers. It would be hypocritical 
to say we grew ‘spiritually’ during that time. Healthy sheep breed 
more sheep. Had we been healthy, our numbers would have increased. 
We took our eyes off people and onto facilities, then onto a program. 

After languishing for two years, we finally got back on track. The 
solution to this problem also strengthened us, immeasurably. 
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ON THE REBOUND 
I gave up trying to pastor a “big church” and went back to being 

myself. I prayed for direction, and the Lord told me to tend his flock. 
The problem was that I didn’t know the flock. People could attend for 
many months but we still saw them as newcomers. There was only a 
scant network of personal relationships. It wasn’t so bad that I didn’t 
recognize people. It was awful that no one did. We began to 
understand that we needed to regain a small-church approach to 
ministry. We would have to subdivide the congregation to get it. 
 
1) Big Church—Small Church 

The plan was to start a network of house meetings to reflect on 
the teaching from the previous weekend services. 

This would help us to better echo the apostle’s model; involving 
meetings in the temple and from house to house (Acts 2:46). We 
could be a big church that still offered the support and intimacy 
enjoyed by small congregations. We had enjoyed that model during 
our early years in Manhattan Beach. Weekend church linked arms 
with all those small Bible studies. Over the years, we gravitated into 
large gatherings centered on one teacher. We saw the need and the 
pattern. But, we hadn’t a clue as to how to make the switch. Three 
past attempts to revive small groups had proven failures. 

One day, Craig Englert, one of our pastors, came in excited about 
something going on in a young church we helped start in Honolulu. 
The three pastors divided the congregation into three groups, and on 
Sunday nights, they met in separate homes for Bible studies. They 
replaced a regularly scheduled church service with small groups. As 
people came to know each other, they ministered to one another 
almost spontaneously. They learned to serve each other in a relaxed 
atmosphere of love and acceptance. 

The Honolulu church leaders felt certain their success lay in the 
schedule they chose. They used a time slot already well accepted by 
their congregation as a time for church meetings. This was an era   
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when most churches still held Sunday evening worship services.  
These people simply switched venues on a night they were used to 
coming to church. 

 
2) Unity of Purpose  

We gathered our primary leaders for a church growth conference 
at one of our newly planted churches. John Amstutz, on staff at LIFE 
Bible College and Fuller Seminary, helped us assess the strengths and 
weaknesses of our church.  

After individually grading Hope Chapel in seven categories of 
church health, we gathered to discuss the assessment. It was nearly 
unanimous that we needed a small group encounter in the middle of 
the week. Our people lacked opportunities to share their problems and 
victories. They hungered to make friends within the congregation. 
The small groups should replace a regular service as they had done in 
Hawaii. The schedule change would also signal our seriousness about 
the venture. 

We prayed for a week, and then called a meeting of what we 
called the “undershepherds.” This included everybody we could 
identify as a leader in our church. We involved 150 of our 600 people. 
The only criterion for leadership was that a person had a follower. If 
you have a follower, you are a leader. Even the church rebels received 
an invitation. If a person could influence another, we assumed that 
they were using (or abusing) a God-given ability. This forced us to 
recognize spiritual gifts. These people were, in fact, shepherding the 
flock.  

At the meeting, we presented a proposed fix for our situation. 
Our paid staff and two other prominent individuals would lead the 
initial groups. We would call the small-groups MiniChurches, or 
“miniature churches.” This was culturally relevant in the day of mini-
skirts and mini-cars. They would function along the lines of Paul’s 
admonition to the Corinthians; everyone was expected to actively take 
part in each meeting (1 Corinthians 14:26). The groups would focus 
on each person’s needs and potential as well as the teaching from the 
weekend. The MiniChurch pastor was coach, the people would move 
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out of the stands and onto the field. They would minister to one 
another (Romans 15:14). We would shift the joy of ministry from 
leaders to followers. It’s a cliché but a worthwhile slogan: “Every 
member a minister.” This began solving the problem of people 
coming to a church where nobody knew their name. 
 
3)  MiniChurch Rocks!  

In a manner, we were back where we started. A few years earlier, 
I pastored pastors and recognized that they pastored the church. It 
worked before, and it worked even better when we dispersed the 
pastoral work among our people. Our mid-week attendance jumped 
from 85 to 365 in one week.  

We moved from one teacher in a single meeting to seven leaders 
in seven separate (grossly overcrowded) home groups. Better yet, 
each MiniChurch “shepherd” was to train a couple of apprentices 
which put us on the road to rapidly multiplying leaders. MiniChurch 
would develop into an on-the-job training center for a new generation 
of pastors.  

 
4)  Needs and Hunger 

The advent of MiniChurch spotlighted needs and hungers we 
didn’t know about. Our people craved community. MiniChurch 
provides it. We went from seven to 12 to 20 MiniChurches in three 
weeks. After that, the growth became manageable. Today, between 50 
and 60 percent of a healthy Hope Chapel congregation attend 
MiniChurch. We still think of them as a midweek phenomenon. In 
reality, the groups meet at all hours and on every day of the week. 
There’s even a MiniChurch that gets together from 10 PM to midnight 
on Fridays. 

Years later, after planting Hope Chapel Honolulu, I was surprised 
to learn that MiniChurch required a different approach in an urban 
setting. It’s hard to find parking near high-rise apartments. More than 
half of our current MiniChurches meet in coffee shops, food courts or 
conference rooms. 
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EARLY CHURCH “ARCHITECTURE” 
Form and function intertwine. The ideal is for form to follow 

function. In other words, the purpose behind an event drives how we 
do things. This was as true for the earliest Christians as it is for us in 
the third millennium. They met in borrowed facilities. Whenever lack 
of persecution allowed they selected spaces to fit the purpose of their 
meetings, otherwise they worked with what they could scrounge. 

On the day of Pentecost, the church began with 120 members. By 
the end of the day, there were 3,000 additional converts. The crowd 
now numbered at least 3,120 people. They met in Solomon’s Porch in 
the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem (Acts 5:12), and in the homes of their 
members. Archaeology reveals that the temple area would have 
housed roughly 400 persons. The houses would max out at less than a 
dozen.  

The sizes of the meeting spaces differed in a way that affected 
the type of activity held in each. 

Big spaces work best for large crowds with a single focus. In 
large groups, most people remain spectators. Small rooms suit a 
family atmosphere with lots of interaction and participation. Those 
early Christians embraced both settings because each offered its own 
possibilities. The second chapter of Acts outlines the basic activities 
of the early church; teaching, fellowship, breaking bread (shared 
meals and Holy Communion), prayer, praise, sharing of material 
goods, and evangelism. The first six of these took place inside the 
church family. The seventh, evangelism, was a neighborhood 
function. Let’s look at where each of these activities works best: in 
either the large (temple) or the small (homes) setting. 
 
1)  Teaching 

We would agree that professional teaching works well in the 
temple or large-group setting. One person invests heavily in message 
preparation. They then skillfully present their material to a large-
group of people massed in rows of chairs or even standing.  

The arrangement is efficient because it accommodates so many 
people for an enlightened presentation. However, the same teaching 
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grows more effective if it includes an interactive element. This is 
where the small group comes in. When people interact with a truth, 
they more readily absorb it. MiniChurch provides a “laboratory” for 
dissecting and living the truth taught in the pastor’s weekend 
message. 

MiniChurch differs from a Bible study in that we ask, “What did 
the Holy Spirit speak to you while the pastor was preaching?” This 
moves the time away from an intellectual emphasis to something 
more spiritual and life-centered. 

This type of Bible study allows questions to connect with 
answers. People express opinions and challenge each other’s thinking. 
There is time to search the side roads and back alleys of the Bible for 
deeper understanding. Each group size provides a unique benefit. 

 
2)  Fellowship 

This is a hands-down winner in MiniChurch. Most large-group 
experiences allow for little more than a quick hello and a handshake. 
The small groups often include tears, and follow-up phone calls. 
There is adequate time to know others and become known by them. 
The Greek New Testament references fellowship with the term 
koinonia. It more literally translates, “partnership.” With families 
crumbling, the MiniChurch supports people through “partnering 
friendships” that sustain them through life’s storms. Friendship bonds 
develop best in a warm and relaxed setting. Fellowship works best in 
small groups. 

 
3)  Breaking Bread 

Here, some would see Holy Communion and nothing else. 
Others would restrict communion to the large setting under the 
leadership of an ordained clergyman. For them, breaking bread simply 
takes the form of potluck meals. It seems that both communion and 
shared meals were covered by the term “breaking bread” in Acts 2. 
Both work well in either the large or the small group. For our church, 
communion works best in the large group. There it usually entails 
sober reminders of the great lengths of God’s love and forgiveness.  
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Eating together triumphs as a small group function. Potlucks can 
weld a group of relative strangers into a pseudo-family.  

Sharing food is serious business. We begin MiniChurch meetings 
with food. People are inclined to relax and talk over a meal or even 
snacks. This enhances fellowship. The time spent eating together 
gives opportunity to catch up on each other’s lives since the last time 
we met. Folks give testimony to answers to prayer from the previous 
meeting. Time spent eating provides a buffer for people who show up 
a few minutes after we start. Late arrivals can slip in without 
disrupting the Bible discussion. Finally, food at the beginning of a 
meeting provides an appetite suppressor for the person coming 
directly from the workplace. 
 
4)  Prayer 

Sorry, but large group prayer experiences leave me cold. Prayer 
in a crowd is a spectator sport. One performs. The others listen. I 
prefer to pray with a few intimate friends. In the smaller gathering, we 
have a better shot at “agreeing” in prayer (Matthew 18:19-20).  

The prayer outcomes in our MiniChurches are amazing. We think 
it is for three reasons: (A) We pray over felt needs, not “prayer 
requests.” If a problem is really important, it will spill out during the 
fellowship and discussion. Praying this way tends to keep us focused 
on the immediate lives of our members, not their workmates, cousins 
or Aunt Jenny’s cat. (B) We take time to pray. The last part of the 
meeting is devoted to prayer (Sometimes 20 minutes to a half-hour). 
By praying for someone during that time, our members imply a 
promise to pray for him or her until our next meeting. (C) We follow 
up with praise reports. Positive results build greater faith. 

 
5)  Praise and Worship 

It may surprise you, but we favor leaving praise and worship out 
of the small group. Ordinary people sing much better in a crowd. 
Auditoriums filled with people generate enthusiasm and excitement.  
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Skilled worship teams teach worship and lead us into meaningful  
time with God. It’s uplifting to sing God’s praises with a mass of 
people. 

The informality of the small group works against this kind of 
praise giving. People will request favorite songs, which can lead to an 
unfocused experience. Neighbors complain when the singing gets 
loud. Worship can take over the time and crowd out other important 
business. I’ve been in Bible study groups that never studied the Bible, 
because they were too caught up in worship. That is not a bad thing as 
long as it remains the exception rather than the rule. We simply avoid 
it by leaving singing to the large gathering. 

Short schedules and important priorities cause our MiniChurches 
to focus on the Scriptures, prayer and interactive ministry. Praise finds 
expression in testimonies of God’s life-changing power through both. 

 
6)  Giving and Sharing Resources 

Weekend worship celebrations provide the best setting for 
financial offerings to the church. They offer security and well-thought 
use of the collected monies. Small groups can, however, sometimes 
direct resources toward an individual member in ways the larger 
organization could not.  

MiniChurches have other resources to offer. Household items and 
used cars often change hands as gifts within a fellowship group. We 
sometimes discover people giving significant sums of money to a 
friend in need. The need became known through MiniChurch. Several 
widows have had their homes renovated as a project of their small 
group. These acts of generosity tie people together. They also impress 
non-Christian onlookers. 

In our churches, benevolence giving links to the recommendation 
of the MiniChurch leader. The monies come from the church treasury, 
but only after referral from the small group. 
 
7)  Evangelism 

The earliest Christians lived dangerous lives. Officially outlawed, 
they were often persecuted and even murdered because of their faith. 
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Secret meetings came to define their culture. Secrecy didn’t do much 
for advertising or events designed to bring people to Jesus. Most 
people came to Christ through the testimony of a friend. Acts chapter 
two says these Christians enjoyed favor with their neighbors. As a 
result, God added to their number daily. Changed lives impress even 
religious skeptics. 

Most evangelism in the west begins outside of church gatherings 
where the church interfaces its neighbors. Friendship evangelism is 
the reason that between 80 and 90 percent of Christ-followers say that 
a friend or family member introduced them to faith. 

The Holy Spirit authors evangelism. His tools are the lives of 
people equipped and strengthened through a healthy church 
experience. He uses all of the above elements. Having both large and 
small group tools makes his job somewhat easier. 



 

 

 
Ralph and Ruby shortly before their marriage. Restoring old cars 
eventually gave way to restoring broken lives. 
 
 
 

 
Bulletin cover from the original church building, constructed to hold 
66 people. This is the only known picture of the building. 



 

 

                                  
The original newspaper ad read, “A Turned On Church In An Uptight 
World.” It showed Ralph in a suit, still a little uptight for this task. 
 
 
 

 
The congregation could nearly fit in a Volkswagen. Tim Correa is 
driving, Toni Corbett Spence beside him & Mike Howard behind him. 



 

 

 
The Moore family grew and changed in the early years of the church. 
Here, Carl and Kelly are pictured with their parents in 1975. 
 
 
 

 
Bill Wilkinson, a member of Hope Chapel in the early days opened a 
small Bible-bookstore.  



 

 

 
Early beach baptism near Manhattan Beach Pier. Will Heinle is 
standing at right edge in a wetsuit. 
 
 
 

 
First church planter, Richard Agozzino showed up shaven and suited 
up in a stunt designed to point toward inward maturity. 



 

 

 
John and Charlotte Hille found the Lord and each other in our church. 
They were soon off to Houston to plant a house-church. 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Ken Hiroshige laid down the challenge that ultimately named this 
book. He and his family have been great friends to Ruby and myself. 



 

 

 
Our “promised land,” this abandoned bowling alley would provide 
home to the growing congregation. 
 
 
 

 
The congregation remodeled the broken building into something 
beautiful. It stands as a landmark in the community. 



 

 

 
Art and Carolyn Miller mentored Ralph and Ruby through their 
college years and as youth pastors in the San Fernando Valley.  
 
 
 

 
Will Heinle joined Ralph to plant the church. He was 58-years-old at 
the time. His investment brought credibility to “that hippie church.” 



 

 

 
Zac and Julie Nazarian, with Michael, succeeded Ralph in Hermosa 
Beach. They continue to plant churches around the globe. 
 
 
 

 
Dan and Billie Boyd at their 40th Anniversary. They now pastor Hope 
Chapel Santa Rosa, CA and plant churches in Fiji. 



 

 

 
Craig and Kathy Englert left Hermosa to plant Hope Chapel Kihei, 
Hawaii. That church reaches into Africa and Latin America. 
 
 
 

 
The newspapers picked up on 22-year-old Jeff Fischer planting Hope 
Of The Valley. They’ve planted in California, Cuba and Africa.  



 

 

 
Dale Yancy launched a chain of New England pastors. Tom Johnston, 
(center) and Joe Mabe (2nd from right) plant churches worldwide. 
 
 
 

 
Richard and Ida Whittet planted Bozeman, MT. Behind them is Bill 
Gross who planted churches on the East Coast and in Mozambique. 



 

 

 
Jimi and Julaine Calhoun planted in Sherman Oaks and Belize. Prior 
to joining Hope Chapel he played bass for Sly and The Family Stone. 
 
 

 
Tom and Sandie McCarthy planted HC Santa Rosa. He was a bi-
vocational medical doctor. Sandie was one of our earliest members. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
 
 
 
 

SEEING A “VISION” 
 
 
 

Hope Chapel Hermosa Beach really got moving after the 
introduction of MiniChurch.  

Watching its rising momentum was a bittersweet experience for 
me. While I enjoyed God’s blessing on the church, a new mission 
crowded its way into my heart. Orders arrived, dictating service in a 
new location. 

Dick Whittet, one of our pastors, and I were walking near the 
beach in May 1978. He said that the Lord had asked him to pray for 
me every day. Dick and his family were preparing to plant a Hope 
Chapel in Bozeman, Montana, at the time. He said he had told the 
Lord, “Ralph should be praying for me, instead of me praying for 
him.” The Lord assured him I needed the prayer support. Dick felt it 
was important for me to know he was praying. We would soon 
discover why those prayers were so important. 

Six weeks later my family went to Hawaii for a vacation. 
Walking down the aisle of the airplane (if you must know, I was 
headed for the restroom), I saw a vision. I’m not into visions—at all!  

I don’t seek experiences as I believe God mostly communicates 
through the inner voice of the Holy Spirit. And, being somewhat 
skeptical, I’d probably doubt you if you said you’d seen one. 
Nevertheless, I saw a vision. 

During the brief experience, it was as though I was in three 
places at once. I was alert to my position in the plane. However, I 
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could also envision myself in the clouds looking down upon myself 
standing among a number of mostly black-haired people. We were 
standing on the mountainside above Kaneohe, Oahu. Strangely, I 
seemed to be in all three places at once. 

Also, sizes seemed out of proportion. The people, myself 
included, were of normal size. The town and the beautiful bay seemed 
shrunken to about the size of a football field. 

Two terms came to mind: dominant and five years. I question the 
word “dominant” as descriptive of any ministry. We are supposed to 
be servants. The “five years,” though, seemed an indication that I was 
to live out the picture five years later. 

The entire sequence could not have lasted more than three 
seconds. I dismissed it as momentary hysteria. 

I felt God had called me to spend my whole life with a group of 
people in California identified as Hope Chapel Hermosa Beach. 
Furthermore, visions can be misleading—especially to a person that 
loves Windward Oahu for its wet, green beauty. Another confusing 
element was the fact that our family had spent the previous week with 
1,200 Japanese-American Christians. A group called JEMS (Japanese 
Evangelical Missionary Society) had invited me to teach at their 
annual summer camp. I feared that their love and kindness might be 
causing this unusual spiritual experience. 

I knew the so-called vision had to be a trick of my psyche or 
worse. Maybe the devil was trying to distract me from the work the 
Spirit was doing in Hermosa. I forgot the whole thing. I forgot it so 
well that I hardly remembered it when Dick Whittet brought it up at 
the end of the vacation. 
 
REFRESHING A MEMORY 

We were gone for three weeks flying the red eye home so we 
could squeeze in an extra five hours at the beach. The plane landed at 
six AM on a Friday. Fourteen hours later, I would be in the pulpit. 
Unable to sleep, I went to the church around noon to open my mail. 
Tired and grumpy, I encountered Dick as I was leaving for dinner. He 
asked, “Did anything unusual happen on your trip?” I told him 
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nothing happened out of the ordinary. He went on, “Remember, I’ve 
been praying for you. The Lord told me that on your vacation you 
would be lifted up in the air and given a vision of your future.” 

I laughed him off. I looked at my watch and said, “It’s four 
o’clock. My vacation is officially over at seven, so if God has any 
visions for me, he’d better hurry!” 

At about 6:10 PM it all came back. Badly shaken, I dropped the 
peas off my fork. That afternoon Dick described the vision I had seen 
three weeks earlier. I had been lifted up, both literally and figuratively. 
Flying at 35,000 feet, I had felt myself hovering in the clouds over 
Kaneohe Bay. On the mountainside below, God painted a picture of 
my future. I found Dick and apologized for my stinky attitude. I also 
swore him to secrecy. 

A master’s program at California Graduate School of Theology 
required a thesis. It provided opportunity to research the spiritual 
situation in Hawaii. Unable to cover the entire population, I wrote a 
history of Christianity among Japanese-Americans in Hawaii. This 
process provided wonderful background on the new challenge. 

I still told no one about the vision except Ruby and my friend, 
Aaron Suzuki. Aaron grew up both in Hawaii and on the mainland. 
Before coming to the Lord, he spent nights and weekends 
experimenting with drugs and chasing a fast lifestyle. By day, he 
excelled as an engineer at American Honda. Having found emptiness 
in life’s pleasures, Aaron was also planning suicide.  
The afternoon of the “big day,” he asked Jim Doehla, a charismatic 
Lutheran and co-worker, why he was so happy.  

Jim told him about God’s love offered through Jesus Christ. He 
also gave him a pocket-sized copy of the Book of Romans from the 
New Testament. Aaron hid in a lavatory stall at Honda and read the 
entire thing. Though he understood little of the message, he sensed 
God’s love. Today, he laughingly describes his mixture of tears and 
hope as he read words he barely understood. Later that evening, 
Aaron found new life. Jim led him in a prayer to invite the Lord into 
his life. Instead of committing suicide, Aaron was born again that 
night. 
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Jim thought Aaron too “hip” to fit into his own traditional 
church. Instead, he brought him to a Hope Chapel baptism on New 
Year’s Eve, 1973. They both immersed themselves in our church. 
These two very different individuals, like unmatched bookends, 
became great support to many people. 

By 1978 Aaron felt God might be calling him to pastor, 
particularly among Japanese-Americans…maybe in Hawaii. When I 
shared the vision, he didn’t think I was crazy. He even read my very 
boring master’s thesis. Along with our wives, we invested much 
prayer into the possibility of moving. Soon we were sure that God 
was calling us to plant churches in Hawaii. 

 
BITTERSWEET ADVENTURE 

New challenges are always exciting, and I thrive on adventure, 
but this endeavor involved the pain of leaving dear friends and 
familiar circumstances—it was bittersweet. 
Ken Hiroshige landed his wisecrack about letting go of the ring a little 
prematurely. Since he didn’t attend our church, I told him about the 
move fairly early—long before I announced it to our congregation. It 
was also long before I would feel the pain associated with the move, 
so his comment seemed unreal. It actually signaled a great struggle. 
The church grew 250 percent in the years immediately following the 
establishment of MiniChurch. The growth made leaving harder on 
both the heart and ego. 

We planted churches from Hawaii to Montana to Texas during 
those few years. Several of the newly planted congregations started 
churches in neighboring localities, though this was not our intent at 
the time we did endorse it. I said goodbye to many friends. Dave 
Benefiel went to Moorpark, California. Dick Whittet to Montana. We 
sent Will Heinle to Fallbrook, California; Barry Felis went to 
Huntington Beach; Dan Boyd planted Hope Chapel Del Rey in 
Westchester, California before moving on to Hope Chapel Santa 
Rosa. 

A couple of years before we moved to Hawaii, Craig Englert 
started Hope Chapel Kihei, Maui. He took along Jason and Toni 
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Spence. Jason had moved to our area from Honolulu, where he had 
partnered with two friends to plant Christian Chapel. He would 
become a teaching pastor and resident theologian in Kihei. His wife, 
Toni, was our first convert in Manhattan Beach. She currently directs 
missions as well as children’s ministries for Hope Chapel Kihei.  

Meanwhile, one of his disciples, Greg Koukl, began a radio 
broadcast that now airs from coast to coast. From Kihei, Englert and 
company planted several churches on Maui, including Island Hope in 
Pa‘ia and Kumalani Chapel in West Maui. They sent an old Hope 
Hermosa member, Pat Hamman, to plant a church in Redmond, 
Washington. Today, Hope Chapel Kihei numbers well over 1,000 
people and reaches into Europe and Latin America with missionary 
zeal. It is the second largest congregation on Maui. 

Perhaps their greatest overseas accomplishment is a series of 
Christian schools among the Miskito Indians living along the Rio 
Coco in Nicaragua. A Kihei member, Mike Bagby, visited the 
Honduras side of the river while the Miskito tribes lived there as 
exiles. They had been driven from their homeland by the first 
Sandinista regime in Nicaragua. Mike soon returned to Honduras as a 
school planting missionary, flying back and forth from Florida in an 
ancient, single-engine airplane. His mission grew and soon crossed 
back over the river when the tribes returned home. Today, he and his 
crew run schools in Nicaragua along with three undercover churches 
in other localities. 

A few years ago, I was heading home from work when a man I 
faintly recognized approached me. His name is Linus Morris and at 
that time he presided over “Christian Associates,” a church 
multiplication ministry in Europe. We’ve since become friends and I 
learned that he and his partners began planting churches due to the 
influence of Craig Englert and several of our young adults who 
attended the “J.C. Light & Power House” at UCLA during the hippie 
days. They’ve planted nearly 60 churches in Europe and Linus 
currently works at church multiplication in Brazil. 

An aside worth mention is that Dan Davis launched a “Hope 
Chapel” in Austin, Texas. Dan is a brother to Leland, the guy who 
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saddled us with the prophecy about God doing something new. I had 
met Dan years earlier in Granada Hills. Unbeknownst to any of us, 
Dan visited our church in Hermosa and knocked off the format and 
name. A large cluster of churches originated under Dan’s tutelage. 
The interesting part of this is that they tend to be larger than the ones 
we planted. Friendship with Dan re-ignited when he invited me to a 
church planting conference, which he hosted on an annual basis.  
 
Time’s Up 

Each time someone left with a team to start a church I’d feel 
saddened over a tight friendship that would become distant. 
Somehow, I never connected those feelings with my own departure. 
One day it hit. Hard! 

We were heading home on an autumn day. Ruby and I had 
stuffed our children into the jump seats of an old Porsche I’d restored. 
We had just come from surfing and sitting around in the sun at a 
friend’s house on the beach. Afternoon shadows lengthened, and the 
Santa Ana winds blew warm. I plunged into depression: “I don’t want 
to leave all this, I can’t.” I loved my friends and the California 
weather with its fall smells of smog and Coppertone. Even the Beach 
Boys on the car stereo seemed to cry out against our move. The whole 
scene represented everything I held dear, and the move threatened all 
of it. The next four months were a battle against depression. 

The situation grew even more complicated. We copped a second 
wave of media attention. Esquire magazine ran a cover feature called 
“Men Who Walk on Water.” What began as an essay on violence in 
surfing transformed into an eight-page saga about Christian surfers. 
The authors went looking for violence and found themselves preached 
to by our young people. The Los Angeles newspapers picked up the 
story with full-page articles. Next, we hit every major television 
network (just four at that time) and a United Press International story 
showed up as far away as Toronto and Florida. We counted 42 media 
outlets in all. I hadn’t handled the first wave of publicity with much 
grace. This time was worse. Besides the ego struggle, I had to deal  
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with how good we had it in California. Depression beefed up big 
time. 

I began to loathe the insecurity, obscurity and uncertainty of life 
in another state. Hawaii might be beautiful, but it was not home. 

If the ring in Tolkien’s books symbolizes control of your 
circumstances, I wanted to wear mine. Forget letting go. I begged 
God to remove any thoughts of Hawaii. Instead, he took away the bad 
feelings. 

I was surfing on a warm, winter morning when someone 
observed that the conditions were much like Hawaii. I poured out my 
sorry feelings and selfish fears. Good friends pointed out that we 
hadn’t known the future in 1971 but had moved to the South Bay with 
little more than family and faith in the Lord. If God was trustworthy 
then, wasn’t he now? 

I gave in and the Holy Spirit gave me a new set of feelings. He 
also cracked the door just enough for us to see what might await us 
down the road. 

 
Open Doors 

An old friend, Dr. Robert Chang, was named “honorary mayor of 
Kaneohe.” He introduced us to new friends. We were looking for 
musicians to help make a splashy grand opening when Carole Kai, a 
well-known entertainer in Hawaii, joined our church in Hermosa. Her 
contacts solved that problem. KAIM Christian radio provided an 
evening drive-time slot for a daily radio broadcast. We found 
ourselves sandwiched between some of the most popular speakers in 
their format.  

Thirty friends from the Hermosa Beach church moved to Hawaii 
with us. Some even moved several months before Aaron and I could 
move our families. Through them, God gave us rich contacts with 
local people who would become primary leaders in the new church. 

Give God authority, and he will bless you beyond your dreams. 
Hold back and life is miserable.  
He’s run this tug-of-war with folks throughout history. He isn’t 
playing video games with our lives. He is trying to establish a chain 
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of command headed toward victory. Do you remember the Roman 
Centurion who said he was “under authority” before he asked Jesus to 
heal his servant (Matthew 8:9)? Because he was under authority, he 
recognized that Jesus’ power came from being under the authority of 
God. We gain power by submitting to his authority. Letting go of the 
ring suggests we crawl off the throne giving him authority over our 
lives. “Thy kingdom come, thy will be done…” 
 
THE SOAP SALESMAN 

You meet all kinds of people in church. There are surfers, 
housewives, bank operations people, carpenters and lots of aerospace 
types in the Hermosa Beach congregation. I’ve told you about bikers 
and small businessmen. One guy came to us confessing his dangerous 
and ill-fitted life of espionage. Then there was the soap salesman. The 
soap salesman is a story that’s worth telling. 

Now, this wasn’t your average, run-of-the-mill soap salesman. 
The guy was well educated and had been around. Upon graduation 
from the University of Southern California, he traveled throughout 
Europe and Asia. Later he opened a pharmacy in Kona, on the Big 
Island of Hawaii. While handling legitimate drugs in the pharmacy, he 
bought land and operated a marijuana farm in the mountains. He was 
clever enough that he did this without ever visiting the land. Then he 
discovered soap. 

Our star quit both drug businesses for a multilevel marketing 
venture that sold soap among other products. His was the kind that 
sold more dealerships than merchandise. Dealerships were more 
lucrative. He had three ‘chains’ going with lots of people working for 
him when he visited Hope Chapel during our sojourn in the 
community center. 

For his wife, church represented hope for a better life but for 
him, all that a church could offer was more business contacts. He 
lasted two weeks. Not that he ran out of contacts. He ran into me. I 
was telling the church we were going to move to the bowling alley, 
though we’d lost it at auction. “God gave us a wonderful plan to 
contact the new owner... .” The soap guy thought I was nuts and 
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didn’t want to get tainted. He’d run his business elsewhere. Many 
months passed before I saw him again. 

One afternoon he came home to an empty house. His wife ran off 
with a business partner. Everything was gone. She even took the 
phone. The wide-open front door mocked him as it waved in the 
breeze. Our friend says he would have done violent harm if he had 
been able to find her. Finding her wasn’t easy as he had no car and 
had hitchhiked home. She even took his new Cadillac off the street 
near where he worked that day. 

By nightfall, the anger turned to pain. In that empty house, he 
turned his life over to Jesus Christ. He had noticed, with some 
consternation, that Hope Chapel now occupied the old bowling alley 
on top of the hill. The next morning, Zac Nazarian showed up at the 
church he would eventually pastor. 

Two things stood out in the man. The first was devotion. He 
attended every service. I would try to change my message a little bit 
between services so it wouldn’t bore him. Zac soaked up teaching like 
a dry sponge in water. The second characteristic was integrity. Zac 
forgave his wife and gave her his home and everything they owned. 
After the divorce, he humbly asked for an old Ford they had used as a 
second car. He “turned the other cheek,” because the Lord said he 
should. 

 
Let Go and Let Zac 

As soon as I knew I was moving to Hawaii, I began praying for a 
successor. A smooth leadership transition was crucial. I competed in 
track and field events in college. One horrible memory is of losing a 
relay race. Someone dropped the baton during the hand off. That act 
symbolizes the way many churches change pastors. They fumble and 
stumble, losing precious time if not the race. 

The Lord answered those prayers through Zac. Shortly after he 
was born again, he began pestering various leaders about seminaries. 
We helped him find one. We thought he attended simply to saturate 
himself with knowledge of God. No one dreamed that he would 
become a pastor. However, when he graduated we hired him as a part-
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time counselor. He was to fill in the rest of his time working as a 
pharmacist. Not Zac. We caught up to him as his counseling schedule 
hit 55 hours a week. His new wife, Julie, worked as a flight attendant. 
They lived off her salary and a tiny stipend from the church. 

Zac gave himself to the ministry like no one I had ever known. 
Because counseling is hard on the emotions, we all teased him about 
being a masochist. We also restricted him to a 45-hour workweek and 
gave him a real salary. 

Zac is a learner. He quickly bought into our value system, 
something he didn’t have time to grasp before he left for school.  

God forged a unique philosophy of ministry when he designed 
Hope Chapel. Too often, we’ve lost potential leaders to seminary 
education. Upon returning they can’t reconcile their book knowledge 
with our practical approach to ministry. Zac fitted himself into our 
situation from start to finish. I attribute his adaptivity to the fact that 
he started and pastored a house church while attending seminary. 
Experience tempered classroom knowledge. 

Zac joined our staff about a year after the unsettling vision about 
Kaneohe. Sometime later I told him that I was leaving and thought 
that the Holy Spirit had said that he was to take my job. He was 
incredulous. He leaned over my desk, told me I was crazy and 
stomped out. He hid out at home for two days, too sick to eat or sleep. 
Up to this time I had discussed the idea with just one other man 
besides the Suzukis and my wife. His name was Tom McCarthy. 

Tom filled the pulpit whenever I was away. The people loved him 
dearly. So dearly that our elders had an unwritten understanding that 
if I died or became disabled, Tom would take my place. Tom readily 
agreed that Zac was the person for the job. This was no light decision. 
Tom, a medical doctor, was thoroughly prepared to give up his job to 
pastor the church (he eventually moved to Santa Rosa, planting a 
thriving Hope Chapel until his medical practice grew so large that he 
had to resign). Tom and I felt certain that Zac was the guy. Zac was 
just as sure that we had lost our minds. When I told the church council 
my intentions to leave, they agreed with the decision. After the initial  
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shock, their first question was, “Who’s going to take your place—
Zac?” We felt that this was God reinforcing our decision. 

God blessed the church in Hermosa Beach with Zac and Julie 
Nazarian. More than that, he blessed me with Zac. This was a man 
after my own heart. Leaving the church in his capable hands made our 
departure much easier. Looking back, believing in Zac was one of the 
better choices I’ve made in my entire life. He is a great blessing to 
me, personally! 

Throughout my last year in Hermosa, we modified our roles in 
anticipation of the future. I taught in the weekend services, but made 
myself scarce during the week. It became handy for me to accept 
speaking engagements in seminars and conventions instead of 
showing up for work. This left Zac to administer the church.  

During that time he launched three new churches and taught the 
Sunday evening service. Of course, it was a lame duck year for me. 
Attendance growth stalled as people adjusted to the change in 
leadership. The only area of growth during those 12 months was the 
Sunday evening attendance. Overall growth only restarted after the 
Sunday I stepped aside and Zac moved into the pulpit. During my last 
six weeks in the church, I participated as a member, in the audience. 
Zac had become my pastor.  

Watching the resumption of growth under Zac was a little 
bothersome. The old ego took a bit of a bruising. On the other hand, I 
rejoiced with all my heart. One of my disciples stepped into my shoes. 
We passed the baton without dropping it. 

 
Stepping Aside 

I once heard someone teach that a mark of God’s “anointing” 
would be that no one could replace you. The exact opposite is true. 
Zac replaced me so well that I can be sure I was living in God’s grace 
during my tenure in Hermosa Beach. Because I mentored him and the 
rest of the staff, their victories became my own. Their efforts are 
multiples of mine. 
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Pulling back from the job in California was painful. It would 
have been fun to keep every element of my job until the day we left, 
but the church would have suffered. We hoped we could hand off the 
baton in a way other churches could model. No surprises! Our church 
knew I was leaving 18 months before the actual transition. They got 
to sample Zac, to get used to him. This could only happen if I would 
stand aside, leaving him room to operate. Stepping aside was what 
any craftsman, scientist, or doctor would do to make room for their 
apprentice. 

Speaking of doctors, you might be interested to know that I went 
to the dentist during my last week in California. Dr. Hiroshige had my 
mouth propped wide with all kinds of hardware while I was fitted for 
a crown. There was no chance for me to answer. Dr. Ken said, “Hey, 
I’m proud of you, Frodo, you really did it, you let go of the ring!” 
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CHAPTER 10 
 
 
 
 
 

GIVE ‘EM HEAVEN 
 
 
 

Nothing cooled off in Hermosa Beach. The church is healthy and 
touching thousands of people through its many outreaches. 

Early in his ministry, Zac ended a service with a unique charge to 
the congregation. He said, “Too many people are giving each other 
hell all week. You go out there and give ’em heaven.” The words 
caught fire in the hearts of the people. “Give ’em heaven!” became 
the rallying cry of a church bent on serving others. 

 
NEW MINISTRIES 

The congregation now boasts many active ministry teams 
operating alongside dozens of MiniChurches. When I last visited the 
church in Hermosa, the building was crawling with activity. Small 
groups of people huddled in every nook and cranny building ministry 
plans. Even the walls proclaimed care for people—the hundreds of 
square feet of bulletin boards it takes to keep all the ministry groups 
in touch with each other are almost overwhelming. 

They launched a ministry to Khmer refugees that has helped 
develop churches in the Cambodian community in nearby Long 
Beach. 

They funded an underground missionary in China who has a 
ministry discipling pastors of several “house churches,” the smallest 
of which includes more than 4,000 people. These men were self-
taught and are all bi-vocational, meaning that they operate large 
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businesses while pastoring huge churches. The church in Hermosa 
made it possible for them to receive solid Bible training as well as 
many practical ministry tools. 

 
OVERSEAS MISSIONS 

Vision explodes for ministry overseas. Teams have traveled to 
India, South Africa, Malawi, the Philippines, Romania, and Ecuador. 
There is ongoing work in Africa where the church is committed to 
supporting missionaries. 

Jimi and Julaine Calhoun planted churches in Belize. Jimi has an 
interesting story. He enjoyed fame and made a lot of money as a bass 
player for Sly and the Family Stone, and Dr. John the Night Tripper A 
couple of years after he turned to the Lord, he set everything aside 
asking for a job as a janitor in the Hermosa church so he could hang 
around the pastors, learning the ministry.  

After several years of discipleship, he left Hermosa to plant Hope 
Chapel in Sherman Oaks, California. Then off to Belize. It’s a pretty 
long way from the spotlights of huge rock concerts to this small 
nation on the north coast of South America. Back in the United States, 
Jimi continues disciplemaking and touches lives through use of his 
skills as a musician. 

The church is a strong supporter of the Hindustan Bible Institute 
and Orphanage in Madras, India. This group under the leadership of 
Paul and John Gupta trained several hundred Indian pastors. They 
also run large orphanages. A ministry in Vietnam takes the form of a 
woman who carries in donated medical supplies along with God’s 
love. In Yemen, bivocational missionaries share the gospel and make 
disciples while working at secular jobs. Closer to home, people make 
countless trips into Mexico to feed the poor and help with church 
construction. 
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PLANTING CHURCHES 
What excites me most is that the leadership of Hope Chapel in 

Hermosa has continued with the vision to plant churches. Since I left 
Hermosa, successful new congregations have sprung up in many 
cities around the west. 

Soon after I moved to Hawaii, Randy Sanford, planted a Hope 
Chapel in Colorado. Bob Mallord used to deal cocaine but now 
pastors Hope Chapel in Venice, California. Gary Sinardi pioneered 
our first church in Salt Lake City, Utah. Dale Yancy and Jeff Fischer 
started a church with a group of people Jeff led to the Lord in 
Northridge, California. Dale eventually moved to New Hampshire 
where he started churches. One of his converts, Tom Johnston is 
responsible for a number of churches in New England and several 
hundred in Southeast Asia, Uganda and Honduras. 

Steve Mullen began a counseling center and built a church from 
that base in Sandy, Utah. Mark Keever launched Hope Chapel 
Gateway in Torrance, California. Don Shoji began Hope Chapel in the 
Holiday Inn in Torrance. Bill Gross, a former worship leader, began 
Hope Chapel Redondo Beach then later moved to Cary, North 
Carolina, where he planted a congregation of 500 people and 
multiplied several other churches. One venture produced hundreds of 
congregations in Africa. Bill has become a district leader within the 
Foursquare Church. His role is strategizing with and launching church 
planters in the southeastern United States. 

Long after I left Hermosa, the church continues with a strong 
trail of church planters and pastors. They include: Rick Fasallo in 
Gardena, Henry Kaney in Harbor City, and Howard Mayeda in San 
Pedro. Dan Brown planted Hope Chapel San Pedro, Barry Felis 
planted in Torrance. George Magdaleny went to Hawthorne, Scott 
Dotanville, Colorado Springs. Jose Peres planted Hispanic 
congregations in Hawthorne and Hermosa Beach. Sergio and Josie 
Samonet pastor a mobile congregation that moves about. They follow 
horse-trainers as they circle among the Southern California race 
tracks. Chris Cannon left Hope Hermosa to assume the pastorate of a 
tiny congregation near King Harbor in Redondo Beach. Renamed 
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King’s Harbor Fellowship, the church immediately exploded into 
continued growth. When you count the multiplication emanating from 
these churches the number grows into the hundreds. 
 
A NEW LEADER FOR A NEW DAY 

It’s funny how the Lord has to move people around to 
accomplish his purposes. 

The years have proven an old theory. No leader is capable of 
everything, God raises up different people for different times. 

Roughly translated, this means that God had me in Hermosa 
Beach for the first stage in the life of that congregation. He anointed 
Zac Nazarian to take them through the second major growth period of 
their life as an assembly. 

God works today much like he did in ancient Israel. Moses 
brought the nation out of bondage in Egypt, but it was Joshua who led 
them to occupy Palestine. Later, it was David who brought them new 
respectability and set the tone for the reign of Jesus as Messiah. 

The congregation at Hermosa Beach is where they are today only 
because God sent me to another place and brought them his man for 
this hour. I say that with no lack of self-confidence. I simply believe 
that God called me as a pioneer and that he equipped Zac as a 
developer. Neither of us would be much good in the other’s role. 

Zac almost immediately led the congregation into a building 
program. The idea was so visionary that I thought it a mistake when I 
first heard about it. After a couple of hours and several cups of coffee, 
I was convinced he was hearing God. The need to enlarge the facility 
was obvious by the overcrowding at every service. 

 
BUYING LUCKY MARKET 

One day, a few years after leaving, I called Hope Hermosa to get 
some information. I discovered that the church made an offer to buy 
the supermarket next door. The church now owns the land and 
building, so no one was dreaming. The congregation now owns the 
market. We are talking about a supermarket with acres of parking and 
a spectacular view of the Pacific Ocean. The reason for the wonderful 
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price was that the property was under lease to the market for many 
years.  

Eventually, Zac asked the entire church members to stop sending 
money to the building fund. The bowling alley-turned-church, the 
supermarket for future development, and three houses for a parking 
lot are all debt-free. A ton of money sat in the bank, waiting to 
transform the market into a church auditorium. There was simply no 
need for more money.  

This reminds me of Moses asking the people to stop giving to the 
tabernacle construction in Exodus 35 and 36. When God’s people 
learn the secret of faithful tithing, two things happen. First, their 
church strengthens to the point where it relies less on building funds 
and special offerings. There will be enough money so the church can 
go forward in strength (Malachi 3:10). The second blessing is that of 
God’s financial grace in the lives of his people. As they give 
generously, he promises to provide enough to meet their needs, the 
church’s needs through them, and to add surplus to their lives so they 
can become aggressively generous (2 Corinthians 9:10-11). Because 
the people in Hermosa learned that lesson early on, they have a strong 
financial record of accomplishment in the church, its buildings and 
ministries, as well as in their personal lives. 

The church went on to achieve their building goals, even 
acquiring more property along the way. They became landlords. Years 
later, the church leadership decided that the community needed a 
supermarket. Negotiations are ongoing but it looks like they will 
strike a deal allowing the congregation to re-engineer a large portion 
of the original bowling alley that was never useable as public space. 
The space is huge and will offset the loss of use of the market facility. 

 
A PROVEN MINISTRY 

Hope Hermosa has proven itself. Too often we hear of churches 
in trouble after a long-tenured senior pastor leaves. This congregation 
has grown in grace and in vision. 

He won’t own up to it, but a lot of that has to do with a man 
named Zac Nazarian. It took five years before he admitted he even 
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felt like the pastor. It is quite obvious to the rest of us that God chose 
the right man and that the man walks in serious obedience to his 
master. We all win for it! 

I recently spoke with Michael Nazarian, Zac and Julie’s son. He 
grew up in Hope Chapel and is deeply committed to its calling and 
values. He told me that the church is determined to continue i’s legacy 
as “the city on the hill bringing light to the world.” They intend to 
continue planting churches and launching new movements. A current 
front-burner project is the revitalization of MiniChurch as a tool for 
raising leaders and church planters.  

The church continues to offer cutting edge worship as a means of 
reaching younger people. And, like the rest of us, they see strong 
Bible teaching from the pulpit as an anchor to the 
disciplemaking/church multiplication process. 

I was blessed speaking with him as his generation reeks of honor 
toward myself, Zac, Alan Kosaka and others who laid the foundation 
for his generation to operate as the future unfolds.  

For the original Hope Chapel, Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria 
continue as Hermosa Beach, South Bay, Los Angeles and the ends of 
the earth. 

Since I left in 1983, Hope Hermosa hasn’t missed a beat. The 
original vision that God gave a bunch of young hippies back in 1971 
continues to bear fruit decades later. We can only expect that kind of 
fruit where people sincerely walk in faith and abide in Christ. 
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CHAPTER 11 
 
 
 
 
 

CHURCH ON THE BEACH 
 
 
 

Church on the beach! Sounds like fun, huh? Let me tell you how 
much fun it really was. I know you’ll have a great laugh.  

For nearly a year before moving to Hawaii we negotiated to lease 
a floor in the Pali Palms Plaza, a newly constructed and mostly empty 
office building in Kailua, Oahu. It seemed the perfect place for a 
church. Just before we headed to Hawaii, those negotiations fell 
through. Our hopes crashed with them. Our family had moved out of 
our home. I had surrendered my job. We’d spent three weeks living 
out of suitcases while I taught in summer camps. This was scary! 

Everything we owned was in mid-ocean somewhere between Los 
Angeles and Honolulu when the call came. The lease was off. We had 
no place to hold services. With no meeting place, an American 
congregation is hard pressed to function. Without meeting space, a 
pastor in my situation would have no job. The entire plan was in 
jeopardy and those of us in leadership were confused. 

 
DID WE MISREAD GOD? 

My first reaction was anger, and then fear, finally a feeling of 
nausea comes when things escape your control. You’ve had those 
feelings a few times, yourself. Amplify them by the thought, “I might 
not have really heard God in the first place.” Those feelings were not 
disruptive. They were terrifying. I was anything but a model of faith. 
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The lease deal completely died. And, it wasn’t about to resurrect. 
Aaron Suzuki and I immediately flew to Oahu to round up other 
possibilities. One church said they might rent to us on Sunday 
evenings. They soon changed their mind. Worse yet, they wrote us a 
nasty letter warning us to stay on the mainland. In their eyes, Hawaii 
had its fill of evangelicals. We got their letter an hour before we and 
our families boarded the plane for Honolulu. If that was a lousy send-
off, the reception was no prettier. 

 
A Wet Reception 

We arrived to meet a hurricane warning and more rain than we 
had seen in the entire previous year. To make matters gloomier, we 
had rented a house in one of the rainiest areas of our island. Our shoes 
grew green mold while sitting in the closets. 

 
Difficult Neighbors 

The rain was bad and the neighbors grievous. Across the street 
lived a retired couple with too much time on their hands. They kept 
themselves busy policing the neighborhood. They called the cops 
because they deemed it illegal to park our moving truck at the side of 
the road in front of our house. Of course it wasn’t, but they caused the 
hassle they intended. 

They phoned the police when a friend parked his rental car in 
front of our house overnight. That, too, is legal. 

These lovely people struck gold when they complained about the 
Bible studies in our living room. The uniformed police came twice, 
and a building inspector once. The new problem was too many cars 
parked in front of one house. The harassment finally got to us and we 
moved the study. We also thank God that we were also able to move 
our family after just two months of dealing with those “neighborly” 
people. 
 
On the Beach 

So much for the home front. Our new church began as a large 
Bible study, which we split into three MiniChurches. These groups 
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gathered for three weeks before we held our first Sunday gathering. 
Weekend services began with 72 people meeting Sunday mornings at 
the beach. We met under a hau tree in Kailua Beach Park.  

With no permit, we worried constantly about disruption from the 
authorities. We even faced the congregation away from the parking lot 
so people wouldn’t see a possible approaching police officer. We 
figured that I could dismiss the service in an orderly manner while 
Aaron, and our new friend Sonny Shimaoka, stalled the officer. 

We had no problems with the police. The previous difficulties in 
the neighborhood weren’t the fault of the police. They were always 
kind and even apologized for being forced to respond to the calls. 

You should have seen our setup! The people piled beach chairs 
and boogie boards everywhere. They brought tons of food, and ice 
chests abounded. It looked more like a company picnic than a church 
meeting. It had to. That was our disguise. 

This church on the beach stuff may sound fun or even humorous. 
However, it wasn’t funny to us. Satan did his best to keep us from a 
legitimate meeting place. We found no pleasure in our circumstances 
at the time. 

 
Heavenly Showers 
The last week on the beach it rained, and I was actually happy it did. 
Our people had grown attached to our beautiful, rent-free location. 
Travel magazines often list Kailua as one of the most beautiful 
beaches in the world. The park is stunning, but meeting there for the 
long-term would have prevented any sense of real order in our 
meetings. It would have stunted growth. After several weeks in the 
park, we rented a building eight miles away. It would become our first 
sheltered worship location. The long drive and confinement of a 
building made the beach look better than ever. The rain on our final 
beach day helped people feel thankful for the anticipated move. 
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WORSHIPING UNDER A ROOF 
The new location was a former restaurant at He‘eia State Park. 

The place had a long history as a private park. Some old-timers may 
remember it as Ulu Mau Village. 

A really kind man managed the place. His governing board went 
to great lengths to convince the park system that it was legal to rent to 
a church. We will be forever grateful to those people, as well as a man 
named Hugh Conser. Hugh was a real estate agent and a member of 
another church. Hugh spent three weeks combing Windward Oahu for 
rentable space. It was he who worked up the relationship with He‘eia. 
Hugh was a one-man welcome wagon sent from God. 

We met at He‘eia Ke‘a from October 1983 through April 1984 
when we moved to Kapunahala Elementary School. Good things 
happened at Kapunahala. The church immediately grew to more than 
400 people. We had more space, and the Lord filled it. Jimmy 
Yoshimori, the principal became a wonderful friend who introduced 
us around the community. It was through his friendship that I stopped 
feeling like an outsider to life in Windward Oahu. 

We celebrated our first church birthday with a luau, a Hawaiian-
style love feast. Five hundred people showed up for the event. Zac 
flew in which strengthened our congregation’s gratitude for the 
money Hermosa invested in us. The event exceeded our five-year goal 
of 450 people. There had never before been a large Protestant church 
in Windward Oahu. Kaneohe is a small town. The entire community 
consists of about 45,000 people. All our friends thought we were 
crazy to pray for “such a big church in just five years.” It turned out 
that we had sold the Lord short on his ability to build his church. We 
had also failed to grasp the spiritual hunger in the community. 
 
GREAT PEOPLE 

From the beginning, we relied on worship leaders who came with 
us from the mainland. However, mainland leaders would breed a 
congregation of transplants. Our goal was (and is) to reach local 
people. The first big break came when Mark and Laurie Souza 
stepped forward to lead worship. Mark is unusually gifted as a 
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songwriter. For the first two decades, we sang mostly Mark Souza 
songs. Mark is one of my lifelong friends, I still hope we can find an 
avenue to release his music to several thousand people who grew up 
singing it.  

The first year brought many surprises. The best were people who 
came to figure significantly in the ministry team.  

We had prayed for a Christian-owned surf shop as a base for 
evangelism. Good surfers heavily influence younger kids. The week 
we started church in Kaneohe, Straight Up Surfboards opened in 
Kailua. We didn’t realize it at the time, but the guys who started the 
shop were part of our church on the beach. For many years their shop 
was a hot spot for evangelism. It also gave rise to many strong, young 
leaders, including Kaui and Shannon Hill along with Kim Purington 
and Ka‘ala Souza. 

Even the building where we leased office space provided a 
trailhead to blessing. We found that an architect’s office, in the 
building, would let us use their photocopy machine at a reasonable 
rate (copy machines were still expensive at that time). The office 
manager was a young woman named Debra Tong; within a year she 
joined our fellowship and became our office manager. We thank God 
for that copy machine. Now married, Debra Lawton continues to 
serve the Kaneohe congregation along with her husband, Marc. 

One day, in the elevator, I met a man who asked if we offered 
marriage counseling. I told him we did, and introduced him to Aaron 
Suzuki. He came to church with his wife and they gave their hearts to 
the Lord. Their marriage got better due to Aaron’s wisdom and mass 
infusions of God’s word.  

Rob and Debbie McWilliams joined my MiniChurch then moved 
on to help start another Hope Chapel in Leeward Oahu. Later, Rob 
took on the men’s ministries in our church. He then joined our 
pastoral team as a full-time member. Rob also oversaw construction 
of construction once we obtained property. You never know who you 
are going to meet in an elevator. 

By our third anniversary we moved to Rev. Benjamin Parker 
Elementary School off Kamehameha Highway in Kaneohe. It’s a 
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public school named after a missionary. The move gave us larger 
facilities and the ability to park more cars. Ben Parker is the de facto 
community center for Kaneohe. We feel very fortunate that the faculty 
was willing to share their building with us on weekends. Without their 
patience we would have faced a huge problem. It is difficult for a 
congregation of our size to fit under a tree. 

The church grew to over 1,600 in average weekly attendance 
during the Ben Parker years. We expanded to 115 MiniChurches 
spread over the island from Hawaii Kai to Mililani to Makakilo. The 
MiniChurches became the backbone of the congregation as they were 
in California. The maturing leaders carried an ever-growing load of 
ministry as they introduced the practicalities of the word of God into 
people’s lives. 

 
WAS IT WORTH IT? 
During the first few years in Hawaii, people wearied us with the same 
question: “Was it worth it?” The answer will never change: “Of 
course it was worth it!” Obedience to God is always worth it. 

You cannot lose your life, by seeking to do so for his sake. You 
only lose by trying to cling to it. 

Usually the questioner wonders if Hawaii is really a nice place to 
live and is not so concerned with the element of obedience. Hawaii is 
a lovely place to live, but so was California. The only real issue is that 
of walking in obedience to the Spirit. No matter how good or bad the 
physical surroundings, the only paradise this world offers is a walk in 
the Spirit. In 1983, our family and a bunch of good friends moved 
2,500 miles from home and jobs. We set up housekeeping in a place 
that was new and foreign to us. We all felt a little like Abraham as we 
packed our bags and headed for a land the Lord would show us. It 
was a costly and painful change, but completely worthwhile.       

 
A Tale of Two Cities 

Besides all the great stories of new friends and warm 
experiences, there are tangible spiritual results. The Kingdom of God 
has grown. Because we moved to Hawaii, a new “church planting 
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church” was born. We finally grasped the idea of churches that plant 
churches. Without it, we would never reach our goals. Hope Hermosa 
continued to plant churches aggressively. We matched them in 
enthusiasm. We like to think of them as the Jerusalem church and of 
Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay as the congregation in Antioch. Antioch 
was born of Jerusalem and both churches birthed a host of others 
(Acts 11:19-24). 

 
REPRODUCING THE CHURCH  

We moved to Hawaii with a goal. We would try to plant, or help 
others plant, enough churches to encompass one percent of the 
population in ten years. At that time, the one percent would equal 
10,000 people.  

The previous census showed just four percent Christians so our 
additional one percent would represent substantial growth. It took us 
eleven years and lots of partnerships. A recent study by The Barna 
Group indicates that 34 percent of the population attends church at 
least twice monthly and 67 percent call themselves Christians.1 Lots 
of other people got into the act of planting churches and Hawaii is 
better for it. 

The secondary objective that we felt the Lord impress upon us 
was to reach into Japan. It is one of the most difficult countries on 
earth for the gospel. We considered it an honor to be invited to the 
task. We also knew we would be in it for the long haul. The ministry 
in Japan flourishes but it is far more difficult than anything else we’ve 
ever attempted. You’ll read lots more about it as you move through 
the book. 

 
Lots of New Churches 

We began Hope Chapel Windward (later Hope Chapel Kaneohe 
Bay) in September 1983. Aikahi Christian Fellowship got off the 

                                                           
1 The Barna Group, The State of Faith in Hawaii (Ventura, CA: The Barna 
Research Group, 2011), pp. 31, 49. 
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ground with our help five months later. Pastor Mike Hubbard lived in 
the islands working with another ministry. God put it in his heart to 
plant a church, but he lacked financial backing and commitment of his 
friends. Through our friendship, the Lord brought the church to birth. 
Several people who were attending our fellowship joined with Mike 
and his wife Joy in their new venture. After Mike moved to California 
the church became Hope Chapel Kailua under the leadership of 
Stephen Laudise. 

Among those who helped plant that church were Paul and Susan 
Hilker who came to Hawaii with us from Hermosa Beach. The 
Hilkers assisted Mike during the early days in Aikahi and then moved 
on to Texas. They planted Hope Chapel Foursquare Church in 
Carrollton, a suburb of Dallas. By helping us, and then Mike, they 
received the education and the impetus for starting that church. 

A year after we started, our first MiniChurch pastor and worship 
leader, Sonny Shimaoka, and his wife, Sharon, assumed the pastorate 
of a tiny church in Kona on the Big Island. The church had lost their 
pastors and shrunk to a membership of just seven people, including 
Sonny and Sharon. Sonny brought life and vibrancy. He also became 
a leader in his new community. 

A year after Sonny started, a mutual friend of ours and a 
neighbor to the Shimaokas, Greg Kirschmann and his wife, Sandy, 
started Keahou (now Holualoa) Chapel in Kona. While Sonny 
ministered to a large family of local folks, Greg started with 
transplanted mainlanders. Sonny moved on to pastor a church in 
Waimea and has since retired. 

Back on Oahu, two other exciting new churches grew out of 
Hope Chapel Windward while those guys were building on the Big 
Island. Chuck and Kathy Sironen planted a congregation in Pearl City 
High School. The church eventually moved and became Hope Chapel 
Waipahu. Still later Mike Kai would become the pastor. The church, 
by that time, had shriveled so it was kind of a “re-plant.” Today, re-
christened “Inspire Church” it numbers in the thousands and 
multiplies congregations in other places. 
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In Waikiki, Jack and Marie Nordgren planted a Hope Chapel in a 
local community center. The church reaches out to the residents who 
live in the shadow of tourist hotels, with the constant hustle and bustle 
of the resort world around them. Jack, a former street evangelist and 
follow-up man for the Waikiki Beach Chaplaincy, was particularly 
suited to that mission field. Ironically, while that church was called 
“Hope Chapel South Shore” because of its location on the south side 
of Oahu, Jack would eventually plant “Hope Chapel South Shore” in 
Bridgman, Michigan—on the south shore of Lake Michigan. 

The first Hope Chapel church plant in Japan came from our 
move to Hawaii. John Bacigalupo received Christ in Okinawa in a 
disconcerting fashion. John has dyslexia. He had no access to God 
through the Bible. He hadn’t found him in the traditional church of his 
youth. His marriage was souring. Life in the Marine Corps was 
unfulfilling. He found no solace in drugs. Minutes away from suicide, 
John heard God tell him to read the Bible. He argued that he could 
not read. He was dyslexic. God persevered. John argued back and 
forth for several minutes with what seemed like an audible voice.  

In anger, he picked up a Bible to prove his point. To his 
amazement, he could read it! Most appropriately, he fell on his knees 
and surrendered his life to Jesus. John still struggles to write, but with 
help from his wife, he graduated from college. 

He and his wife, Toshiko, ran our Christian education program 
for a year. They then moved back to Okinawa where John served his 
last assignment as a sergeant in the United States Marine Corps. Hope 
Chapel Okinawa now numbers nearly a hundred people. God 
provided stability in the form of a lovely rented church building. 

The thousands of people who populate these congregations walk 
in fellowship with each other and the Lord because a few people 
trusted God and let go of their own personal security. 

These new churches place a high value on personal evangelism, 
so they further the cause of Christ more rapidly and obey the Great 
Commission at a faster pace. Thus, the faster we plant new churches, 
the better chance we have of introducing large numbers of people to  
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Jesus. This is true, even if those churches are small in their 
beginnings. 

Consider that if we had never left California, Hope Chapel in 
Hermosa Beach would probably have grown to roughly the same size 
it is now. The church would have presumably commissioned the same 
number of pastors under my leadership as it has under Zac. We would 
enjoy all the same successes. But Hawaii, Japan, and many other 
places would remain untouched because the church in Kaneohe 
wouldn’t exist. Because we moved to Hawaii, Zac stepped up to the 
plate. The two congregations, together, have had twice the impact. 
Also, by plowing new ground in Hawaii and Asia, we stretched the 
vision for all the churches in the Hope Chapel network. The results 
that come from obedience are exciting when you take time to consider 
them. 

 
Counting the Costs 

Not only did my family and the Suzukis trust God in coming to 
Hawaii, but so did a whole congregation of people on the mainland. 
They funded us, they prayed faithfully, they even gave up their 
pastors and friends. 

We never anticipated some of the hidden costs. Communication 
between daughter churches on the mainland broke down for a while. I 
was too busy with our new congregation to look after the 
congregations we had planted while I pastored in Hermosa. Zac felt 
he had little to offer men who pastored for more years than he was a 
Christian. 

Another cost came from others who misread our vision. A few 
people could not understand why a pastor would leave a large, happy 
church. They believed that we were angry with each other. Their 
accusations hurt. 

The greatest cost was homesickness. It was more painful than I 
ever imagined. We found ourselves missing people we knew well, but 
not well enough for them to come visit. Cafes and favorite walks by 
the beach crept into my dreams. Those were haunting days. 
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Our children had to adjust to new schools and new friends. Ruby 
and I anguished as they struggled to adapt to a new culture. However, 
God was good to them throughout the process. Both Carl and Kelly 
built strong friendships and did well in school. A side bonus was their 
involvement in the ministry. Because the church was new, they found 
opportunity to serve that they would have missed by staying in 
California. It paid off. Carl and his wife, Kanani, served for several 
years as successful youth pastors in Hope Chapel Huntington Beach, 
California. Kelly married Travis White. Travis works in the software 
industry and the two of them have traveled extensively to India, 
Africa and the Middle East where they’ve led short-term missions 
teams. Carl eventually replaced me in Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay—
but that’s a story for a later chapter… 

 
TRUE PARADISE 

Hawaii isn’t paradise any more than California or any other 
beautiful place. During the hard times we would question whether we 
really heard from God at the beginning of the venture. We’ve had to 
realize that every life contains struggles that make it interesting. Had 
we remained in Hermosa, we would have faced battles similar to 
those we found in Hawaii. We followed God and inherited a mixed 
bag of victory and uncertainty. There are no paradises, no primrose 
lanes in this world, only the joy of obedience.  

The move was, and is, well worth it! And, the story continued as 
Ruby and I got to plant another church. That too will have to wait for 
another chapter but first I want to introduce you to some friends and a 
couple of thoughts that might stretch your thinking. 
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CHAPTER 12 
 
 
 
 
 

BUILDING BRIDGES 
 
 
 

Did you ever meet a “mighty man?” The Old Testament 
describes them as hooligans, debtors and rebels. These were the men 
who joined David in the Cave of Adullum (1 Samuel 22:1-2). Under 
David’s leadership, they became mighty men of God. Their exploits 
were an obvious expression of God’s supernatural power in people 
aligning with his purpose (2 Samuel 23:8-39 KJV). They lost out in 
their first turn at life. Under David, God gave them a second chance. 
Churches can become “societies of the self-righteous.” I want our 
churches to function as a team of second chance people. 

Jesus came into the world and chose some apparent losers. He 
called them to himself and forged a team that today constitutes nearly 
one-third of earth’s population. The church worldwide would 
probably be even larger if we all remembered that he sent us to the 
lost and dying, the poor and broken rather than the rich and well put 
together. 

The Christian church exists to offer second chances. This is true 
at conversion. God promises to love us in spite of our sin and failure.  

But what about the leadership team? Often the misfit is capable 
of great creativity and is motivated to the greatest love. Jesus said that 
he who was the most forgiven would forgive the most. Some get 
forgiven much at the point of conversion. Others find the need for 
forgiveness after they launch themselves into the ministry. 
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FIRED TWICE BUT STILL FIRED UP! 
A good example is Jeff MacKay. Today, he ministers in Osaka, 

Japan. Before planting the congregation in Japan, Jeff planted Hope 
Chapel Mililani, Hawaii. Begun with a handful of high school 
students, the church grew to more than 500 people under his 
leadership. Before Mililani, he worked for me—several times. We 
fired him twice. 

Jeff showed up back in Hermosa Beach. He worked his way 
through LIFE Bible College by running our church printing press. He 
didn’t display a lot of promise from the outside. Blond surfer hair 
falling in his face, wire-rimmed glasses sliding down his nose, and a 
case of mild dyslexia didn’t present him as “most likely to succeed.” 

Jeff is artistic. Like many artists, he wasn’t terribly organized. 
The short story: We fired him from our print shop for sloppy work. 
That was shortly before I moved to Hawaii. He surprised everyone, 
two weeks later, by asking if he could come help us start the new 
church. No bitterness. Jeff knew he needed to tighten up on the job 
front. Having recently graduated, he wanted to pursue the pastorate. 
The plan was for him to obtain secular employment and work in the 
church as a volunteer. You guessed it… He got a job in a print shop.  

Jeff immediately started a junior high Bible study. It quickly 
sprang to more than 40 students. Young people grew in the Lord, but 
their parents weren’t too pleased with Jeff. He had a problem with 
schedules and curfews. A bad situation exploded one Saturday 
afternoon. Seems he took a bunch of kids hiking over a broken 
suspension bridge 75 feet above a deep and dangerous gulch. When 
the parents heard about it, we had to remove him from the youth 
group. In other words, he got fired again.  

Jeff’s response? He started a high school group. He figured those 
parents wouldn’t stress out so much if their kids stayed out late. Jeff 
MacKay became an unstoppable force. Nothing deterred him from 
ministry. Within a couple of months there were more than 70 high 
schoolers attending the MiniChurches he started! We hired this 
persevering young man as our full-time high school pastor. 
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My relationship with Jeff MacKay reminds me of Abraham 
Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant. Lincoln responded to criticism for 
depending on Grant, a known alcoholic. He told critics, “I need Grant, 
the man will fight.” His other generals got good marks for 
deportment. However, they wouldn’t do the single thing most 
required for battlefield success. Jeff MacKay may have been 
disorganized and youthfully immature, but he sure was successful. 

 
A Church Is Born 

One day he evangelized a high school girl from Mililani after 
surfing. She spread the word to her friends, and they soon started a 
Bible study. Someone from another Hope Chapel taught the study for 
a while but was ill prepared to handle their ballooning numbers. It 
became apparent that a church was trying to be born. After several 
years in Mililani Jeff married a lovely Japanese woman named 
Naoko. They later moved to Osaka where he has personally planted 
seven churches, counting the second-generation congregations there 
are 13 churches in Japan because of Jeff and Naoko. He plants a 
church and begins discipling a successor, leaving him with the 
existing church when Jeff moves on to plant another. 

 
Mentor As “Protector” 

The most powerful management book I’ve read is Tom Peters’ In 
Search of Excellence. It is a manual for successful business and 
service organizations. I’ve read it several times. Each time I do, I’m 
struck with Peter’s concept of a “champion.” Tom Peters would see 
the apostle Paul as more than a teacher to Timothy or Silas. He was 
there to champion his disciples. 

In Search of Excellence describes the need for the older man to 
train, role model, and protect the younger leader. Part of equipping 
God’s people to do his work includes protecting them while they 
make their mistakes. 

This is a great and rewarding part of my job as pastor and 
equipper. I constantly get to work with mistakes in those I train. But 
we see the mistakes as carriers of innovation and opportunity.  
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Everyone who succeeds powerfully usually fails badly at one 
time or another. Success goes to risk-takers—so does failure. 

 
Success and Failure 

The relationship between success and failure is twofold. Success 
requires (A) Willingness to learn from mistakes. (B) Getting lots of 
chances to swing the bat. During his major league baseball career, 
Reggie Jackson struck out more times than any batter in history. He 
also broke almost every batting record. You have to swing at an 
enormous number of pitches to hit lots of home runs. Along the way 
you are bound to miss more than a few. In ministry, you must take 
chances with people or you never produce great leaders. Leaders 
sometimes hold back their followers because they fear that they might 
slip. Who knows how many potential church planters, or MiniChurch 
leaders, never got the chance to show their stuff due to an over-
cautious pastor? 

Reggie Jackson’s managers and coaches put up with the 
strikeouts in order to win pennants. I had to learn this where Jeff 
MacKay was concerned. The lesson was for me, not him. If I try to 
protect my reputation (hang on to that ring of control), I will overlook 
men like Jeff. It’s too easy to cast aside young leaders by insisting on 
perfection rather than results.  

If my fears had won, God’s kingdom would certainly be smaller. 
Jesus spoke of this when he said you must lay down your life 
(including reputation) for his sake if you really want to find it. He also 
said that if you try to hold on to your life, you will lose it (Matthew 
16:24-28). The challenge for me continues: “Can I see people through 
the Lord’s eyes? Will I cooperate with his plan for them? Or will I 
worry about safely getting through life with a limited amount of 
trouble?” 

 
JOINING TWO HARD HEADS 

One my greatest challenges, in laid-back Hawaii is cultural. It 
involves raising local leadership. I have been accused of being 
racially prejudiced against Caucasians or haoles because our church 
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focuses so heavily on local people. This is because we respond 
aggressively to a need to equip the saints that were born here to do 
God’s work. Our goal is to serve the entire populace, not just folks 
who move from the mainland. To accomplish this task, we must equip 
local leadership. Sometimes easier said than done. 

To an outsider, local males seem to “hang loose” while the 
mainland haole is raring to go. Actually, the local guy may only be a 
little more cautious than his mainland counterpart. Local culture 
includes the notion of “shame.” Better not to try than to risk shaming 
yourself and your friends. Throw in the Asian fear to volunteer 
reflects personal pride, and leadership recruitment becomes a 
daunting task. Mainlanders volunteer while locals usually wait to be 
asked. Careful recruitment keeps our team reflective of the many 
facets of our broad community. 

 
Driven by Success 

The opposite extreme is the local person who is driven to 
succeed. Two such people are John Honold and Corey Grinder. Both 
were, and are, very good at anything they do. 

Both were deeply involved in Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay. Both 
are Japanese-Caucasian by descent. They are each highly competitive. 
One more similarity—they didn’t like each other.  

John joined us while we still worshiped on the beach. Corey 
arrived three years later. We were thrilled with both of them until we 
discovered they had been rivals since high school. Neither could rid 
his mind of the other. They played football against each other. They 
competed for modeling jobs at the same department store. They even 
dated the same girls. Now they worked (and bickered) on the same 
church staff. 

John was our first singles pastor and later worked wonders as 
high school pastor. Corey followed John in singles and became our 
first overseas missions director. John went on to plant (thousand-
member) Hope Chapel Kapolei. He’s planted churches in Hawaii and 
in Okinawa and the Philippines. Currently he’s planting Journey 
Church in Kapolei.  
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Corey was a successful missionary pastor in Hope Chapel 
Tokorozawa, Japan. He was the Tokyo area supervisor for churches in 
the Foursquare denomination. Under his leadership, “HopeToko” 
launched two other churches in Japan. Today he pastors Hope Chapel 
Makiki and travels between five Asian nations discipling pastors and 
church planters. 

 
Knocking Heads 

For several years the two of them would knock heads at every 
turn. The undercurrent affected everything from staff meetings to 
worship events. 

Their animosity was like a malignancy under chemotherapy. It 
would shrink under active discipline, only to grow back once the 
discipline subsided. I anguished over their attitudes but felt they were 
worthy of patience and personal investment.  

Tough and tenacious, both men possessed wonderful potential. 
They excelled at life by hurling themselves headlong at any obstacle 
in their way. Their strong opinions and tendency to “grab for the ring” 
purchased bittersweet “success” in the world, but it tainted their 
potential before the Lord.  

One day I spent four hours with the two of them in a coffee shop. 
It was an attempt to normalize their relationship. I insisted they “have 
it out” forsaking their particular form of insanity. They solved their 
problems and became great friends. They preach in each other’s 
churches and while Corey was in Japan they would stay in each 
other’s homes. Strong ministry gifts aside, these guys needed time to 
grow up. My role was simply to take a little heat from others while 
giving these hard heads time to soften. 

 
BRIDGING TO JAPAN 

In 1985, we sent four young men to Japan for a summer 
outreach. Two of them were Jeff MacKay and Corey Grinder. They 
led one young boy to the Lord. He brought along 14 of his friends. 
Within six months those boys brought enough excitement to the town 
that the total number of new people in the church was 45. Many of 
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their parents became Christians. Sadly, the story doesn’t end there. A 
few months later, only the first boy and his father were walking with 
the Lord. The boy eventually fell away. 

These kids belonged to a Japanese version of a street gang. When 
the first of them ran away from home, he came to the church where 
my friends were staying, because his dad knew the pastor. That dad is 
the only person left out of what should have grown into a time of 
revival. 

You have to ask, “Why did the others fall away?” 
 

Church Culture vs Relationship 
It seems that the church isolated itself from the culture of non-

Christian Japanese people, especially younger ones. Americans have a 
heavy influence on church songs and traditions in Japan. That 
influence often renders the church too “un-Japanese” for most people 
to feel comfortable. 

Only the man who already knew the pastor remained with the 
church. He was the only person with a built-in “bridge” into the life of 
that congregation. That bridge allowed him to overcome the 
“foreignness” of the church environment. He stuck with it long 
enough to learn the necessary vocabulary, music tastes and behavior 
code that would allow him bond with the congregation.  

 
Shared Values and Tastes 

Studies show that people like to worship God in the presence of 
those they know and trust. They also prefer to worship with people 
sharing tastes similar to their own. 

The reason some churches grow, while others do not, is their 
ability to present faith in friendly and familiar terms. People respond 
to love and familiar styles of music, dress, communication, and even 
architecture. In our own church, 87 percent of the people came 
through the invitation of a friend. Sixty-five percent of our people 
decided to follow Jesus through the ministry of someone in our own 
church. This suggests that we are “packaging” the gospel in terms 
familiar with our generation and culture. 
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The burden to adapt is always on the teacher rather than on the 
learner.  

Paul circumcised Timothy in order to maintain an audience with 
Jewish people he targeted (Acts 16:1-3). His goal was to adapt to the 
cultural demands of his audience. In the same way, I had to adapt in 
order to reach hippies back in California. Our style changed again 
when those hippies turned to yuppies. My whole approach to life 
changed drastically when I moved to Hawaii. I had to adapt in order 
to understand and communicate with the people I wanted to reach. 

Lately, I’ve learned to speak a little Japanese. Along with it I’m 
learning some surprising things about Japanese people. Japan is 
changing rapidly. Every newspaper you read has at least one article 
about social change in that country. The change upsets many people, 
but it opens new doors for the gospel. 

 
A New Generation 
For a while younger people in Japan were often called Shinjinrui. The 
term tied together the Japanese written characters for three separate 
words: new, man, and dragon. New-man-dragon.  

The suggestion is of a generation out of control. They have vastly 
different views from their parents on most issues. As the generation 
gap became more pronounced, Shinjinrui was replaced with terms 
like “monster” and “Martian.” “They are so different that they must 
come from outer space.” With these words, Japanese elders bemoan 
loss of control over their young. 

Rapid change is a relatively new phenomenon in Japan. For 
generations, people simply adopted the values and traditions of their 
elders. The Japanese national proverb is, “The nail that stands up will 
be driven down.” It means that you don’t dare stand out in a crowd. 
The overwhelming need to conform defined this society for many 
generations. Young kids clad in the fashion of the month continually 
“drive down” this ancient proverb and the society it once defined. 

Economic shock and Japan’s position in the world of power and 
politics affect street-level values. Clothing styles are European. 
Attempting to monitor California fads, every Japanese car 
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manufacturer has a design studio in Los Angeles. There was a period 
when young Japanese imitated African-American athletes and 
entertainers. That’s not new—the whole world imitates worthy 
heroes. But the Japanese kids went to extremes. Many would paint 
their faces black and wear clothes replicating a publicity photo of 
their latest idol. A recent trend was for young women to dress up like 
“baby dolls” before weekend ventures to the nightclub scene. 

Young Japanese spend conspicuously on cars, clothes, and 
entertainment. Unlike other postwar generations they desire free time 
above job promotion or security. They also pack along a new set of 
social problems. Crime and scandals over cheating on school 
admission tests outrage the country. Teenage prostitution, involving 
otherwise respectable young girls, is a growing problem. 

The recent financial crisis can only widen the cracks in social 
structure. The price tag for decades of prosperity has been an erosion 
of social values. As traditional and postwar values recede, so does the 
mortar that holds this nation together. The soul of Japan is up for 
grabs. 

 
Spiritual Hunger 

Today’s younger Japanese are also spiritually hungry. 
New Age religions sweep the country as some people replace 

materialism with a craving for life in the inner man. This climate 
makes it easier to bring people to the Lord. The problems start when 
you try to introduce them to church. Most Japanese churches are 
traditional and closed to outsiders. This is why the average attendance 
in Japanese churches is 29 people. It also explains why there are three 
times as many Christians as there are church attenders in the country. 
A recent survey shows that the number, who claim to be Christians, is 
close to three percent while attendance tallies come in at less than one 
percent. Many non-attenders are younger people or those who found 
Christ while studying abroad. To most of them, Japanese churches are 
unfriendly, too traditional, and irrelevant to their personal needs. 
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Fitting In 
A friend of mine returned to Japan after becoming a Christian in 

our church. She tried three churches but could find none that seemed 
loving. I asked one of the pastors she visited about her experience. 
She had told me that someone in his church strongly criticized her for 
laughing too loud. His response was to lecture me on how important it 
is to “examine new people carefully to see if they really fit into our 
church or not.” This attitude clashes with Jesus’ admonition to go to 
the highways and bring them in. Judgmental churches share more 
with the Pharisees than the early Christians. The Christian church 
ought to be the most loving and accepting group of people in Japan. 

The inability to integrate young people threatens the very 
existence of Christianity in Japan. There are too few new members to 
replace those who die. Not enough young pastors to assume pulpits 
left empty by retirement. One group freely admits that three-fourths 
of their pastors will retire during the next 10 years. They acknowledge 
that they have no replacements. Worse, there is no plan to find any. 
 
A Thread of Hope 

In spite of all the gloom, the future does contain a thread of hope. 
Social disintegration is breaking the stronghold of tradition. Young 
leaders who do emerge will help free the church from the death of 
institutionalism. The worldwide church growth movement is 
beginning to impact Japanese Christian leaders. Some now compare 
church and denominational traditions to Scripture and ask, “Why are 
we doing things this way?” 

Because extinction threatens the current system, it may change. 
Church culture could adjust itself enough to communicate with the 
next generation. Several prominent pastors are beginning to ponder 
biblical principles for growth. These ideas include focused 
evangelism, loving fellowship and cultural accommodation. They are 
learning what the apostle Paul meant about becoming all things to all 
men so he could win some (1 Corinthians 9:22-23). 

One church in Tokyo now numbers a couple of thousand very 
young people. Their meetings throb with music sounding like what 
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you might hear on the streets. They are heavy into disciplemaking and 
planted several churches across the country. 

Another pastor publishes weekly six-minute YouTube videos 
mixing humor, drama, Bible and practical advice. His audience just 
crossed the 3,000 mark. He’s used this along with sermon videos to 
plant churches wherever he can gather his viewers. There is hope for 
the future. 

 
BRIDGE BUILDERS 

Besides Corey, Jeff, and John Bacigalupo, another tireless apostle 
of change in Japan is Steve Fox. Steve is a well-known Japanese rock 
musician and evangelist. His background in Japan’s secular music 
gives him a unique voice. As a result of his ministry, several young 
pastors planted churches tailored specifically to the needs of the 
young. These churches grow and give birth to others.  

We’ve enjoyed great success by partnering in several such 
ventures. Steve and Loyd Flaherty challenged Loyd’s brother Rob to 
plant a Hope Chapel. The church went by that name for two days 
before becoming Kobe Bible Fellowship. Pastor Flaherty and his team 
at KBF serve more than 200, mostly young, Japanese Christians. 
Theirs is the largest evangelical congregation in their city. They have 
planted churches across the Kansai area of Japan. In addition to this 
the church leverages its online presence as they launch house 
churches across the country. These begin with Rob preaching via the 
internet. He arranges to meet viewers in a given locality then 
organizes them into house-churches. Lately, he began using YouTube 
to reach more people. When I last visited his YouTube postings got 
more than 5,000 hits in a single week. One of Rob’s disciples, Fumi 
Chito, is 11 years into a large, rapidly growing church in 
Nishinomiya. His heart is to send out church planters. 

Paul (Sugiyoshi) and Eri Suzuki reach mostly young couples and 
college students in Life Chapel, near Fujisawa. As I write they are 
busy launching two new church plants. Paul also coached Toshiaki 
Ohigashi who found a way to plant nearly 500 churches in India along 
with providing water to thirsty villagers.  
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Andy Nagahara pastors a similar congregation called “Your 
Church” in Machida City. These pastors regularly meet together 
encouraging one another. Another forward-thinking pastor in Machida 
is Yoshi Uchimura.  

Ross Yamauchi from Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay planted Hope 
Chapel West Tokyo. That street-smart congregation reminds me of 
Hermosa Beach in the early days. Junji Ono launched a string of 
house churches from a Japanese congregation called Bridge of Hope 
in Honolulu (He had been our Missions Director prior to this); Corey 
Grinder left Tokorozawa in the hands of Shigeki Sato. He also sent 
Fumiyo and Sadafumi Higuchi to plant Hope Chapel Chiba. Each of 
these church planters has vision for a string of churches. Folks like 
them will help write the future history of Christianity in Japan. 

We should pray for leadership that embraces the future. We need 
leaders who can address a society that claims the Bible as one of its 
best-selling books and builds Christian wedding chapels into its major 
hotels. Japan is spiritually hungry. Interest in Christianity is high. 
Interest in church, however, is low. If we change our approach, the 
much-anticipated and often-prophesied revival may eventually occur. 

 
THE PROBLEM OF WINESKINS 

Jesus told us that you cannot put new wine into old wineskins 
without breaking the skins. He spoke of leather wine bottles that 
could no longer stretch to accommodate the expansion that 
accompanies fermenting wine. The comparison is obvious. Older 
churches have their own tradition and heritage. It would invite 
disaster to fill them with the fresh work of the Spirit in a new 
generation. 

Faithful people constitute the older congregations and you would 
never want to destroy them. At the same time, we must evangelize the 
young. For this reason, we pray to see hundreds, perhaps thousands of 
new churches in Japan during the coming years. 



 

 

 
Arrival at Honolulu Airport. Sonny Shimaoka is in center, Aaron and 
Stephanie Suzuki next to him, Ruby and our children on the right. 
 
 
 

 
We held the first few services in Hawaii in Kailua Beach Park, 
without a permit and in fear of the policeman cruising by each week. 



 

 

 
Aaron Suzuki left a great job at American Honda to step into church 
planting. He continues to coach our team in Hawaii, Japan and Asia. 
 
 
 

 
God sent Mark and Laurie Souza to mold our worship. Prolific 
songwriters and musicians, they shaped a generation of churches. 



 

 

 
Shannon and Kaui Hill. Kaui opened Straight Up Surfboards the week 
we started church. Natural evangelists, they sparked our early growth. 
 
 
 

 
Sonny Shimaoka discipled John and Brenda Honold before planting 
in Kona. John planted two churches and launched others in Asia. 



 

 

 
Jeff, with his wife Naoko, planted 8 churches in Osaka after having 
pastored our youth and after planting Hope Chapel Mililani, Hawaii. 
 
 
 

 
Tom Landeza and Carl Moore hung out in Junior High. They would 
grow up to pastor Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay (Anchor Church). 



 

 

 
Shannon Hill, Sumo Sato, Guy Kapeliela and myself. Sumo and Guy 
were bad boys of Windward Oahu before becoming church planters. 
 
 
 

 
Firefighter, Corey Grinder joined the team for a couple of years 
before planting Hope Chapel Tokorozawa, Japan with his wife, Lisa. 



 

 

 
Chisako Grow Oshiro who planted a Hope Chapel in Okinawa and 
Tisha Falcon Lehfeldt who hosts a morning radio show in Honolulu. 
 
 
 

                            
Mike Kai who, along with his wife Lisa, revived Hope Chapel West 
Oahu. They became Inspire Church, launching a new movement. 



 

 

 
Our staff during the early 90s. Eight of those pictured left us to 
multiply dozens of churches. 
 
 
 

 
A gathering of Hope Chapel pastors when we all knew each other and 
were still small enough to be connected and fit into one place. 



 

 

 
Jason Spence married our first convert before helping plant Hope 
Chapel Kihei where he became the lead theologian. 
 
 
 

 
Pioneer church planters are innovators. Hope Chapel Kihei launched 
Island Hope in a leftover WW2 quonset hut. 



 

 

 
Gunnery Sargent John Bacigalupo left us early to plant the first Hope 
Chapel on Japanese soil. The Marine Corps paid for the move. 
 
 
 

 
Hope Chapel Tokorozawa in the Tokyo area planted churches under the 
leadership of Corey Grinder.  



 

 

 
Steve Fox (left to Right), Rob Flaherty, me and Loyd Flanerty. Loyd and 
Steve talked Rob into planting Kobe Bible Fellowship and many others.  
 
 
 

 
Yo Masui (2nd from left), Corey Grinder, Kelly Moore (4th from right) 
and Steve Fox (2nd from right) with core members of a Japan team. 



 

 

 
Many of our Tokyo Area Pastors meet for lunch, monthly. I get to be with 
them at least once a year. 
 
 
 

 
Our worship bands got to share in Jericho Japan, the largest Christian 
ministry venue in the country. 



 

 

 
Paul (Suguyoshi) and Eri Suzuki planted early on. They are currently 
launching two more churches in Chigasaki and Tokyo. 
 
 
 

 
Pastor Ohigashi married Izumi, Ross Yamauchi’s first convert in 
Japan. Pastoring in Sapporo they’ve launched 480+ churches in India. 



 

 

 
When we finally built in Kaneohe the auditorium and other structures 
were tents. The structure is air conditioned, but still a tent. 
 
 
 

 
Hope Kaneohe became Anchor Church under our son, Carl and his 
wife Kanani. They’re launching a new movement. 



 

 

CHAPTER 13 
 
 
 
 
 

TAKING THE LAND 
 
 
 

In 1988 our Kaneohe Bay church council felt we should pursue 
land for a church building. Plan A was to build a chapel for a nearby 
college. We would use the facility on weekends. They could have it 
during the week. It seemed like a great idea, but they wanted a gym 
instead of a chapel. 

Plan B was to generate a strong savings account or “building 
fund.” We had no land or visibility of land, yet we would begin saving 
by faith...  faith that God would provide land for sale. At the time it 
seemed naive. We “knew” there was no land available in Kaneohe. 
We had searched tax maps and approached several owners to no avail. 

 
FAITH FOR THE FUTURE 

During the spring, we sought God and approached our primary 
leaders with the idea of starting a building fund rooted in faith alone. 
After much prayer, they decided to go for it. A group of concerned 
people put together a project called “Faith for the Future.” Lasting 
100 days from beginning to climax, this project would provide a 
detailed illustration of the need for land and buildings. We knew that 
people would give if they understood our needs and the potential for 
greater evangelism. Our church family is generous and loves to give 
when the giving produces health for the church and community. 

Prayer was the key to our success. We never asked people to 
give. They were simply to pray for guidance as to their participation 
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in the project. We spent the spring of 1988 communicating the need 
for a church building and asking people to speak to God about it. We 
wanted them to ask the Lord what he would challenge them to give 
above their normal tithes and offerings. Our slogan was “A God-
inspired sacrifice, a God-supplied gift.” We would trust the Lord to 
challenge us to give beyond our comfort zone. Whatever he said to 
give would be the God-inspired sacrifice. In faith, we would then 
trust him to supply the amount he specified. Hence, the God-supplied 
gift.  

The church responded wonderfully. At a banquet in the Ilikai 
Hotel, we held a night of praise and worship then collected 
“commitment cards,” pledging financial gifts toward the building 
fund. Nearly every person in the church showed up. It became a night 
of reverence and wonder just to experience the heavy atmosphere of 
love in that room. At the end of the evening, people promised nearly 
$900,000 (in 1988 dollars) toward the future land and building. 

 
LAND HO! 

That dinner occurred in May of 1988. Four months later, God 
supplied land for the project in an unusual manner. 

I arrived in my office one morning to find a real estate listing on 
my desk. Someone was offering to sell a 54-year lease for nine acres 
of land on the side of a mountain overlooking Kaneohe Town and 
Bay. I was shocked. We had approached several landowners, only to 
get turned down. People never came to us offering to sell. God was at 
work. He challenged our faith and then acted in response to it. As 
soon as we began to save for it, he provided a place for our church 
home. Jesus promised that the Father will answer every prayer so the 
fruit of ministry will remain (John 15:16). 

The story behind that offer will interest you. A man from a 
Baptist church came to us saying that God sent him to find land for 
our congregation. He also said that once he found the land he would 
return to his home congregation.  
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He eventually found the property. As soon as we purchased the 
lease he departed for his home church. God truly sent him to meet our 
need! 

By January 1989 we obtained the right to use that land for the 
next two generations. Our people accelerated their giving and the land 
became ours. The cost—just $300,000, the price of an average sized 
home. It’s a lease and the congregation will need to purchase it or 
extend the lease in the future. But for now it belongs to the church, 
and we got it at a price we could certainly afford. God’s timing of the 
fund-raising campaign and the offer to lease couldn’t have been more 
precise. 

 
A TIME OF STRUGGLE 

The immediate results of gaining land were struggles with the 
City and County of Honolulu, the State of Hawaii, and our immediate 
neighbors.  

Zoning and traffic issues loomed large. The land was zoned as 
agricultural, but allowed for church occupancy. However, it was 
adjacent to a residential neighborhood so traffic was a concern. To 
make a long story much shorter, it took more than nine years to gain 
permission to put a shovel in the ground.  

During those years, I would pray over the property every time I 
drove past it on my way into Honolulu. This was reminiscent of the 
dark days in Hermosa Beach when we first lost the bowling alley. 
This time, though, my prayers rang with faith. Because of the 
disappointment and ultimate victory in Hermosa, my faith was 
stronger.  

This fit the character development plan that the apostle Paul gave 
to the Christians in Rome (Romans 5:1-5). This passage reminds us 
that we have become friends of God. As friends, even our difficulties 
work for our benefit because he is on our side. The tough times build 
character, perseverance, and hope. Ultimately, the hope will not 
disappoint us or leave us embarrassed, because of the love of God.  
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Looking back, anyone could see the difficulty in Hermosa Beach 
was one of those character-building times. It wasn’t too great a stretch 
to view the current difficulty as another builder of perseverance and 
hope.  
 
No Access 

Faith did have limits… While we ultimately won permission to 
construct the facility, the city would not allow us to drive through the 
neighborhood to access the property. This was particularly hard to 
swallow since we were part owners of the roads in that neighborhood 
since our land was a portion of the original development. These were 
private roads, not belonging to the city. This decision came after the 
neighbors held a “drive-in.” They staged this event for the TV 
evening news. Assembling nearly a hundred cars and trucks they 
drove up and down the access road, honking and creating a great deal 
of confusion. Both sides of the road overflowed with parked cars in 
order to make the situation tighter. The mayor, Frank Fasi, went for 
the demonstration and denied us the use of the legal access to the 
property.  

I was on Maui, on a teaching trip for Hope Chapel Kihei when a 
friend phoned to tell me to turn on the news. When I saw the televised 
noise, and confusion my faith level ebbed to an all-time low. 

To make matters worse, I was now convinced that this land was 
where I stood in the vision that sent us to Hawaii. Now it seemed that 
God might not be able to help us with a building permit. Of course, 
those fears were strongest in the depth of the night. During the days, I 
clung to his promises and held out for the victory we all expected. I 
wouldn’t tell anyone that I now viewed this piece of real estate as the 
same land I had seen in the vision. 

One impetus to faith was a man named Bryant Smith. A semi-
retired heavy equipment operator, he felt God had called him to help 
us turn a steep mountainside into a church home. 

Bryant is a former U.S. Navy sailor, and heavy equipment 
operator, who helped reconstruct Japan in the aftermath of World War 
II. No project seemed too large for him. He lived in California and 
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spent time building and operating an orphanage in Oklahoma. We 
knew him through his daughter and son-in-law who are strong 
members of our church.  

Bryant would show up when our faith needed a boost. His faith 
was so strong, and he was so blunt, that we saw him as a prophetic 
messenger who happened to have a great sense of humor. Bryant 
would also save us a couple of million dollars when construction 
finally began. 

 
Help from Heaven 

Before we could build anything, we still needed permits. At a 
citywide prayer meeting for pastors, a man named Victor Borgia 
offered to contact Mayor Fasi on our behalf. It turned out that he held 
a private Bible study for several members of the mayor’s family and 
staff. His efforts paid off. The mayor went to work on the governor 
and we gained a lease on an additional 2.5 acres of land allowing free 
access to the property. This quarter-mile long and 32-foot-wide strip 
of land became our driveway. It brought our total campus to nearly 12 
acres.  

Ours became one of the largest church building sites in Oahu. 
God’s timing is miraculous: Victor moved to heaven within three 
months of our first conversation. He fell to a fast growing tumor. By 
the time the doctors discovered it, he had only a couple of weeks to 
live. In the short time we knew him, he became a major player in the 
future history of Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay. 

 
Help from City Hall 

Frank Fasi contributed another favor. He introduced us to his city 
managing director, Jeremy Harris. Mr. Harris became a helpful ally 
throughout project. His help grew more important after he became 
mayor himself. Mayor Harris campaigned for refined and effective 
government. Speeding up the building process was one of his major 
contributions to city life. Our project with its many speed bumps 
became an important issue to him. Without his help, Hope Chapel 
Kaneohe would not occupy its church campus. 
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PROBLEMS AS BLESSINGS 
One of our greatest challenges recast itself as a beneficial tool. 

The state and city governments miscalculated the volume of rainwater 
that passes over our land. No big deal by itself, this became a huge 
issue to the homeowners the city allowed immediately below our 
land. Their street sewers were not large enough to carry the water that 
ran across our land. 

The threat intensified when the government built the H-3 
freeway above us. That project acted as a large dam concentrating 
mountain runoff and funneling it onto our land. The elevated freeway 
also dumped a massive flow of water onto our property. To prevent 
flooding in the neighborhood, we built an underground reservoir the 
size of a large gymnasium. It rests 25 feet under the largest parking 
lot. Its cost equaled one-seventh of the entire project. 

How did such a burden become a blessing? One day, Rob 
McWilliams walked the undeveloped site with a group of state 
engineers. He asked them to compensate us for the cost of the 
reservoir. They admitted financial liability and the very real danger of 
a flash flood. Warning us not to pursue legal action, they promised 
action on our need for a driveway. They sped along the mayor’s 
request that the governor help us with land for a road.  

In other words, surrendering our rights over the drainage 
headache smoothed the way for the road lease. An ancient author 
magnified God for “He does great things too marvelous to 
understand” (Job 19:10). We rejoiced in the Lord when we finally 
understood that our largest construction problem was a key to unlock 
the door to our even greater political problem. 

Building the driveway was no picnic. It consumed a further one-
seventh of our total costs. Obtaining a right of way was one thing, 
gaining permission to build was another. We faced huge physical and 
environmental obstacles.  

Physically, the terrain was so difficult that a hike of the future 
quarter-mile roadbed took healthy men over an hour and a half. That 
included avoiding 15 yards of waist-deep swamp. Since the driveway 
would traverse a wetland, it required an environmental impact study 
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which could consume another five years. The Army Corps of 
Engineers (the governing authority in this matter) allowed us to use 
their own study prepared for the primary access road into the 
neighborhood. That decision saved money as well as time. 

 
Blessing The Community 

Wetlands are sacred in modern America. To build on them, we 
had to replace them. This could mean buying vacant land and 
constructing ponds and a wildlife sanctuary.  

God came to our aid, once again. Windward Community College 
and the Hawaii State Hospital are the near neighbors, across the 
wetland. We were able to build a “wet-taro farm” on hospital land. 
This production of the root used in the production of poi would 
benefit all three parties. A. We gained the ability to replace the 
wetlands we were paving. B. The college gained an important asset 
for their Hawaiian Studies Program. C. The hospital found benefit in a 
work-therapy program for their patients.  

There is an added blessing. Public schools use this living 
laboratory as a destination for field trips. Students experience their 
heritage as they observe and participate in the production of this food 
staple, so important to Hawaiian heritage. 

 
Dirt, Dirt And Lots More Dirt 
Construction crews hauled dirt off the site for two-and-a-half years. In 
all, they carried nearly 6,000 large truckloads of the stuff away. We 
were fortunate in that the construction of nearby Bay View Golf 
Course required lots of fill-dirt. They paid for the cost of hauling. 
Their participation subtracted nearly 10 percent of the projected cost 
of the project. In addition to turning a steep mountain into a series of 
buildable plateaus, construction crews lowered the overall height of 
the land by 12 feet. Describing the enormity of effort is impossible. 
Cal Kim, our civil engineer, and Bryant Smith, the excavation 
superintendent, provided masterful wisdom. They made the 
impossible merely difficult. 
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HOME AT LAST 
February 1998 saw the office staff relocated to the site, 10 years 

after we began raising money. Crews of volunteers assembled 
attractive temporary offices from construction trailers. Handsome 
decks and delightful landscape contrasted with earthmoving activity 
that dirtied cars and shook walls.  

The move saved rent money we previously spent on offices. Our 
church headquarters had occupied a series of commercial office 
buildings. We began life overlooking the ocean and a beautiful canal 
in Kailua’s Pali Palms Plaza. Growth forced us to move to three 
different locations within that facility. The nearby Yum Yum Tree 
restaurant (Now Pinky’s) provided an annex for counseling and 
meetings. Buying food from them was less expensive than renting 
larger space. For five years we operated out of a offices located above 
a delicatessen in a small Kaneohe building. Again, the combination of 
office and restaurant helped conserve funds. Our third location was 
the Castle Professional Center in the heart of Kaneohe. The owner 
was the Seventh Day Adventist Church. Their management team was 
accommodating and fun to work with. They often joint-ventured with 
us and the Kaneohe Police Department to co-sponsor community 
service projects. These included efforts to clean graffiti, parental drug 
awareness campaigns, and efforts to combat illiteracy among 
children. 

 
Church in a Tent 

May 1999 saw the congregation installed on our new church 
campus. This was possible due to innovation, imagination, and the 
work of hundreds of volunteers. The original plan called for 
development of the property in stages. We would build infrastructure 
while continuing to amass money. When the funds were strong 
enough, we would raise a nice building. It turned out quite differently.  

In 1996 we built the underground reservoir. The construction 
provided a large grassed field big enough for our annual Ho’olaulea, 
or church picnic. We had a great time. Fearing rain, the staff rented 
huge tents to protect the crowd of more than 2,000 people.  
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The weather was dry, rendering the tents useless...  to everyone 
except Chuck Heitzman. He saw them from another angle. His 
suggestion was that we purchase a tent and move the church onto the 
property as soon as possible. We could save thousands of dollars each 
month and enjoy early use of the land. He felt that people would be 
even more motivated to give if they could use the facility while we 
saved to build a permanent structure.  

A quick tour of the Internet produced some very nice ‘tents.’ 
Technically called “membrane structures,” this class of construction 
costs one-tenth of what it takes to erect a simple wood-frame 
building. We chose a company that could meet the height restrictions 
dictated by our location. It formed a wonderful home for the 
congregation. Actual construction of the “clamshell” took only 10 
days.  

It was innovative as well. Though nearly 90 of these structures 
were already in use in Hawaii, ours was the first that required a permit 
from the building department. All other uses were by government 
agencies that don’t need permits. Because we were first, we set a 
precedent for all who would follow. Innovation often takes time. 
Being first meant jumping through extra hoops. However, pioneering 
a tool that might benefit others offset the frustration of all the red 
tape. 

Another innovation was the construction of many massive 
retaining walls. Nearly 20 large retaining walls define the shape of the 
church campus. We built them with concrete blocks held together by 
strong fiberglass pins instead of mortar, concrete and steel. Unskilled 
volunteers could assemble the blocks, each weighing 95 pounds. 
Savings were immense. Those blocks, if laid side to side in one long 
strip, would stretch for more than nine miles. For two years, most 
Saturdays and weekday evenings saw up to 100 people laying block 
and planting groundcover for the new location. 
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Seven Fatal Flaws  
Our engineering team warned us: “The site has seven fatal flaws-

-seven major problems, any of which can kill the entire project. You 
will never build on this site!” The Lord conquered all seven.  

Today, the church sits high above Kaneohe town. The view is 
astounding. You can see all of Kaneohe Bay and much of the 
Windward coast on one side. Kailua town and the Ko‘olau mountains 
are visible in the opposite direction. The physical beauty seems to 
dwarf the price we paid in anxiety along the way. There is also 
another benefit: The fulfillment of a prophecy. Not only is this the 
location that I saw in the vision that moved us to Hawaii, it also 
brings Jack Hayford’s, earlier, prophecy to physical reality. We 
became that coconut tree planted on a hill overlooking the city. Like 
the tree in that prophecy, we were reproductive. We repeatedly 
reproduced ourselves in new churches.  

Our spiritual sojourn taught us the importance of waiting on God. 
Isaiah wrote that those who wait for him will rise on wings as eagles 
(see Isaiah 40:31). We certainly did not lack God’s blessing during the 
waiting process. Just as the nation of Israel matured during their time 
in the wilderness, we grew stronger as we waited for our own home. 
Waiting is good. Not fun, but good! 



 

 

CHAPTER 14 
 
 
 
 
 

GROWING TO MATURITY 
 
 
 

Some time ago the federal government made a crude attempt to 
restore the importance of families. An entire year was dubbed the 
“Year of the Family.” 

This was a hollow gesture designed to cover the pain of broken 
homes. The United States has more broken families, per capita, than 
any other developed country. A few months into the fanfare, the news 
media began reporting the growing absence of fathers in American 
families. Awareness is power, but knowledge of this situation didn’t 
seem to help much. 

For decades, many lower income and inner-city families had 
lived without fathers present in their homes. Our welfare system 
punished couples for maintaining a normal household. Single mothers 
qualified for financial aid. However, the plans backfired. If authorities 
discovered a man in the home, they reduced, or shut off welfare 
payments. By 1960, 17 percent of American children had no father at 
home.  

Few alarms rang until middle and upper-income families began 
to experience the results of fatherless homes. At first, the phenomenon 
appeared a product of divorce and male abandonment of 
responsibility. The upswing in babies out of wedlock hid in abortion 
statistics for a few years. Abortion numbers fell for several years and 
more children came up without dads. Today’s twist is a little different. 
Some women want children, but lack trust toward men because of 
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pain in their own past. Men become sperm-donors, unnecessary to the 
parenting process. This further raises the specter of divorce and single 
parent families. The change from one millennium into another marked 
40 percent of American homes as fatherless.  

 
REAPING THE PAST 

We reap the harvest of our past excesses. We declared God dead 
in the ’60s. We embraced “sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll” in the ’70s. 
Money was king during the ’80s. Internet IPOs and a raging stock 
market dominated the ’90s. The twin financial shocks of the early 21st 
Century didn’t help families. For decades, kids and family never 
meant much in America. The divorce rate skyrocketed without 
hindrance.  

Broken families inflict more damage on children than on adults. 
Girls living in fatherless homes are nearly three times as likely as 
those living with their dads to become pregnant as teenagers. Boys 
without fathers are more than twice as likely to get into crime or drop 
out of school. Youth gangs and racial hatred seem out of control in the 
new millennium. This is the result of families dying when Americans 
threw over God and his standards for our culture. 

A good church can go a long way toward reducing the damage of 
divorce. Spiritual awakenings turn cultures around. Churches rebuild 
individual lives around God’s word and power. God is at work in our 
churches and thousands of others. He said he would place the 
homeless into families. We believe that begins with a healthy spiritual 
family. 

 
NETWORKING A SPIRITUAL FAMILY 

All the counseling in the world adds up to nothing without 
sustaining love from people nearby. Most troubled people in our 
society come from damaged families. Our churches exist to train 
ordinary people to do God’s work. More simply put, we exist to teach 
our people to help others gain control over their lives through God’s 
redeeming love. 
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We are in the business of loving broken people. The  
task is often costly and often difficult, but always simple; “With one 
hand reach out to Jesus, with the other bring a friend.”  

The message—of God, who forgives, made personal through 
people who know how to love, can heal the heart of our nation. 

Love involves people. Therefore, people are always the focus of 
a healthy church. Buildings or programs can never drive the 
congregation if it is to fulfill its purpose. However, ministries must 
have purpose and structure. Churches serve people at every stage of 
life. Younger people tend to cluster around people their own age. 
After folks reach their mid-20s, they seem to want to spend time with 
people who have already walked the road in front of them. Some 
ministries become intergenerational. This makes for a strong church. 
We approach the process through our network of life-stage 
MiniChurches.  

 
MiniChurch & Maturity  

Pastors are forever asking me, “How do you build personal 
accountability into people who live in a country that shuns the 
concept?” My answer always involves MiniChurch. 

We first discovered the blessing of small groups early in the life 
of the Hermosa Beach congregation. You will remember that I wrote 
of the early Bible studies forming building blocks to that tiny 
congregation on Manhattan Beach Boulevard. Later, a small group 
structure allowed us to maintain overall unity while we tried to 
integrate four groups of Christians who each identified with their own 
leader. Finally, the MiniChurch emerged in its productive shape 
during the time after we moved into the bowling alley. 

It wasn’t until moving to Hawaii that we linked this loving small 
group experience to personal spiritual accountability. Because we’ve 
learned so much in recent years, I want to revisit the concept of 
MiniChurch in the next few paragraphs. My desire is to take you, as a 
reader, beyond a simple small group concept into the idea of 
Christians ministering to “one another.” 
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Most American churches center on the gifts of one strong leader. 
By contrast, the New Testament stresses the need for members of 
Jesus’ family to minister to one another. The biblical model is shared 
ministry where each member is a caregiver on one occasion and care 
receiver on another. 

I’ve always been leery of “accountability churches.” These are 
the churches where leaders talk about personal accountability all the 
time. They really function as dictatorships where a select few make 
decisions about everyone else’s lives. I want nothing to do with that. 
The polar opposite of accountability churches are those that preach 
freedom so strongly that personal accountability vanishes. People 
then interpret God’s grace as a cover for “Anything goes!” The 
message of grace and unconditional love needs the counterweight of 
accountability to personal holiness. 

For us, MiniChurch produced a balance between the two. It is in 
this balance that people mature. Broken lives from broken families 
find peace. Our people grow to maturity in Christ as they apply the 
Scriptures to their daily lives. 
 
A Family of Families 

This simple format has transformed our congregation into a 
family of families. That vastly reduces the pastoral burden as people 
share in each other’s problems (Galatians 6:2). More importantly, 
people are rediscovering a sense of family and accountability to God 
and themselves. 

Lives change for the better. We’ve seen marriages restored. Some 
set free from addictions. The power of sexual perversion gets broken 
through confession of sin and follow up prayer. Parenting skills pass 
from healthy families to young people raised without healthy role 
models. Couples have met and married in MiniChurches. A 
MiniChurch family provides support when its members move, are 
hospitalized, etc.  
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We think we found the key to all this success the day we 
switched to studying our own lives in the light of the Scriptures 
discussed in the previous sermon. At that point, God’s word actually 
became a searchlight illuminating and freeing our hearts. 

 
MiniChurch Multiplies Leaders 

MiniChurch produces leaders. We identify the leader of each 
small flock as a shepherd or pastor. These budding pastors and their 
apprentices train in a study group twice a month. They meet to discuss 
whatever book they might be studying at the time. The first half of the 
meeting centers on the text. The second part of the evening provides 
an opportunity for leaders to air out whatever ministry problems they 
currently face.  

The MiniChurch pastors training meetings provide both 
theological and practical training for current and future leadership. 
Our cadre of MiniChurch pastors and their apprentices comprise the 
talent pool we search when hiring paid staff. Every staff member and 
every church planter we’ve launched first proved their ability as a 
successful MiniChurch pastor. (I cover this more extensively in my 
book, “Making Disciples.”2 

 
Big Bad Guy 

An exciting example to the effectiveness of this “training in 
place” is found in the life of Guy Kapeliela. He recently planted Hope 
Chapel Second City in West Oahu after having successfully planted 
and pastored Hope Chapel Olomana in Kailua about six miles from 
the Kaneohe Church.  

Guy is an extremely large and formerly violent man. In his drug 
infested days, he was the fear of both Kaneohe and Kailua. Uncertain 
of himself, violence and intimidation were the only tools he 
understood when engaging other people. His troubled adolescence 

                                                           
2 Ralph Moore, Making Disciples: Developing Lifelong Followers Of Jesus, 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2014). 
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eventually topped off with a forfeited football scholarship at a 
mainland university. This was enough to send him on a spiritual 
search. He ended up in our church, invited by Aaron Suzuki and 
Shannon Hill. Aaron lived across the street from Guy’s family. Guy’s  
father recently went to heaven but before that he was a player in our 
church and the ones Guy planted. 

Aaron used to hear Guy hollering curses at his dad at all hours of 
the day and night, then salvation replaced Guy’s tough exterior with a 
shy and soft personality. He became fun to be around, but no leader.  

Eventually, Guy learned to play the guitar and began helping 
with worship in his MiniChurch. From there, he graduated to playing 
in our Friday evening worship band. Illness removed the leader one 
evening. Guy stepped up to fill his slot and amazed us all. His 
presence and command of the situation reflected gifts of the Holy 
Spirit rather than training. No school could teach a person to radiate 
love, holiness and leadership as he did that night. Guy could lead—
worship. 

However, he lacked any other sign of leadership ability. While he 
was imposing to others, to himself he was but a doorkeeper in the 
house of the Lord. Sunday mornings he arrived at 5 AM to cart in and 
set up the equipment necessary to run our Children’s Church. 
Nighttime found him reloading the trucks and shipping containers. It 
was during this time that someone told me that Guy felt called to 
pastor. I was doubtful, but went out of my way to get to know him 
better.  

It turned out that he was a very capable individual. He held back 
because he was embarrassed at his speech and lack of college 
education.  

Guy grew up speaking pidgin, a blend of Hawaiian and English 
with a few Japanese words tossed in. The grammar may not be 
textbook English, but it is beautiful to hear and understandable to any 
English-speaker. You could compare it to a strong accent found 
anywhere else—New York, Boston, or the deep South. Nevertheless, 
his insecurity over language was an obstacle to Guy. 
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Feeling that time spent around our pastoral team would loosen 
him up, I hired him as my secretary. My former secretary moved to 
another island. Any replacement would have seemed deficient. 
Figuring it would be rough going with whomever I hired; I recruited  
Guy and quickly discovered that we would have to teach him how to 
type.  

He never made much of a secretary but the camaraderie with our 
staff rang his bell. They definitely embraced his pidgin. They began 
harassing him whenever he tried to correct his grammar or accent. 
The logic went like this: “You are Hawaiian. Your audience lives in 
Hawaii. They understand you perfectly. Why change the way you 
talk? Do you wanna sound stupid?” Constant kidding loosened him 
up, in every area, not only as a public speaker. 

Guy developed leadership skills in MiniChurch, eventually 
reproducing several. This set him on the road to greater things. 

He became our head worship leader, overseeing six worship 
bands playing every weekend. Those bands included more than 100 
people. He then took the helm as Singles Pastor and went on to pastor 
our Men’s Ministry. He also shined as a preacher. The Holy Spirit 
gifted him as a speaker. He was great the first time out of the gate. 
The message was flawless, and its delivery, exciting.  

Guy is a supreme example of God turning ordinary people into 
fruitful and productive followers of Jesus Christ. His only formal 
training for the ministry was our discipleship process. He began as an 
apprentice leader in MiniChurch and a member of the worship team. 
Guy’s major contribution to the process was surrender and a hunger to 
learn. He very ably let go of the pride and anger, which he knew as a 
young man. 
 
Sumo 

You can hardly mention Guy Kapeliela without thinking about 
Blaine Sato, or Sumo as everyone knows him. If you saw how big he 
is you’d call him Sumo, too! 
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While an adolescent Guy busied himself terrorizing Kailua, 
Sumo was his counterpart in Kaneohe. He once told me that the only 
person he ever feared during high school days was Guy. A month 
later, Guy said the same of Sumo.  

Someone introduced me to Sumo a year or so into the life of the 
Kaneohe church. I remember meeting at Pizza Hut to get to know one 
another. He told me of a spiritual awakening centered around a 
traditional church. It was a kind of left over ripple from the Jesus 
Movement that had struck the country years earlier. He and several 
other young men had decided to follow Christ at that time but found 
themselves floating with no real church home.  

He told stories of radical conversions that reminded me of the 
earliest days of Hope Chapel in Manhattan Beach. He left that day 
promising to bring his friends to church. He did and they changed the 
flow of our ministry. One, Kiaka Gaugen started as a member of our 
church council and later helped plant a church on Oahu’s North 
Shore. 

Sumo eventually came on staff as our youth pastor. He later 
moved to California where he, along with my son Carl, took over an 
empty church building in Ontario. The denomination backed them as 
pastors and they planted a Hope Chapel. They were both attending a 
Bible college at the time. 

Today, Sumo disciples in Huntington Beach. He’s a sought-after 
speaker at camps and men’s groups. He recently told me that he’s 
started dozens of “pocket churches” in the beach towns of Orange 
County, CA. These are small stand-alone groups of younger people 
who have difficulty fitting into the church as most of us know it. He’s 
a great friend and kind of a Pied Piper discipling young men wherever 
he goes. His ministry to the beach community is only enhanced by his 
recent induction into the “Surfer’s Hall of Fame,” in Huntington 
Beach. 

 
TRAINING PASTORS 

It is hard to predict success in a pastoral ministry. The best and 
the brightest incoming learners often fall by the wayside. One of the 
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difficulties facing seminaries and other theological training institutes 
is the dropout rate among graduates. Approximately half of those who 
enter will graduate. Only about half of those who do graduate 
institution will actually enter pastoral ministry. Of those who do, 
nearly 80 percent leave the ministry within the first two years. The 
remaining 20 percent roughly equals five percent of those who 
entered the school in the first place.  

Some have faulted the individual schools. But how could such 
criticisms be valid if the same set of statistics describes nearly every 
such school? Most seminaries and Bible schools are filled with 
dedicated instructors and administrators doing a fine job.  

Scrutiny then moves to denominational officials. Maybe they do 
poorly at integrating young pastors into their structures? Again, if 
everyone experiences very similar results, there must be a larger, 
more comprehensive, answer.  

We think the problem is the same as that of putting carts in front 
of horses. To us, a theological education works best while a person is 
actively engaged in ministry. Our threefold plan works like this: (A) 
Get a person involved in low levels of Christian service. (B) Promote 
them into more significant ministry after they demonstrate faithful 
and productive service. (C) Add theological education to the mix once 
they demonstrate that they possess giftedness for ministry. Remember, 
the only defining characteristic of a leader is a follower. If a person 
doesn’t have followers, he is no leader. My supposition is that 
education cannot create a leader. It can only augment and improve 
one. 

Education may come through a continuing process like our 
disciplemaking model. Or, it may be though attending classes in a 
seminary (for those with enough time and money to obtain this 
wonderful asset). Either way, educational tools should enhance 
ministry rather than function as a gateway (or bottleneck) to it. Our 
combination of ministry assignments coupled with ongoing discipling 
have produced more than 2,300 pastors and churches. Only a small 
percentage of those have failed. 
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Our most productive tool toward reproducing the church has 
been the MiniChurch. It works like this. A person becomes as an 
active member, regularly contributing to the well-being of others in 
the group. The MiniChurch pastor recruits them as an apprentice 
leader. Faithful apprenticeship results in that person moving to pastor 
a MiniChurch. During apprenticeship and the pastoral years, they 
participate in ongoing MiniChurch training meetings and seminars. 
Later if we see them start at least three MiniChurches, they might 
launch a church, or join our staff. This actually takes longer than 
attending a seminary but the schooling is relational and job related. 

The first result is a highly committed and well-trained cadre of 
pastoral leadership within our congregation. A second benefit is a 
group of people who own our vision to multiply churches. These 
people possess well-developed gifts, skills and knowledge by the time 
they leave the mother church. Of course, the majority of our members 
will never plant a church. Most MiniChurch pastors will never plant a 
church. But some will. This is what we call our “discipleship 
continuum.” Individuals enter as converts, becomes active members 
and then a few emerge as pastors. 

After we launch a church planter, we help them seek further 
theological training if they desire it. This way all classroom training 
sharpens day-to-day ministry skills. Formal education is more 
practical because the student is a functioning pastor. Knowledge, 
gleaned before the fray, remains theoretical, students may even study 
more for grades than for end results. However, classroom education is 
highly useful to a newly-minted church planter.  

 
Churches And More Churches 

Our training programs bear fruit that lasts. Hope Chapel Kaneohe 
planted nearly 60 daughter and granddaughter churches in its first 16 
years of existence. The results of those efforts now number in the 
hundreds of churches. 

I haven’t time to write in detail about them, but Sonny Shimaoka 
planted Hope Chapel Kona. Jeff MacKay planted in Mililani and later 
personally planted seven churches in Osaka. Kean Salzer planted 
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churches in both Oahu and Maui. Steve Laudise in Kailua. Ross 
Yamauchi planted Hope Chapel Waseda, Japan. Leroy Metzger 
planted Hope Chapel South Shore in Poipu, Kauai. Corey Grinder 
planted Hope Chapel Tokorozawa, Japan. Walter Santiago and Ross 
Yamasaki birthed Hope Chapel Ko’olauloa in Kahuku, where Walt is 
a coach for the high school football team. Curtis Blanchette went off 
to Vancouver, B.C. about the time that Noel and Carol Wilcox started 
Hope Chapel Coastline in Perth, Australia. Blaine Sato (our former 
Youth pastor) and my son, Carl Moore, started Hope Chapel Ontario, 
California. Later they planted Hope Chapel Inland Valley in Chino. 
Kelly and Angie Hilderbrand left a church they planted in Honolulu to 
move to Bangkok where they became church planting missionaries. 
Ka‘ala Souza planted Mana‘olana in Honolulu. Rob and Robin Moore 
(no relation to me) planted Hope Chapel Kalanianaole in East Oahu. 
Jeph Chavez planted Hope Chapel Lewiston, Idaho; immediately 
launching two more churches from there. Wendell Elento plants 
workplace churches in downtown Honolulu. The list goes on… 

The granddaughter churches are too numerous to name each one. 
Besides, it seems that every time I turn around, I discover another 
new church, launched by leaders we sent out from our congregation. 
The growth has become exponential. 

 
Obsolete “20/20 VISION” 

Our “20/20 Vision” (When I last edited this book) was to grow 
the Hope Chapel family to 500 churches by the year 2020. But that 
vision was far too small. 

Just prior to the current update, I spoke at a large conference for 
potential church multipliers (churches that plant churches). In 
preparation for that event, we ran an informal survey of our churches. 
Until that time, I believed that the “Hope Chapel movement” had 
grown to around 1,400 churches, surpassing our wildest goals. In fact, 
the survey revealed more than 2,300 churches branching out from that 
original group of 12 people back in 1971. I’ve enjoyed the privilege 
of sharing, personally, in the lives of around 80 of those pastors, the 
rest have multiplied from the churches they planted. 
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The kingdom of God is truly like a tiny mustard seed that grows 
into a large plant offering shelter for those in need. What started with 
only a dozen people has grown to a couple of hundred thousand folks 
around the world.  

Do the math, “Would you rather build one large church, or would 
you give your life to touch many thousand people in places you’ll 
never visit?” Church multiplication beats adding chairs in a building 
any day. 

In some parts of the world, we run eight or nine generations deep 
with pastors launching new churches from the congregation where 
they were converted. Some have planted hundreds of churches while 
others faithfully serve in the place where God first called them. 

Someone recently told me that a mustard tree is really a weed 
(unlike cultivated plants that produce that yellow spice we all enjoy). 
The point of Jesus’ parable is that the kingdom of God should work 
much like weeds infesting a lawn. That has been our experience. 
Church multiplication is spotty, messy and invasive. That is as it 
should be. 

Vision is the key word here. Vision, by itself, is not particularly 
useful. No one can make this happen. We’re doing well if we directly 
plant only one or two churches per year from our congregation. Any 
higher rate would hinder our leadership base and financial health. We 
are entirely dependent upon passing the vision on to people in the 
churches we start and those they start. Disciplemaking is the key to 
church multiplication. 

It is infectious, ever expanding, and necessary if we are going to 
fulfill the commission to go and make disciples of all the nations 
(Matthew 28:18-20). 



 

 

CHAPTER 15 
 
 
 
 
 

BIG CHANGES 
 
 
 

Since the 2002 edition of this book, we’ve come through many 
changes.  

Though some people resist change, change is good…even the 
weather changes. Every time a group leaves to plant a new church the 
first congregation changes. People who never put their hand to the 
ministry plow come forward to discover a new role. The departure of 
a team member generates opportunity for others.. This is God pruning 
the church to make it bear more fruit. 

The newly planted congregation often surprises people who just 
went along to offer emotional and spiritual support. Some of them 
discover that they can meet needs in ways they never imagined. 
Everyone benefits. Change is good! 

 
ANCHOR CHURCH 

In 2012, my wife and I handed off Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay to 
the capable hands of our son, Carl.  

Carl leads a new generation with renewed vision. A couple of 
years into his new role, he set out to launch a new ‘movement’ of 
disciples and church plants. To help make this distinctive they 
changed the name of the church to “Anchor Church.” I believe this is 
a God-directed move. It blesses me to see that they link their future to 
the scripture in Hebrews where we first got the name for Hope  
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Chapel, Hebrews 6:19 (KJV) “This hope we have as an anchor of the 
soul, a hope both sure and steadfast... .” 

The church is growing and the future looks bright for them. As I 
write, the church has already established an outreach in the nearby 
community of Kahaluu. 

 
HOPE CHAPEL HONOLULU 

A year into the handoff there was feeling that my presence in 
Kaneohe might confuse people as to who was the Lead Pastor. This 
came about as we were in process of converting an extension service, 
that I pastored, into a freestanding church.  

We had operated for several years in a movie theater, across the 
island, 25-miles from Kaneohe in the Kahala Mall. At this point, we 
became Hope Chapel Honolulu.  

As soon as the Kaneohe leadership made the decision to launch 
us as Hope Honolulu we pulled together a leadership team comprised 
of Wolfgang Adler, Ed Hope, Ron Nishihara, Maynard Pang and 
myself. In just a couple of hours, we were on our way to building the 
legal and spiritual structures that would morph us from an extension 
service into a church plant. Since then our leadership expanded to 
include one-third of our congregation.  

 
The City As Our Campus 

Before we launched as an independent church, we initiated a 
property search. We found some interesting buildings including one in 
downtown Honolulu and the possibility of leasing part of the historic 
Honolulu Post Office. Both candidates failed because of parking 
issues and the post office is on the National Register of Historic 
Places, which precluded modifications to the structure necessary to 
our usage. 

The result was that we called off the search, deciding to view the 
entire city as our campus.  

We leased a small room in an office building that we use for team 
meetings. We also use a larger meeting room in Manoa Public 
Library. We hold special events at the Ala Moana Hotel and in the St. 
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Louis Alumni Clubhouse. There is a restaurant where we do 
counseling and we adopted Hunakai beach as our baptistry.  

The Kahala Mall Theaters are willing to work with us, on 
Sundays, and the relationship is a joy. We decided to direct our 
financial resources toward ministry rather than buildings. Should the 
theater ever decide to remodel, or even close, we trust God to provide 
a place for us. 

 
Still Multiplying 

As I write the congregation is three-years-old and growing.  
Hope Chapel Honolulu currently boasts one MiniChurch for 

every ten people in attendance. What’s also exciting are some of the 
ministries we’ve initiated.  

We’ve launched churhes in Hawaii and on the U.S. mainland. 
We’re still heavily involved in Japan and God opened doors for us to 
partner with an old friend who disciples the pastors of some very 
large churches in China. We even have our fingers in Africa. 

 
Planting Churches 

At the time of the change-over, Bob Kawakami launched Hope 
Chapel East Oahu from our congregation. Once we became a church, 
our first worship leader David Giomi moved to Las Vegas where he 
planted a house-church. He’s currently in Reno starting another. 
James Edwards along with Mickey & Susie Hall (our first members in 
Manhattan Beach) planted Hope Chapel Big Bear, California. Bobby 
Kahaokamoku, and his wife are working with a youth group in a 
Catholic church in Augsburg, Germany. Their long-range goal is to 
plant a church in that vicinity. 

We’ve set 20-year goals including A. Plant 30 churches, B. 
Establish a strong church planting presence in three countries, and C. 
Build reproductive DNA into each church we plant.  

We’re off to a good start on the thirty churches with those 
mentioned above. The DNA thing looks a little trickier as not every 
church planter picks up a vision to multiply. As to three countries we 
believe Japan is one and possibly the U.S. mainland is a second but 
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the third will blow your mind. Our people are helping plant churches 
in Kenya. 

People from Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay first involved 
themselves in Kissumu, Kenya by building a greenhouse to help feed 
children in an orphanage. 

I wasn’t too thrilled with the idea since Kenya is literally halfway 
around the planet from Hawaii. However, the younger staff guys were 
all for it. They would soon make decisions like this one without my 
input, so I thought it was good that they started while I was still there. 

After we launched Hope Chapel Honolulu, most of the Kenya 
team joined us. The ministry in Kenya shifted to eye-clinics that 
evangelize. Then it grew to encompass church multiplication.   

Teams travel to Kenya once each year. Charlie Mixon leads the 
teams in construction projects and even brings water to dry places. 
However, the mainstay of the ministry is the eyeglass clinic where 
Earle Nakagawa, an optometrist from our church and his buddy from 
another state perform more than 2,000 eye exams in just two weeks. 
Running the clinics requires the hard work of all 20-plus team 
members. This pays off by establishing relationships with the 
villagers. 

Besides the miracle of restored eyesight, the results are 
outstanding. More than 800 people came to Christ through the last 
clinic. Charlie and company taught a pastor to run MiniChurches and 
from those MiniChurches he went on to assemble a leadership base 
that plants churches.  

As of 2015 they had launched 28 MiniChurches and planted four 
churches. One team member, Rac Racoma, a former pastor plans 
travel to Kenya six months after the team visit to coach the new 
pastors and grow the network. The wonderful thing about all this is 
that I’ve never been there—this is a work of our church members 
through and through. 
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An Interesting Age-Mix 
My age affects the mix of people in our church…we have lots of 

Baby Boomers. However, we also have a sizeable and growing group 
of Millennials. Tired of an entertainment model, these younger folks 
are looking for ‘content’ in sermons. My style of working through the 
Bible, chapter by chapter, insures the delivery of that content forming 
a building block for young families and for making disciples. 

The good news about all this is that we have a solid group of 
mature folks who’ve walked life’s roads and can provide guidance 
and good examples to the younger people.  

Our pastor to young adults, Grant Matsushita, is assembling 
discipling tools to address the issues facing this generation. It is a 
win-win situation. The mass of people my age insures that we have 
strong financial resources. The younger people will one day launch 
more churches. We’re incubating a couple of potential church planters 
as I write. They are still a little young to enter the fray but exhibit 
tremendous potential. It only gets better when you toss in Michael 
Chung, our High School pastor along with Xavier and Christina 
Koide who run Junior High. They are stirring up a group of mission-
minded kids. Even our Children’s Church is geared toward mission 
with the crafts they make to support the work in Kenya. Our 
congregation is ready to reach out to a hurting world.  

 
FUTURE RETIREMENT? 

I enjoy pastoring, and would love to continue until the day I go to 
heaven. However, I know that is not realistic. One day, I’ll step down. 
As things stand, younger people are coming to hear an old man. This 
is good. Whenever that begins to sag, I’ll know it is time to move to 
the front row where I can cheer on the new pastor. I’ll give up that 
‘Ring’ one last time. I’m guessing that will be the hardest surrender of 
all. 



 

 

 

The first meeting to organize what would become Hope Chapel Honolulu 
was on the campus of Hope Chapel Kaneohe in a courtyard tent. 
 
 
 

 
We were fortunate that the theater in Kahala Mall agreed to rent to us 
after our first request. The lobbies provide great fellowship space. 



 

 

 
Fellowship in the theater lobbies is great. Being in this location keeps us 
from becoming “churchy.” 
 
 
 

 
All three of these women were born in Japan. All are leaders in our 
congregation.  
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A recent men’s fellowship breakfast at the Ala Moana Hotel. We’re 
hoping to bring younger men into the mix—they plant churches. 
 
 
 

 
The core team has plenty of fun. This has been an unexpected adventure 
for me. Ruby and I are thrilled to share our lives with these people.  



 

 

 
As Hope Honolulu we worship in a movie theater but use the city as our 
campus. This was a worship night in the startup days. 
 
 
 

 
Our congregation adopted the intersection of Kilauea Avenue and the 
ocean in Kahala as our baptistry. 



 

 

 
These five men met together on a Friday afternoon and Hope Honolulu 
came out of the discussion. We’re never too old to start something new. 
 
 
 

 
Gary Higa became something of an icon to Hope Chapel Honolulu, he 
worked for years with homeless people till his passing from cancer. 



 

 

 
From the start, Hope Chapel Honolulu works with the community, 
pictured here is a part of the team on a beach cleanup day. 
 
 
 

 
We’re in Japan for the long haul. Our youth leaders work with one church 
to prepare themselves for an eventual move to the country. 



 

 

 
Some of our staff with Fumi Chito (right) who pastors one of the fastest 
growing churches in Japan. He is bent on planting more churches. 
 
 
 

 
Strong adult mission teams support our Japanese churches. Here Ron 
Nishihara talks with Ross Yamauchi at a Hope Chapel West Tokyo picnic. 



 

 

 
Bobby (second from left), and his wife Petra, Gilbert from Hope Honolulu 
work with youth at a Catholic Church in Augsburg, Germany.  
 
 
 

 
This team performed 2,000+ eye exams, evangelized 800 people and 
coached a pastor to plant four new churches in Kissumu, Kenya. 



 

 

 
Besides pastoring, I currently help equip fledgling church planting 
movements in developing nations. This was one of my Mongolia trips. 
 
 
 

 
Ruby and I are still at it as we pass our 50th wedding anniversary. It’s still 
a privilege to serve with the people God sent into our lives. 



 

 

CHAPTER 16 
 
 
 
 
 

LIKE A COCONUT TREE 
 
 
 

Do you remember the long ago prophecy I mentioned in earlier 
chapters?  

The Lord pictured our church as a coconut tree sitting high on a 
hill, reproducing itself as it gave off fruit. That tree is enormously 
significant to our church family. We use it in our logo. We also view it 
as a metaphor for growth stages within the church. We’ll look at it in 
the next few paragraphs.  

Before we get into the tree as a metaphor for Christian life 
development, I want to share a humorous story. The move to the new 
church campus in Kaneohe underscored our use of this important 
teaching tool. When we cleared and leveled our land, we discovered a 
large coconut tree, which grew for years amidst the dense forest. 
Someone suggested that we should leave it standing in hopes of 
transplanting it into the landscape of the finished facility. 
We never transplanted it. Our architects had no knowledge or 
consideration of that tree. Unknowingly, they situated our structures 
and courtyard around its location and elevation. As the buildings went 
up, the tree stood guard a few feet from the front door to the 
auditorium. It became the focal point to the landscape. It seems that 
God had something to do with the location of that particular tree 30 
years before our construction project. Sadly, a few years later its roots 
failed and we lost it. However, the metaphor still stands. 
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CHURCH AS A FRUITFUL TREE  
The tree speaks of five stages of Christian experience. The idea is 

to grow to maturity. Most Christians talk about “growing in the 
Lord.” Few think in terms of a destination associated with that 
growth. 

In all life forms, reproduction is the one element that announces 
maturity. Plants and animals reach maturity when they reach the 
reproductive stage. Of course, much development continues after 
reproductive abilities commence, but that is another subject.  

For our discussion, an organism that never reaches the stage of 
reproductivity is not yet mature. This is true in the spiritual world as 
well as the physical. If our church exists to equip God’s people to do 
his work, we must ask, “What is his work?” His work is making 
disciples and teaching them to obey his directives. The New 
Testament believers accomplished this by evangelism and church 
planting. 

Reproduction is necessary to the basic bargain. Jesus said, 
“Follow me and I will make you fishers of men” (Matthew 4:19 
KJV). Individual Christians fish for people when they reproduce 
themselves in others. Later Jesus commissioned the apostles to “go 
and make disciples of all the nations” (Matthew 28:18-20). The 
apostles got off to a great start, and today’s church leaders labor to 
complete the task. If you read the Book of Acts as a picture of normal 
church life, you can’t escape noticing the successful church in 
Antioch. It intentionally reproduced itself all over the Mediterranean 
world.  

A coconut tree often surrenders its fruit to the ocean as a means 
of transport. A tree can reproduce itself wherever the tides and 
currents flow. A church should operate in a similar fashion. It needn’t 
be a coconut tree. Think about whatever trees grow where you live. 
Like those trees, every church needs to reproduce. We should 
individually and corporately plant seeds of the gospel in whatever soil 
God provides. This calls us to mature until we have the ability to do 
so. Growth moves through five stages: 
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1)  Rooted in God...  and his Family  
The first step is surrender to the love and forgiveness of Jesus 

Christ. Just as roots emerging from a seed, salvation and water 
baptism are starting points for the most basic growth in the Lord. Yet, 
without roots into a healthy church, most will shrink back and lose the 
joy of life in the Lord. Churches foster growth in a living and personal 
walk with God through the Scriptures and fellowship with other 
Christians. Joining a local church requires commitment, which 
naturally feeds and nurtures healthy growth. This is healthy root 
growth. Without it, everything fails. 

 
2)  Growing a Trunk of Authenticity  

Every tree needs a strong trunk to stand against the storms of life. 
Young Christians soon discover the awesome power of God’s word—
the Bible. Knowledge of the Bible becomes the trunk which supports 
a successful life and future. 

This requires that we find a church that actually teaches the word 
of the Lord. The Scriptures teach that faith grows by our hearing the 
word of God (Romans 10:17 KJV). In our setting, we not only teach 
the Scriptures on the weekend, we examine our lives for authentic 
Christianity in MiniChurch. This happens as we hold our lives up to 
the measuring-stick of scripture. Faithful participation in both 
weekend worship celebrations and MiniChurch grow a healthy 
“trunk” to support our spiritual tree. 

 
3)  Branching Out in Ministry Skills 

It is a mistake to stop growing when you achieve a measure of 
Bible knowledge. God designed some form of ministry for every 
Christ-follower.  

As coconut branches (actually they are leaves) gather light from 
the sun, we should gather light from the Son in the form of Holy 
Spirit giftedness. We should discover our personal spiritual gifts, 
which mostly happens as we respond to need. We should also access 
information that would help us use them more skillfully. These gifts 
are Holy Spirit born abilities that God invests in each of us (Romans 
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12:1-11). It is our calling to learn how to use them effectively. 
Specialized classes and seminars can provide this opportunity. Some 
classes teach people how to share their faith. Others enhance teaching 
skills. Some develop counseling or coaching abilities for helping 
others. Still others learn to reach out to homeless people or join a 
prayer team. 

In our church, people learn cross-cultural ministry along with 
how to plant a church. It is up to the individual Christian to grow 
branches, which will take in light, speeding fruitful service. 

 
4)  Bearing Fruit for the Lord  

Healthy Christians participate in ministry. 
Jesus said we should testify of him in our hometown, the nearby 

region and to the ends of the earth (Acts 1:8). The process usually 
starts with those closest to us: our family and friends. To make a 
disciple suggests that you help a person become a learner. 

This important task is simple when you possess the right tools. 
This is why branching out in knowledge is so important. 

However, knowledge gained must become functional. It is at this 
fruit bearing stage that the church generates its greatest growth. 
Normal Christianity should include a mentoring or discipling process 
for every person. We should all have someone we are learning from, 
and we should have a few people we teach in some manner.  

Apart from church, I try to stay in touch with several non-
Christians with whom I can share my stories about Jesus and answers 
to prayer. I also maintain relationships with a few young Christ-
followers to teach about successful living. Finally, I spend much of 
my time mentoring MiniChurch pastors, staff and other pastors. God 
designed us to pass along Christian life skills, person to person. 

An older pastor once coined a meaningful slogan: “Every 
member a minister.” That’s a good starting place, but I think every 
member should be equipped to equip others. You will not achieve full 
joy in the Lord until you join with others in sharing the good news of 
God’s love. This can occur in a structured setting like a Bible study. It 
may happen over cups of coffee among close friends. You may find 
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opportunity while surfing or on the golf course. However you achieve 
it, bearing fruit through active ministry is the earmark of a healthy 
Christian.  

 
5)  Reproducing the Church  

Hope Chapel is more than a church. It’s a movement made up of 
churches on every continent. Our church is like a coconut tree 
reproducing itself through many young, sprouting coconuts.  

The model is biblical. The New Testament saints left Jerusalem 
on a threefold mission: (A) They preached the gospel wherever they 
went. (B) They made disciples of their converts. (C) They completed 
the process by planting new churches. We carry on their vision. 

Many years ago, we assumed our church was unique in its calling 
to plant churches. Today, we understand that church multiplication is 
the task of every congregation. We can’t be satisfied reproducing 
ourselves only in individual people. We must reproduce the church. 

Some will say that is a task best left to larger churches. My reply: 
“We launched our first church plant with a base of only 125 people in 
our congregation. The new church began with a core group of 25, but 
50 showed up the first Sunday.” You don’t need to be large to do this. 
There is a growing “simple church” movement around the world. 
These congregations often measure fewer than two dozen people. 
They also reproduce themselves with ease.  

By giving to missionary outreaches, or supporting our friends 
who leave us to plant churches, we can do ministry in places we will 
never personally visit. We can indirectly help evangelize people we 
will never meet. Christ-followers should grow toward maturity. The 
mark of that maturity is reproduction. Without reproduction, we could 
never evangelize the world and certainly would not meet the spiritual 
needs of emerging generations.  

As we reproduce our church (and our MiniChurches) in other 
places, we can be sure we are living out the will and mission of God 
for our lives. 
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Perhaps you may sense a call from God to do something more 
with your life. You might begin to pray about the possibility of 
helping start a church. We know that new churches are the best tool 
for evangelism that we have.  

Several of my friends have taken to planting churches in homes 
by gathering friends for a Sunday afternoon barbeque or pizza 
coupled with worship and an interactive Bible study. No one even 
preaches—they simply discuss a previously agreed on text, asking, 
“What did the Holy Spirit speak to you through this passage?” A 
couple of those “house churches” have grown into something far 
larger.  

It would be wise to pray about the possibility of God generating 
something like this among you and your friends. 



 

 

CHAPTER 17 
 
 
 
 
 

FINDING YOUR PLACE 
 
 
 

A pastor of one of our daughter churches loaned me an idea for a 
sermon. 

He asked his people what they thought of a church where: (A) 
The people didn’t love God. They came for other reasons like making 
business contacts or finding dating partners. (B) The people didn’t 
like or trust their pastors. (C) The people didn’t much like each other 
and wouldn’t spend time with their fellow members. (D) As might be 
expected, they didn’t support their church financially through tithes 
and offerings. (E) Finally, they were too self-centered to serve in any 
ministry capacity.  

By now, you realize this pastor’s intentions. He set his people up 
for a challenge to active membership. He was about to challenge his 
people to grow on to maturity. His negative story was a springboard 
to a positive message about church membership. In it he taught five 
commitments that we ask of people before they call themselves 
members of our congregation. At a heart-level, these commitments 
open a person to the supernatural touch of the Holy Spirit. It is that 
touch that transforms ordinary, sin-plagued people into active agents 
of God’s love. 
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THE HIGH COST OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP 
Here are the five questions for every potential new member: 
 

1)  Do you love Jesus Christ and is he your Lord? 
While some attend church for social reasons, true Christ-

followers are there to worship and learn about the Lord. Is Jesus the 
Lord over your life as he is over the church? Will you go where he 
asks, do what he asks? These are signs of valuable surrender to God. 

 
2)  Do you respect your church leaders and their vision? 

Do you feel a sense of assignment to this church and its 
leadership? Assignment suggests a calling: Did God station you in 
this congregation? If he did not, you should look elsewhere until you 
discover where you belong. This is important because a church is a 
group of people surrendering to each other while they surrender to 
God. If you can’t surrender to these people and make your life-vision 
part of the church vision you are with the wrong group of people. 

If he did assign you to your church, you should actively seek a 
role of fruitfulness in your church family. Churches, like families, 
have cultures of their own. A congregation’s culture is an expression 
of the personality of the members as they seek the Lord. It also 
reflects the personality and vision of the leadership. The special 
callings God puts upon each congregation help establish its culture. 

Hope Chapel has a unique church culture. It shows in our dress 
and style of music. We can’t escape the biblical mandate make 
disciples and plant churches. We spend lots of time addressing a 
revolution in thought when it comes to ministry in Japan. These 
things define us and make us different from other churches. 
None of this works for some people. There are those who love the 
Sunday services but don’t like our constant talk of Japan or my travel 
to disciple young church movements in other countries.  

Others prefer fancy buildings to a sacrificial mission to plant 
churches and care for people who hurt. 
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When we first started in Kaneohe Bay there was a very nice 
woman who regularly complained about the “rock strains” in our 
music. Every Sunday she would tell us, “I love your teaching and the 
warmth of this church.” Then she would say, “But I may have to leave 
here because I can’t stand that music.” I’d smile and listen to her 
week after week. Finally, I asked what she would do to the music if 
she could change it. In her answer, she described the music of at least 
50 other churches on our island. I told her that I felt she should visit 
around. There are some very good preachers out there and most 
churches had music she would like. 

We want to praise God with a true expression of our hearts. You 
don’t ask Japanese-speaking people to sing in English because doing 
so would hamper their worship. Likewise, we don’t ask people of the 
new millennium to sing the music of the 1980s. It would inhibit their 
worship. 

We have lots of  “young people” with grey hair in our church. 
Some are in their 70s and early 80s. I have extra respect for these 
folks and the love they bring to our church. They are with us because 
they know God’s call in their lives. They are willing to do things 
differently in order to accomplish the command our Lord gave us to 
preach the gospel to every person. 

 
3)  Will you spend time with the church family? 

Are these your people or do you limit your Christianity to a 
spectator sport?  

Do you possess a sense of ownership? Ownership indicates that 
the people and heritage of your church belong to you along with the 
other members. Your church is a platform that God gave you for 
living life in community with other Christians. It also becomes a 
foundation for Christian service. Your church, with all its strengths 
and weaknesses, belongs to you. You should care for it in prayer and 
in fellowship. Please realize that you really do own your own church. 

You should develop at least one serious and solid friendship with 
another member of your church family. Most people came to church 
with a friend in the first place. Eighty-seven percent of our people 
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came to our church through the love of a friend or family member. If 
you join our congregation, we ask you to maintain that friendship and 
build others. Make the Lord a big part of your friendship. 

This might happen in MiniChurch or some other fellowship 
group. It might mean involvement in an organized effort to feed the 
hungry or regularly visit people in a care home. You might meet a 
friend for lunch on a regular basis. Perhaps you’ll disciple someone 
while you catch waves like I did when I was younger. My limited 
surfing experience turned into a wonderful time of friends 
encouraging each other in the Lord. 

You can’t be fruitful if you attempt to live a Christian life outside 
the context of relationships. Even the Lone Ranger had Tonto. You 
simply can’t “go it alone.” 

The Bible tells us to “consider how we may spur one another on 
toward love and good deeds.” How are we supposed to do that? “Let 
us not give up meeting together... ” (Hebrews 10:24-25). Sunday 
meetings are great for learning and for worship, but they fall short of 
allowing you to encourage one another in an exchange of love and 
friendship. You have to mark out time for others. 

 
4)  Do you believe in your church enough to stand with it 
financially? 

The Bible teaches us to tithe our income. My parents taught me 
to tithe (give 10 percent to the Lord) when I was five-years-old. As a 
result, God blessed and prospered my finances in so many ways that I 
can’t take time to list them.  

The rewards of taking God seriously over this have been 
numerous. Job promotions and return on investments went far beyond 
my wisdom or ability. 

Concerning finances, the questions I ask our people are as 
follows: “Do you believe in this church enough to stand with us 
financially?” “Do you find integrity in this church?” “Can you trust 
the leadership?” “Do you appreciate the results of our ministry?”  
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“Do you care enough to support the ministries that flow from this 
congregation like water from a spring?” “Is this the primary place 
where your soul is fed?” 

If the answers come up “Yes,” then this church should receive the 
principal focus of your giving. Some folks attend their local church 
and benefit from its ministry. However, they focus their giving on 
some other organization because it seems large and more successful.  

In the end, you should support those who will stand over your 
grave and minister to your family when you are gone. 

Focus your giving on the ministry that is your first line of 
defense in your struggle against Satan. This is why the Bible tells us 
to bring the tithe into the “storehouse” (Malachi 3:10-11). The 
storehouse in Old Testament days was a warehouse, or granary, from 
which the people were fed. The principle is as true today as it was 
when God spoke through the prophet Malachi. God wants us to invest 
in his spiritual granary “so there can be food in my house, says the 
Lord.” 

 
5)  Will you serve God...  without restraint? 

“Without restraint.” I can’t know what those words mean to you. 
Only God can speak to your heart and direct you into significant 
ministry.  

Hope Chapel is a ministry team. The leaders are like coaches and 
the members are players on the field. The New Testament teaches that 
“Their responsibility is to equip God’s people to do his work” 
(Ephesians 4:12). Our leaders put their hearts into the equipping 
process. They do it well. Results in your own life depend on whatever 
you are willing to bring to the game. Will you lay everything on the 
line for God, or will you hold back?  

God will call you to minister to your own family. He will 
probably call you to serve your immediate neighbors or perform some 
function within your church. He may even call you to serve as a 
pastor or missionary. Rest assured he never calls us to do anything 
without also making the task desirable. Are you available? 
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Serving God is costly. It consumes time, energy and money. 
Surrender is a powerful theme throughout the Scriptures. A good 
example of personal surrender shows up in the life of Moses. The 
Bible tells us: 

 
It was by faith that Moses, when he grew up, refused 
to be treated as the son of Pharaoh’s daughter. He 
chose to share the oppression of God’s people instead 
of enjoying the fleeting pleasures of sin. He thought it 
was better to suffer for the sake of the Messiah than to 
own the treasures of Egypt, for he was looking ahead 
to the great reward that God would give him (Hebrews 
11:24-26). 

 
What a choice! The man grew up in a palace and was educated 

toward an important position in government. What made him think he 
had a better shot at improving the lot of the Israelis through personal 
activism than he would in a government job? It could only be the 
Spirit of the Lord. 

Granted, he acted in anger on the day he beat up the Egyptian. He 
wasn’t James Bond—God never gave him a license to kill. We could 
fasten our eyes on the violence and fail to see that by intervention, he 
marked himself as an Israeli. By involving himself with God’s call on 
his life, Moses chose to leave Pharaoh’s family and embrace his own 
people. The Spirit of the Lord was at work in his heart. He 
surrendered the ring of life-charting control. 

Moses could have lived his life as a wealthy Egyptian official. 
With luck, he may have even made some footnote on the pages of 
history. Almost certainly, he would have attained political power. He 
intentionally gave up all that the world offered for the uncertainty of 
following Jehovah. 

Moses is more than a footnote. He is the leader God chose for 
one of the most miraculous sequences of all time, the Exodus. History 
regards him as the father of western legal systems. So, playing 
number two to the Lord in the desert was pretty high up the chain of 
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command. Had he refused God on the day the bush burned, he would 
have missed one of the greatest adventures of all time. Moses 
surrendered at the right time to the proper Master. 

I wrote this book just to ask you a question: “What will you do 
when the Lord asks you to let go of the ring and give him the reins of 
your life?” I hope you give him everything he asks. 

 
 

AFTERWARD 
 
If you benefitted from reading it, you could do a favor in return. 

Simply go to Amazon.com and rate the book. Also, please leave a short 
review (Just two or three sentences) to help other people know if they 
would enjoy it. Finally, any mention in social media would be a great 
blessing to me, personally. Besides the book can then help someone else. 

 
I offer several freebies on my website. I manage to write a blog 

every-so-often. If you join my email list, I promise not to spam you, but 
will alert you every time I offer a book for free, or at a steep discount. 
You can catch free podcasts and sermon videos at www.hopechapel.com, or 
better yet, connect with me directly at www.ralphmoorehawaii.com.  

 
Again, thank you for reading this book I hope it inspired you to surrender 

more of your life and future to the God who dearly loves you! 
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